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Welcome

The way out West

I

f you plan to travel way out west,
you’ve got to pick the mode that
is the best: namely, of course,
the Great Western Railway. Leaving
London on our great main lines
is always fascinating, as there are
items of railway interest at every tip
and turn. The Great Western is no
exception, and leaving Paddington
I always look for a forward facing
window seat on the north side for
most interest. You have to keep a
weather eye out for Hitachi’s North
Pole depot and the Southall steam
centre, but most interest is to be
found on the right hand side.
Thus it was as I left Paddington
on an ‘802’ in mid-February, with
Crossrail works evident under the
Westway outside the station throat.
At Mitre Bridge there’s an Intercity
Express Train passing overhead,
presumably en-route to North Pole,
then the railway lands at Old Oak
hove into view. It’s all change here:
where ‘Westerns’ and ‘Warships’
once trod, the massed ranks of
‘345s’ in the sidings at the new
Elizabeth Line depot are now to be
found. The wrecker’s ball is making
inroads on the former HST shed, as
construction teams prepare to build
the sub-surface station here for
HS2. A melancholy sight, marking
the end of nigh on two centuries
of Great Western presence here.

The Heathrow Express depot is still
extant, but that too is set to go by
the end of the year as ‘387s’ and
‘345s’ replace the ‘332s’ and ‘360s’
currently working to the airport.
The aggregates trains line up at
Acton yard, with the new underpass
to prevent their interference with
Elizabeth Line services when the
latter are eventually introduced.
Here runs the red electric train:
diminutive 1992 stock en-route
to the Central Line terminus
at Ealing. Then it’s West Ealing
and its platform adapted for the
Greenford shuttle, evicted from
Paddington when the electrics
took over suburban services.
On the right are the Plasser works,
with p-way machinery in the
yard – and more evidence of the
modernisation of this stretch of
railway, with Class 387s stabled in
the sidings beside the main line.
‘Southall Waterfront’ proclaim the
hoardings, as the transformation
being wrought on this stretch of the
capital by the impending arrival of
the Elizabeth Line becomes evident.
But Betjemanesque left-over
London hangs on for the observant,
as the weather eye catches a
glimpse of umber and cream on
the left. And here is His Master’s
Voice at Hayes & Harlington, while
hot on the heels is ‘Horlicks’.

Yes, it’s Slough, and for sure
there is no grass to graze a cow:
the developers have done their
deeds, with spanking new office
blocks and flats ready to cash in on
Elizabeth’s 10-minute frequency.
The Manor, the wooden former
railway building beside the
station that is home to the Slough
and Windsor Railway Society,
presents an incongruous air
amidst all this sleek modernity.
Off goes the Windsor Central
branch, beside the west station
car park. Little chance now of
the restoration of the royal curve
(Windsor to Maidenhead direction),
with the Government turning
its face against the Windsor Link
proposals for reaching Heathrow
from the west (p64, October 2018
issue). Network Rail’s proposed
western rail link from Langley
seems a more likely option.
Next there’s a reminder of railway
royalty, as we vault the Thames at
Maidenhead on the improbable
arches of Brunel’s bridge. Off goes
the Bourne End branch, while
west of the station the new sidings
stand ready for an influx of
Class 345s, when this becomes the
terminus for some of the services
originating from Abbey Wood.
The last of the Thames Valley
branches leads off to the north at

Twyford, heading for Henley, and
in no time at all we are at Reading.
No clunk of the pan coming down,
as both on this trip and my return
it was the MTU diesels powering us
in and out of Paddington – it seems
I drew a short straw, as at the end
of February there were just two
‘800s’ and three ‘802s’ not using their
electrics. But there’s the thrill of the
remodelled west end of Reading to
compensate, with the new viaduct
untangling the cat’s cradle of lines
and making conflicts less likely.
Class 387s stable in the depot as
we tack south for the Berks & Hants.
We’ve got wires to Newbury for
interest, plus stone and oil on the
freight front. But as Fiennes discerned,
once you’re west of Newbury (where
we don’t blow whistles), it’s a bit of
a desert in railway terms: there is
little traffic for which to call, which
is ideal for non-stop trains to Exeter,
like the one I’m on. No worry: there’s
the canalside scenes and luscious
countryside as a diversion. Anyway,
I’m high on the call of the West:
the prospect of the bracing air of
the South West
coastal path is
guaranteed to
raise the spirits. a

James Abbott
Editor

Ancient and modern: a Class 345 en-route to Reading
on a test run on 11 February 2019 crosses the Thames
at Maidenhead on Brunel’s bridge. Ken Brunt
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Railtalk

A change of mindset needed

F

ranchising is bust. That is the
opinion of Keith Williams, the
former British Airways boss
currently conducting a review into
the railways, which he articulated
when he delivered this year’s George
Bradshaw lecture on 26 February:
‘Franchising can’t continue as it is
today… I’ve been talking to investors,
train operators and passengers, and
in talking to all of them what has
become clear is that what served
the industry very well 20 or 25 years
ago is not the way forward’.
This view prompted a plaintive
question from the audience asking
just where that left bidders for the
current live franchise competitions,
for South Eastern and the Midland
and West Coast main lines. They
may well ask. All three have pressing
problems over and above a bust
franchising model. South Eastern has
seemingly insurmountable problems

associated with transferring the risk of
pensions commitments. West Coast
Partnership has no certainty over the
commissioning date for HS2 Phase 1,
let alone Phase 2a to Crewe. Whoever
is in charge of East Midlands
Trains faces a rolling stock crisis at
midnight plus 1 on 1 January 2020.
POOR PERFORMANCE
Plainly, there is much that has gone
wrong recently. Last summer’s
problems on the Thameslink and
northern networks are an obvious
example, but across the network
performance has been on a
downward trajectory for a decade
or more. At the same time that the
railway has been getting worse at
delivery, customer expectations
have been going in the opposite
direction: today’s consumer
culture demands ever-improving
service. And in the age of social

media, if passengers don’t get
good service, retribution is swift.
To some extent, the railway
is a victim of its own success.
The much-vaunted doubling of
passenger numbers has brought its
own problems. For example, Waterloo
has been expensively remodelled
to accommodate longer trains on
the suburban lines, but the network
is now so crowded that the extra
time taken by a 10-car rather than an
eight-car train to clear a signal section
is material. Even the extra seconds
needed for the crew to change ends
at termini on a longer train count.
At the same time, successive
franchise competitions have led to an
ever-tighter press on costs. This has
introduced a level of complexity that
implies more fragility in operations.
Drawing on the South Western
as an exemplar again, extremely
complex diagrams have been

devised in an attempt to maximise
crew productivity. Thus hundreds of
drivers sign for the half-hourly service
on the Shepperton branch, rather
than that line having a self-contained
out-and-back service. So when
things go pear-shaped elsewhere,
drivers are in the wrong place and
the performance virus spreads.
Meanwhile, franchise competitions
have pushed bidders so far that
the pips are squeaking. The train
operating companies collectively
make about a 3% return, which, far
from being the voracious gouging of
consumers and taxpayers that critics
maintain, scarcely beats putting your
money in a building society. Indeed,
some franchises run at a loss: for
instance, the Dutch taxpayer, through
the Abellio subsidiary of Netherlands
Railways (NS), has been subsiding
Scottish rail travellers by way of the
loss-making ScotRail franchise.

Storage space at a premium: Class 717s have been stored at West Worthing on the Coastway
prior to introduction on the Moorgate line. No 717025 was the first to arrive there from
Hornsey, in the early hours of 26 February; it is seen in daylight a few hours after arrival.
The sidings here, on the site of the shed demolished in the 1980s, were rehabilitated for an
early iteration of the Thameslink Programme and have been little used. John Vaughan
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Railtalk
Recent franchise awards have
seen a pattern emerging. Incoming
franchisees struggle to make money,
while performance deteriorates.
Often, the incomers have signed up
to ambitious rolling stock renewal
plans that will be difficult to realise,
and at the same time train crew
shortages emerge. Greater Anglia
is a topical instance where Abellio
is now challenging the terms of
the franchise agreement. Keith
Williams is right: these are not
indicators of a healthy system.
What is becoming plain is that a
choice is going to have to be made
between lower net subsidy levels,
wholesale renewal of train fleets
and more reliable performance.
Government will have to choose
two from three, since it is unrealistic
to expect to get all three at once.
INCOMPATIBLE PURCHASING
The Department for Transport
stands accused of irresponsible
purchasing. Like the child in the
sweet shop refusing to accept that
too much sugar makes you sick,

the Department has been buying
incompatible things. Franchisees
sign up to ambitious service
improvement plans, only to find
that those plans are incompatible
with those of neighbouring
franchises in terms of track access
and other common resources.
Bidders are not required to provide
performance modelling with their
bids, which is either incompetent
(the Department should know
what the performance implications
are of any more intensive services
proposed) or manipulative (if
performance implodes it was
nothing to do with us, guv).
At the same time there is
incompatibility in the infrastructure
being purchased from Network
Rail by way of the Control Periods
administered by the Office of
Rail and Road, and the service
plans being purchased from train
operators through franchises. The
performance problems engendered
by late-running projects, such as
the Bolton electrification, have
been well-publicised, but still we

are planning for failure. At Northern,
for instance, work will not begin in
earnest on Leeds platform 0 till next
year, and yet service improvements
are planned for introduction
before it has been delivered.
In his report on services in the
north (p32 this month and p18 last
month), Richard George sensibly
advises a level of honesty on this. He
points in particular to the Castlefield
corridor in Manchester, already
struggling and yet where dwell times
look to be even more difficult to
achieve in future when loco-hauled
stock with end doors replaces
multiple-units with mid-car door bays.
Piling more services in will only make
matters worse, and yet the prospects
for extra infrastructure in this corridor
seem more gloomy than ever (p14).
Mr George is of course not alone
in counselling caution; plenty of
work goes on behind the scenes
in pointing out to the Department
the implications of policy decisions.
Sometimes the advice is heeded: for
example, the services endearingly
named by the Southern Electric
Group as ‘Cats and Tats’ (Caterham
and Tattenham Corner) were taken
out of the Thameslink specification
due to worries about throughput at
the junctions north of East Croydon.
But then, seemingly to maintain
the magic 24 trains per hour, was
it sensible to replace them with a
service from north Kent that has to
cross the throat at London Bridge
to reach the Thameslink core, when
one can reach St Pancras from
Rainham on HS1 in half the time that
it takes to get there on Thameslink?
In any case, as time goes on, it
seems less likely that the 24 trains per
hour in the peak that was the original
target of the Thameslink Programme
will ever be achieved. It has become
clear that there are performance
implications of squeezing in more
and more services: the effect on
existing services of new origin and
destination points needs to weigh
more heavily in the balance.
All of which raises the question
of whether the right people are
taking the decisions. The DfT is
notorious for micro-management:
a classic example is the first West
Country train in the morning out
of Paddington. Great Western
sought to switch this from Paignton
to Plymouth, the more obvious
traffic destination. But it took
no fewer than three ministerial
submissions before this minor
change was authorised. Clearly,
people closer to the ground need
greater authority. In the panel
Q and A session at the end of the
Bradshaw lecture, Network Rail

Chief Executive Andrew Haines
identified a disconnect between
responsibility and authority. There
is no point in making people
responsible for things if they don’t
have the authority to put them right.
MOUNTAIN GETTING STEEPER
While there is understandable
concern over present levels of
performance, the truth is that things
are only set to get more difficult.
Much is made of the ‘biggest new
rolling stock programme since the
1960s’, but, as this magazine has
been warning for several years, the
avalanche of new carriages – some
7,000 in the space of a few years – is
now threatening to overwhelm the
technical resources needed to put
them into reliable service. And as
deliveries lag the avalanche grows.
Not only will we have to swim
through the bath tub curve of
reliability, where performance
typically gets worse before it gets
better, we also have to get the
new trains on the rails in the first
place – which, as LNER’s Azumas
have shown, can be far from
straightforward. Is the railway
ready for the new fleets in terms of
the commissioning capability, the
gauging resources, depot stabling
facilities? In even starker terms, is
there the sheer physical space to put
the new fleets while they await entry
into service? Already, Class 717s
earmarked for Moorgate services
have been stabled as far afield as
West Worthing, and the search is on
in locations such as Cambridge and
Ashford for secure siding space.
Not all is doom and gloom
though. Network Rail is accelerating
its devolution policy – a clear
example of decision-making being
handed to people closer to the
action. With implementation of the
Williams review three years away
at least, getting the structure right
is justifiably being prioritised. The
Rail Delivery Group has made a
commendable first stab at sorting
out the fares mess (although
we won’t hold our breath on
Government being bold enough
to sign up to compensating the
losers in any shake-up of the
structure, which will be required if
any real change is to be made).
Meanwhile, we wait for the
Williams Review for advice on
further reform. In his Bradshaw
lecture, Keith Williams made it
plain what he doesn’t like. Now he
has to specify what he does like.
Let us hope that he realises that
trying to solve problems with the
thinking that created them in the
first place is not the answer. a
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News Front

GWR trains at Cardiff Central: on 26 February 2019, an
electrification gantry frames a five-car Class 165+166
formation, flanked by GWR IETs. Gwion Clark

GWR ANGLING FOR SPARKS
TIMETABLE IN DECEMBER

Service intensification does not depend on completion of wires to Cardiff
GREAT WESTERN Railway is
hoping to bring passengers the
benefits of electrification between
Cardiff and London at the December
timetable change.
When Network Rail confirmed
that the energisation date for the
final section of electrification,
between Bristol Parkway and Cardiff
Central, had been deferred to
November 2019, it appeared that
service changes to capitalise on the
project’s completion would also
have to be deferred. Following the
difficulties encountered last year,
the rail industry as a whole is taking
a more cautious approach to major
timetable changes, particularly those
which are dependent on timely
completion of infrastructure works.
However, the performance of
the Intercity Express Trains between
Bristol Parkway and Paddington,
where electrification is complete,
has inspired confidence at GWR
that the proposed additional
services could be operated from
December without significant
risk to performance, regardless of
whether electrification in South
Wales is completed in November.
SPEED-UP
Headline improvements are a
15-minute reduction in journey
times between South Wales and
Paddington, and the doubling of
services between Bristol Temple
Meads and Paddington, exploiting

8

the recently completed four-tracking
of Filton Bank, north of Temple Meads.
‘Some of the Bristol fast services might
be introduced slightly later’ said GWR
managing director Mark Hopwood.
GWR proposes to increase service
frequency from two to three trains
per hour from Cardiff to London in
the morning peak and from London
to Cardiff in the evening peak. One
of those trains per hour, working
from and to Swansea, would omit
some intermediate station calls to
save slightly more than 15 minutes.
‘The electrification work is moving
forward at a steady pace. We’ve
got confidence that that will come
in,’ said Mr Hopwood. ‘Even if we
didn’t have the electrified railway
west of Bristol Parkway, it wouldn’t
put the whole timetable at risk.’
The outcome of GWR’s bidding
for the proposed timetable
changes will not be known until
late spring or early summer.
Mr Hopwood acknowledged
that GWR’s performance last year
had been affected by line closures
and other difficulties, including
timescales for crew training being
compressed as a consequence of
late completion of earlier sections
of electrification. Performance had
improved significantly, and fewer
trains were being short formed. Last
year’s short formations included
five-car IETs frequently replacing
eight-car HSTs. Five-car IETs are still
occasionally deployed, but only
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as a last resort and sometimes to
avoid cancelling a service following
disruption, said Mr Hopwood.
The 10-car IET formations can be
split to provide two trains in such
circumstances, a flexibility which
was not available with HSTs.
TURBOS TO POMPEY
On the inter-urban route between
Cardiff and Portsmouth Harbour,
five-car trains were now being
deployed more consistently,
Mr Hopwood said, some being
Class 166+165 formations and others
Class 158s. Some passengers are
dissatisfied with the 3+2 seating
of the former Thames Valley
commuter stock, but Mr Hopwood
said 2+2 seating was available
in former first class sections.
The route connects several
cities and carries large numbers of
passengers into their nearest city.
Mr Hopwood said short-distance
passengers wanted different
things from their trains than the
longer-distance passengers. The
long-term solution was to create
a limited stop service, but this
could only happen with sufficient
infrastructure and rolling stock to
enable provision of local services
without loss of service frequency
for users of the smaller stations.
Another option for the future is
deployment of bi-mode trains, such
as Class 769 Flex units, between
Cardiff and Bristol Temple Meads,

where the current journey time
is a cause of complaint and there
are plans for several additional
stations. Electric operation
between Cardiff Central and
Patchway would enable faster
acceleration from stations, which
Mr Hopwood said would generate
a small saving in journey times.
The Welsh Government has
commenced a £50 million project
to create a park and ride station
at Llanwern, with stabling sidings
for special event days, and is
co-funding the planned Cardiff
Parkway station, east of Cardiff
Central. Monmouthshire County
Council has been promoting a
‘walkway’ station at Magor, west
of Severn Tunnel Junction.
Mr Hopwood said it was important
to consider the impact of any new
stations on journey times for existing
passengers. While bi-mode operation
was a possibility for the future, GWR
was not currently planning to use
its Class 769s as far west as Bristol.
He confirmed that GWR could
operate 12-car Class 387 formations
from London to Cardiff for weekend
events in the Welsh capital that
draw large numbers of spectators
from England. For major events
in Cardiff on weekday evenings,
Class 387s could be sent onwards
from their Swindon base after
the evening peak to help with
the surge of passengers requiring
homeward transport. Rhodri Clark
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News Front

MML WIRES TO REACH MARKET HARBOROUGH

THE DEPARTMENT for Transport
has confirmed electrification of the
Midland main line will continue north
of Kettering to Market Harborough.
The scope of the programme,
originally due to continue to
Nottingham and Sheffield, was
cut back to Kettering and Corby in
July 2017, with new bi-mode trains
planned to be introduced instead.
However, as we reported in our
feature last month, a substation to
feed the overhead wires is to be
built at Braybrooke, just south of
Market Harborough, which would no
longer be on the electrified route.
The DfT has remitted Network Rail
to design a solution for connecting
Braybrooke to the electrified line at
Kettering and has now confirmed
the preferred solution is an 11-mile
extension of the overhead wires to
Market Harborough. NR will design
an extension of the electrification
infrastructure and will install the
equipment, and DfT says before
delivery commitments are complete
the scheme will need to be assessed

Investment at Market Harborough: a Meridian passes with a Sheffield – St Pancras service on 30 January 2019, with hoardings
at left showing where station reconstruction work to straighten the line through here is underway. Philip Sherratt

as part of the overall programme
business case. Electrification to
Kettering and Corby is due to be
used in passenger service from
December 2020, and DfT says
electrification to Market Harborough
will follow by December 2023.
A DfT spokesperson said:
‘While there are no current plans

looking into the viability of options
which would enable electric trains
to run from Market Harborough
to London. We continue to
work with the Department for
Transport and train operators on
this and other future investment
plans to maximise the benefits of
enhancements for passengers.’

to electrify the track further than
Market Harborough, passengers
will benefit from the roll out
of modern trains, delivering
faster journeys, more seats
and a better quality service.’
A Network Rail spokesperson
said: ‘As part of our next funding
cycle (Control Period 6) we are

NR AGREES TO CONTROL PERIOD 6 PLANS

NETWORK RAIL has not raised any
objections to the Office of Rail and
Road’s conclusions on the funding
package and spending plan for
Control Period 6 (2019-24). NR has
therefore accepted ORR’s plans as
set out in its Final Determination on
NR’s Strategic Business Plan. NR Chief

Executive Andrew Haines has written
to ORR Chief Executive John Larkinson
confirming the decision of the NR
board. ‘Our decision is the culmination
of almost three years of work’ Mr
Haines wrote. ‘We are grateful for the
open and collaborative approach that
ORR has taken over this period. We

believe this has been key in leading
to a set of conclusions that wraps
around the way we run our business
and ensures that our focus during
CP6 is on delivering for passengers,
freight users and other stakeholders.’
The company was due to publish
detailed spending plans for the

five-year funding period at the end
of March, prior to the start of the
new Control Period on 1 April. The
Government has made £48 billion
available for the railway during CP6,
incorporating a £35 billion spend
focused on operations, maintenance
and renewals.

FIRST ELECTRIC TRAIN ON SHOTTS LINE

THE FIRST electric train
has operated on the Shotts
line in the Scottish central
belt following completion of
electrification by Network Rail
and contractor SPL.
On Sunday 24 February a
Class 86 locomotive completed
a number of test runs, including
at linespeed, along the newly
electrified section between
Holytown and Midcalder
Junctions. NR says the project
has involved the erection of
223km of wires, installation of
2,500 tonnes of steel masts and
modifications to 17 bridges.
The £160 million project,
funded by the Scottish
Government and delivered
ahead of schedule, will enable
ScotRail to introduce new
Hitachi-built Class 385 EMUs on
the route later this year. Work
continues on station platforms
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Powered up: Class 86 No 86638 testing the wires
on the newly-electrified lines at Breich on the
Shotts route on 24 February 2019. Ian Lothian

and to create step-free access at
a number of stations, which NR
said was on track to complete

by the end of March. The
Shotts line becomes the fourth
route between Edinburgh and

Glasgow to be electrified, in
addition to those via Carstairs,
Falkirk and Airdrie/Bathgate.
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HAINES SETS OUT PLAN TO CHANGE NR

DEVOLUTION TO GO FASTER AND FURTHER

NETWORK RAIL must become a
customer-focused organisation, with
delivery of the timetable front and
centre, its Chief Executive Andrew
Haines has said.
In a briefing to journalists on
1 March, Mr Haines said the key
for NR was to change its mindset
rather than its structure. However,
he also said the organisation
required fundamental change and
tinkering was not an option.
Mr Haines was discussing the
restructuring proposed by the
outcome of his 100-day review of
the organisation. The restructuring is
targeted at creating the opportunity
for more devolved decision-making,
something Mr Haines said he
had identified as being his strong
preference prior to taking on the
role. Mr Haines said devolution
would ensure accountability and
authority for decisions was held at
Route level, whereas currently Route
Managing Directors do not have
authority to make key decisions.
Having Managing Directors on the
executive would create ownership
at the top table, Mr Haines said.
RESTRUCTURING
As explained last month (p10), the
proposed restructuring will see an
increase in the number of Routes

to 13, supported from above by
five overarching Regions (Eastern,
London North Western, Scotland,
Southern, and Wales and Western).
At the same time key functions
are to be devolved to Route level,
with some organisations such as
Infrastructure Projects abolished and
others split up. Mr Haines said there
would be no increase in headcount
as a result of the changes, and over
time there would in fact be fewer
management roles in NR. He also
said the number of Routes could
grow, with for example a dedicated
Chiltern Route a possibility. Asked
about the East Coast, earmarked as a
dedicated Route, Mr Haines said NR
was still working through options
and that establishing a regional
partnership with the operator would
be ‘tricky but not impossible’.
Routes will be responsible for
running the railway on a day-to-day
basis, for improving performance and
for relationships with operators. The
Regions will be ‘thin but sufficient’
and will support the Routes and
absorb the devolved functions, with
responsibility for relationships with
stakeholders and funders. Mr Haines
said he aimed to introduce cabinet
responsibility for decision-making,
promoting collective agreement
on such matters as standards.

Functions to be devolved are IP,
the Safety Technical and Engineering
function, Group Digital Railway and
elements of the System Operator
function, with this process running to
the end of 2020. Route Services will
be retained as a central function, and
a new Network Services directorate
will incorporate the ‘virtual Route’
for freight and national passenger
operators along with Digital Railway
and national programmes. Mr Haines
said the message received from
operators served by the virtual
Route is that they would prefer
this to be at the centre of NR.
Asked about digital railway,
Mr Haines said the sponsorship for
schemes would be within Network
Services but the articulation of
outcomes would be devolved, with
Regions and Routes determining
the desired passenger and freight
outputs. He noted the East Coast
main line project as an example
of this, which is being led by LNE
Route MD Rob McIntosh and is
seeking to deliver European Train
Control System (ETCS) and Traffic
Management on the line. He said the
real test of the East Coast pilot would
be whether it delivered affordability,
noting NR faces a massive signalling
renewals challenge over the
coming 15 years, with funding

not sufficient for the required
renewals at current cost levels.
MORE PLANNERS RECRUITED
On timetabling, Mr Haines said the
change in December 2019 will be
the first in two years where the level
of changes is not constrained by
capacity in NR’s System Operator
function at Milton Keynes, a result of
the increased head count in the train
planning team. He highlighted trials
involving operators having direct
input into train planning, with this year
to be used to gather evidence and a
future direction to be set out in 2020.
In personnel terms, five Regional
managing directors will be appointed,
along with a Network Services
director, Technical Authority director
and National Transformation
Programme director, with the
appointments expected to come into
effect in June. Infrastructure Projects
director Francis Paonessa is leaving
NR, and Group Digital Railway director
David Waboso has now retired from
the role, with Stuart Calvert leading
the DR function on a temporary basis.
Route leadership structures will be
defined at a regional level in future.
On safety, Mr Haines said there
was still work to do regarding the
outcomes in NR’s scorecard, noting
the ‘absurd’ safe work packs given
to staff working on a possession,
which he said would be rationalised.

Freight: covered by the ‘virtual’ Route. This is No 88002 at
Greenholme on 8 March 2019 with a container train. John Hales
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FARES REFORM PLANS SET OUT BY RDG
THE TICKETING and Settlement
Agreement (TSA) could be replaced
and fares moved to a basis of
single-leg pricing, if proposals
from the Rail Delivery Group are
taken forward.
The outcome follows a
consultation run by RDG in
partnership with Transport Focus
last year, which attracted nearly
20,000 responses along with
feedback from over 60 organisations.
Among those, 84% of people said
the current fares system is not fit for
purpose and should be reformed.
Based on the consultation, the
RDG has set out five principles for
reform: value for money, fair pricing,
simplicity, flexibility and assurance.
The outcome of the exercise is
the proposition that passengers
should pay only for the travel they
need with a system designed to
give them the best value fare.
A two-stage approach to
regulatory reform would first
see government, industry and
stakeholders work to replace
the TSA, which was setup at
the time of privatisation based
on structures inherited from
British Rail. Instead, a new set of
regulations would underpin the
fares system, which would allow
a single fare to become the core
building block of pricing, enabling
fares better suited to passengers’
needs and removing current
inconsistencies. This structure would

Open access operator: this is Hull on 8 March 2019, with a former Great Western HST that Hull Trains has deployed as cover for
unreliable Class 180s and, at left, an Intercity Express Train brought in by HT as a promotion for its forthcoming IET service. Ian Lyall

also enable better use of modern
technology such as smart and
Pay As You Go (PAYG) ticketing.
RDG says the changes would
enable the ‘unbundling’ of fares
through the move to a single
fare as the basic unit of pricing.
Operators will be able to create
discounted, premium, train-specific
and personalised variations of
such fares, ensuring fares are
priced appropriately to the market.
Regulation would move from the
day return and seven-day season
ticket to the maximum price paid
for travelling over the course of a

week, with systems programmed
to deliver this automatically
and passengers to benefit from
travelling at off-peak rather than
peak times. On longer-distance
routes regulations would be based
on the overall level of revenue
that can be raised, while allowing
appropriate demand management
on individual services. Adoption
of a system based on a single-leg
structure would enable pricing
of local fares to be disaggregated
from the national structure,
such as allowing devolved
authorities to influence fares.

RDG says the proposals form a first
part of the industry’s submission to
the Williams Review, but is seeking
to start the process of change prior
to the review reporting. This could
begin with a review of the TSA
and a series of trials over the next
year, which would cover single-leg
pricing on a long-distance main
line operator, PAYG on a suburban
commuter operator and leg-based
pricing on a long-distance operator.
Contracts would be revised and
agreed, with the potential for the
programme of reform to be rolled
out over the next three to five years.

DFT MANAGEMENT OF RAILWAYS RAPPED

TAXPAYERS’MONEY‘NOT ADEQUATELY PROTECTED’, SAYS PAC
THE HOUSE of Commons Public
Accounts Committee has criticised
the Department for Transport’s
management of the railways. In
its report on rail management
and timetabling, the committee
highlights issues including the
May 2018 timetable disruption,
the Govia Thameslink Railway and
East Coast franchises and strategic
management of programmes,
including Crossrail.
Referencing the timetable
disruption, the committee calls for ‘a
clear governance and accountability
structure for the railway’ to be set
out ‘once and for all’, suggesting it
is ‘alarming that the Department
has not ensured a clear line of
ownership and oversight of the
timetabling process, and that
it did not sufficiently probe the
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assurances it was getting from
industry on progress’. It laments a
lack of detail in how DfT is setting
out what it is doing differently
to encourage joint working
between operators and Network
Rail in new franchise contracts
or how it is incentivising closer
working in contracts already let.
Regarding the GTR franchise,
the PAC says it is concerned the
Department is ‘still not adequately
protecting taxpayers’ money’. Noting
the various travails of the franchise,
the committee highlights that the
latest commitment of £15 million
to be spent on improvements for
passengers is yet to be detailed. It
suggests that outside the Thameslink
Programme the franchise ‘failed
to include sufficient investment to
secure improvements for passengers’.

On the East Coast route, following
the end of the Virgin Trains East Coast
franchise and the transfer to LNER,
the PAC calls for clarity on when
service improvements promised
by VTEC will be delivered, seeking
this information by the summer.
More widely, DfT’s strategic
management of the railways is
criticised in the wake of the delays
to Crossrail, for which DfT is a
joint sponsor with Transport for
London. The PAC suggests DfT’s
management ‘is not evolving
quickly enough to be able to
procure and execute complicated
projects such as Crossrail so that
they do not face cost increases
and delays’. The committee says
it remains unconvinced that the
Department ‘had a sufficient and
timely grip on the programme

(Crossrail)’, suggesting DfT ‘did not
sufficiently probe the assurances
given by Crossrail Limited over
the progress of the programme
and its expected cost’. It compares
the difficulties with similar
issues seen on the Thameslink
upgrade and Great Western
modernisation and highlights
concern about the forthcoming
Trans-Pennine Route Upgrade.
Also criticised is progress in
making the railway more accessible
for passengers with disabilities,
with the committee highlighting
the slow speed of action. It calls for
information by the summer setting
out how DfT will ensure operators
make sure passengers with
disabilities can use the railway and
to set out an enhanced monitoring
regime to ensure compliance.
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Bordesley: unit No 172336 has just passed under the Camp Hill line while en-route from Birmingham to Stratford on 27 August 2017. The proposed chord would
run from the Camp Hill line to Snow Hill, adjacent to Selfridges – the dome-shaped roof of this store can be seen in the background. John Whitehouse

BORDESLEY CHORDS AT RISK

PLANNING APPLICATION THREATENS PATH OF TRACK
A PLANNING application submitted
to Birmingham City Council could
undermine plans to construct chords
linking the Camp Hill line in south
Birmingham into the city’s Moor
Street station.
The application for ‘193 Camp
Hill’ (the current Sulzer site adjacent
to Bordesley station) includes
construction of 480 homes, a hotel
and flexible business/commercial
floorspace of 1,480 square
metres. This site is adjacent to
the potential alignment for the
Bordesley chords and includes an
energy facility building (to supply
utilities to the development) that
would occupy a triangle of land
that is in Network Rail’s projected
path of the west/south chord.
In September 2018 Transport
for West Midlands, West Midlands
Rail Executive and Network Rail

12

announced that they intended to
build and reopen railway stations
at Moseley, Kings Heath and
Hazelwell on the Camp Hill line, with
the expectation that the stations
would be open in time for the 2022
Commonwealth Games. Whilst an
initial service may be provided over
the diesel-only line by diverting some
long-distance services from Hereford
and Worcester to Birmingham, a more
frequent service depends on the new
chords, as do other proposed services
which would be diverted from New
Street to run via Moor Street as part
of the Midlands Rail Hub plans.
The West Midlands Rail Executive,
Transport for West Midlands, Midlands
Connect and other Rail User Groups
confirmed their objection to the
planning application, but as Executive
Director (WMRE) and Director of Rail
(TfWM) Malcolm Holmes told Modern
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Railways, the state of the railway
project makes a formal objection
difficult. ‘At the current (Strategic
Outline Business Case preparation)
stage of the Midlands Rail Hub
scheme, it is not possible to determine
exactly what the land requirement
for the south west chord will be with
100% certainty at the present time’ he
explained. ‘The concern is that, whilst
the Midlands Rail Hub is still at this
early development stage, it makes
it difficult to find grounds to make
a formal objection to the proposed
“193 Camp Hill” development which
would carry sufficient weight with the
planning authority or with a planning
inspector. WMRE is nevertheless
requesting that the decision to
award planning permission to any
development on, or adjacent to,
any of the potential locations of
the Bordesley south west chord be

deferred by the planning authority
until after the final alignment for the
chord has been formally approved
by Network Rail, the planning
authority and Midlands Connect.’
Speaking to Modern Railways,
West Midlands Mayor Andy Street
agreed that all parties need to work
together to find a solution, and that
the application should be modified,
stating ‘Absolutely categorically
that should be the case. Initially the
Moseley, Kings Heath line can come
as a service into New Street without
the opening of the Bordesley Chord,
but we do need to protect the
Bordesley Chord for the long-term
improvements to the service.’
Mr Street also agreed that routing
services into New Street would take
up valuable capacity which would
be an issue as further services are
introduced on other routes. Tony Miles
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MIDLAND METRO EXTENSION DELAY

THE WEST Midlands Metro
extension linking Bull Street with
Digbeth will not be completed
in time for the 2022 Birmingham
Commonwealth Games, it has been
announced. Whilst the 1.7km line was
originally scheduled for completion in
November 2022, it had been hoped
that work could be brought forward
to enable services to begin running
in time for the major sporting event
that summer. Delays in the planning
process, which involves a connection
into the existing Line 1 at Bull Street,
may even mean that the original
target date may also be missed.
With an estimated budget of
£152.2 million, this short section
of the planned line to Solihull and
Birmingham Airport via the NEC
will serve four new stops at Albert
Street, New Canal Street (for the
new HS2 station), Meriden Street
and High Street Deritend (the site
of Birmingham coach station).
During questions at a meeting
of the West Midlands Combined

Midland Metro: tram No 31 at Birmingham St Paul’s on 25 July 2018. John Whitehouse

Authority’s Transport Delivery
Committee, project director for
Midland Metro Phil Hewitt was
asked about the possibility of
the line being open in time for
the Commonwealth Games. He
explained that the start date for

construction depended on the
granting of powers for work to start
by the Government and that as this
had not yet happened there was
‘almost no chance’ of the original
opening date being advanced,
with ‘very little chance’ of the

November 2022 target being met.
He added that the original timeline
was predicated on powers having
been granted in June 2018 and
that funding would be in place.
Mr Hewitt told the committee:
‘The powers have not been
awarded, and even if a decision was
made tomorrow the powers would
not be confirmed until the end of
March, which is a nine-month delay’.
The news follows reports in
July 2018 that the routes to Solihull
and Brierley Hill are forecast to
be ‘tens of millions of pounds’
over budget, with the WMCA
investment board being told by
Director of Finance Sean Pearce
that the projects were showing
‘cost pressures’. Last July the budget
for the Solihull route stood at
£675 million, whilst costs were
expected to reach £735 million,
and the Brierley Hill extension
from Wednesbury (budgeted at
£310 million) was forecast to cost
over £340 million. Tony Miles

BLACK COUNTRY STATION DESIGNS UNVEILED

THE WEST Midlands Rail Executive
has released visuals of the
proposed new stations at Darlaston
and Willenhall on the Walsall to
Wolverhampton line.
The original stations closed
in 1965, and passenger services
on the line resumed in 1998 but
ceased a decade later. WMRE
and Transport for West Midlands
are now looking to reinstate

services on the line and aim to
cover the majority of costs from
the region’s HS2 Connectivity
Fund. It is anticipated there will
initially be an hourly service
between Wolverhampton and
Walsall stations and an hourly
service between Birmingham
New Street and Wolverhampton.
Willenhall station would be
sited next to the Bilston Street

railway bridge close to the town
centre, while Darlaston would
be built on derelict land next
to the Kendricks Road bridge.
Both stations would feature two
platforms to accommodate six-car
trains, a footbridge, stairs and lifts,
ticket machines and customer
information systems, passenger
help points, pick-up and drop-off
areas and secure cycle storage.

Both would have long-stay car
parks, with 300 spaces at Darlaston
and 150 spaces at Willenhall.
A consultation on the station
designs was launched on 4 March.
Following consultation, formal
planning applications will be
submitted during the summer
and it is hoped work can start
on site towards the end of 2020,
with trains running by 2022.

Set for service restoration: design for Darlaston.
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THIRTY OPTIONS FOR CASTLEFIELD

DfT RULES OUT EXTRA PLATFORMS AT PICCADILLY
SOME 30 options for resolving
capacity problems through the
Castlefield corridor between
Deansgate and Manchester Piccadilly
are being assessed by Network Rail,
industry sources report.
The large number of proposals is
understood to have been developed
as a response to a decision by the
Department for Transport that the
originally proposed Northern Hub
‘Package C’ is unaffordable. This
programme of work, for which a
Transport and Works Act Order has
been submitted by Network Rail but
not approved by DfT, was to see the
remodelling of Manchester Oxford
Road with four, longer through
platforms in place of the existing
five, along with two additional
platforms at Manchester Piccadilly
which would have shortened
headways by allowing services
to alternate platforms, so a train
could be routed into one platform
whilst the other was occupied.
The view of operators is reportedly
that there is no alternative to
Package C to deliver the promised
service commitments in the
Northern and TransPennine Express
franchises. Indeed, locally the view
is that the work is needed just to

maintain the current service level,
which is significantly below the
number of services proposed. It is
understood that DfT now insists
Package C can only go ahead if
the industry can prove a case for it,
with the 30 alternative options now
part of the evaluation process.
According to one industry source,
whilst it is possible to construct a
compliant timetable the margins
are so tight that the system does
not work in practice. Recent
improvements in performance have
served merely to ‘paper over the
cracks’ that exist through capping
the number of trains at 12 per hour,
the number that previously existed
and far short of the 16 required
to meet operators’ aspirations.
CONSTRAINED
Current planning rules for the
section allow for a two-minute dwell
time at Oxford Road and Piccadilly
stations with two-minute platform
reoccupation times (the time
between a departing train starting
to move and the next train coming
to a stand). In reality this is rarely
achieved, and even if it is the 15 trains
per hour it permits is one train fewer
than the required capacity. The

situation will be further exacerbated
by the arrival of new rolling stock, in
particular the trains being introduced
by TransPennine Express, where
the end door arrangement of the
vehicles will extend dwell times and
the longer trains themselves will
increase the time taken to clear the
block sections before the next train
can enter. A likely future assumption
is that intervals between trains will
need to be at least five minutes,
locking the system into the previous
maximum of 12 trains per hour.
It is understood some of the
30 options are being examined
purely to discount them formally,
while others are described as existing
‘purely for the purposes of proving
that the only option is the full works
package’. These options include:
n turnback sidings to the
east of Manchester Victoria,
either at the bottom or top
of Miles Platting bank;
n an additional platform
at Salford Crescent;
n the relocation of Windsor Bridge
Junction further north;
n loops on the Cheshire
Lines Committee (CLC) and
Chat Moss lines to allow
overtaking of services;

n grade separation of Ordsall
Lane Junction; and
n a reduction in the number of
platforms at Oxford Road to
three and electrification to
Stalybridge (which is supposed
to be part of the Trans-Pennine
Route Upgrade anyway).
One final proposal is the
conversion of the line from
Manchester to Atherton to tram
operation, meaning services would
run onto the increasingly crowded
streets of Manchester rather than over
the congested heavy rail network.
Some of these options are reportedly
as expensive as the abandoned
Package C, while others would aid
service recovery but do little to
help capacity.
Readers of Modern Railways have
been quick to propose projects which
would see freight services from Trafford
Park diverted away from the centre
of Manchester (‘Forum’, this month).
It is understood that these or similar
proposals are amongst the 30 options
evaluated, but it has been decided that
ultimately they would probably not
solve anything as the West Coast main
line between Crewe and Acton Bridge
is full and a major resignalling scheme
on the CLC route would be required, as
well as the electrification of the line.

Crowded corridor: Northern unit Nos 319367 (left)
and 156491 in the through platforms at Manchester
Piccadilly on 10 August 2018. Philip Sherratt
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BOLTON ELECTRICS SET FOR 100MPH IN MAY

ELECTRIC SERVICES on the
newly-wired route between
Manchester and Preston should be
able to operate at 100mph from May,
Network Rail has confirmed.
NR made its final high-speed
inspection of the route in the
early hours of 22 February using
a Northern Class 319. Electric
passenger services were introduced
on the route on 11 February but
can currently operate only at up to
75mph. The results of the tests will
be checked before being verified by
the Office of Rail and Road, paving
the way for 100mph operation
from the May timetable change.
Meanwhile, NR has completed
a series of Sunday closures on

Speed-up planned: Class 319 at Bolton on the first day of electric services, 11 February 2019. Paul Bigland

the two routes from Preston to
Blackpool. The work at Kirkham and
Poulton-le-Fylde has seen NR install
200 metres of railway drainage,
100 metres of new track, complete
finishing touches at Kirkham &

Wesham station and fit new electrical
switches to the overhead wires.
Electric passenger services on the
Blackpool North route began in
May 2018. Work on the Blackpool
North line’s drainage system will

continue during overnight shifts
until the end of April, while two
weekend closures of the Blackpool
South line in March were due to
enable the rebuilding of Highbury
Road bridge in Lytham St Annes.

CROSS-PARTY SUPPORT FOR NORTHERN TRANSPORT PLAN
MEMBERS OF Transport for the
North formally launched their
Strategic Transport Plan at the
organisation’s inaugural conference
in Sheffield on 11 February. The
£70 billion investment plan includes
proposals for the new Northern
Powerhouse Rail line (NPR) which
would link the North’s six main cities
and Manchester Airport, as well as
other significant economic centres,
and a Long Term Rail Strategy that
calls for investment in lines, stations,
services and franchises in order
to deliver greater connectivity,
capacity and cost-effectiveness.
On behalf of the Government Rail
Minister Andrew Jones welcomed
the 30-year Strategic Transport Plan,

and pointed to schemes already
underway such as tram-train,
replacement of the Tyne and Wear
Metro fleet and partial electrification
of the Midland main line as positive
steps, although his suggestion that
the ‘biggest upgrade of the Midland
main line since it was completed
in 1870’ would see ‘brand new
Intercity Express Trains’ took guests
by surprise as there are currently no
plans for new trains for the route,
let alone a particular product.
Mr Jones reiterated his
commitment to HS2 (p93, last
month) before adding his support
to the NPR project, commenting
‘We should also recognise that
HS2 won’t solve everything, it can’t

tackle the east-west links that we
need so badly. That is why we also
need the flagship scheme that is
Northern Powerhouse Rail. This is
a once in a lifetime opportunity
to make a huge leap in unlocking
the full potential of the North.’
Cross-party support for TfN’s
vision came from Shadow
Secretary of State for Transport
Andy McDonald, who commented
‘It is imperative that the decade
from 2020 is one that sees a
transformation in the entire
transport system across the north
of England and its rail services
in particular. We want to see the
Northern rail network on an equal
footing with the south and Labour

will prioritise Northern connectivity
in our approach to improvements
and enhancements. The ongoing
gulf between transport spending in
the north and south is scandalous.’
TfN Strategic Rail Director David
Hoggarth told the conference that
whilst rail in the north currently has a
4% mode share for journeys to work,
demand has increased threefold over
the last 20 years. He commented
‘The last six months have proved
that all the future thinking means
nothing if people can’t get to work
or on leisure journeys. Last May
the system broke big style and
the industry lost the trust of the
passengers and broke the promise
of the timetable.’ Tony Miles

NORTHERN POWERHOUSE RAIL MOVING ‘TOO SLOWLY’

CROSSRAIL 2 STASIS ALSO A CONCERN
THE NATIONAL Infrastructure
Commission has raised concern
about slow progress with both
Transport for the North’s Northern
Powerhouse Rail programme and
London’s proposed Crossrail 2 line.
In its annual monitoring report, it
notes Government has made good
progress with some of the more
straightforward recommendations
it has made. The Commission has
made 45 recommendations in its
six studies so far, of which 42 were
accepted by Government and
10 have been closed following
completion. The NIC highlights
progress with the East West Rail
scheme among programmes
which have mobilised, although
raises concern about integration
between the planning of new
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housing and transport schemes in
the Oxford to Cambridge corridor.
Regarding Northern Powerhouse
Rail, TfN’s proposed inter-city network
across the region, the NIC says
while a Strategic Outline Business
Case has been developed there
are still no clear preferred solutions
for a number of areas, noting such
decisions cannot be reached until
there is a clear funding envelope for
the scheme. It calls for Government
to establish the available funding
as part of its long-term National
Infrastructure Strategy and for TfN to
then ‘without delay’ move towards
confirming the preferred route and
station options as early as possible
in 2020, including the preferred
Leeds to Manchester route and the
structure of Manchester Piccadilly

station. It also seeks progress in the
shorter-term with the Trans-Pennine
Route Upgrade of the existing line.

LONDON TOO
Similar caution is expressed at the
slow progress on Crossrail 2, the
proposed new north east to south
west line across London, with
the Commission calling for a firm
timetable and funding proposal
to form part of the Government’s
National Infrastructure Strategy
and be published by the autumn.
It says the decision to consider the
case for Crossrail 2 at the spending
review means even the extended
timetable for the scheme may now
be missed, with concern that further
delays will make laying a hybrid
bill in this Parliament challenging,
potentially pushing back completion
beyond the early- to mid-2030s. The

NIC suggests that while the cost
overrun and delay on Crossrail 1 have
implications for Transport for London’s
financial position, they do not affect
the overall case for Crossrail 2.
One of the NIC’s other reports
concerns 5G connectivity, and it notes
the decision to cancel an initiative
to trial new infrastructure for high
capacity mobile connections on the
trans-Pennine route due to higher
than forecast costs. The Commission
calls for the Government to set out its
next steps on mobile connectivity for
rail, establishing a preferred model
for the deployment of trackside
infrastructure and providing clarity
for suppliers. Such infrastructure will
need to be in place on main rail routes
by 2025 at the latest if delivery is to
take place on a timescale consistent
with the wider deployment of 5G
networks, the Commission says.
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News Front

Today’s eastern terminus: tram at the York
Place stop in Edinburgh. Ian Lothian

EDINBURGH TRAMS EXTENSION MOOTED

ORIGINAL PLAN REVIVED: PROPOSAL TO REACH LEITH

COUNCILLORS IN Edinburgh were
to decide on whether to extend the
city’s tram network from York Place to
Newhaven at a meeting on 14 March,
after this issue went to press.
A Final Business Case was
approved at the Council’s Transport
and Environment Committee on
28 February. The 4.6km would
complete the original vision for the
first phase of the network prior to its
cutback following delays and cost
overruns encountered during the
construction phase. If approved, the
aim is for the extension to open in
February 2023. The line between
the airport and York Place opened
to passengers on 31 May 2014.
The approval was also due to
trigger the awards of two contracts
for the extension: a swept path
contract to Morrison Utility Services,
and an infrastructure and systems
contract to Sacyr Farrans Neopul
joint venture (SFNJV). The swept path
contract will involve identification
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and clearance of below ground
obstructions along the tram route,
while the SFNJV will be responsible
for design and construction, systems
integration, testing, commissioning
and bringing the extension into
operational service. The council
had shortlisted three other bidders
to tender for the infrastructure
and systems contract: a BAM Colas
Rail joint venture, Dragados, and
a Sisk Steconfer joint venture.
The council retains powers to
complete the line under the original
Act. While the powers to acquire
land have expired, the Council
says it has acquired or entered into
legal agreements for all the land
it needs. It also intends to provide
tram stabling at Newhaven, with
terms agreed with Forth Ports to
acquire this land under a long lease.
The council has adopted an Early
Contractor Involvement model
for the project, and the aim is for
construction to begin towards the
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end of 2019 and be complete in
August 2022, allowing a period
for testing and commissioning
before passenger services begin.
The extension includes a mixture
of shared and segregated running
on-street. Junctions at Picardy
Place and London Road would be
reconfigured, and eight stops would
be provided. The existing York Place
terminus would be decommissioned
and replaced by a new stop at Picardy
Place, with the decommissioning
proposed to be one of the final
construction activities. A temporary
crossover would then allow services
to run as far as St Andrew Square
until the new line is operational.
Seven further stops are proposed
at McDonald Road, Balfour Street,
Foot of the Walk, Constitution Street/
Bernard Street, Port of Leith, Ocean
Terminal and Newhaven. The current
fleet of 27 trams ordered when the
system was first built is sufficient to
also operate the proposed extension.

The projected cost of the extension
is £207.3 million, with a net capital
requirement of £192.1 million once
developer contributions, already
incurred costs and a contribution
from the support for business scheme
are deducted. The council says a
£1.9 million cashflow challenge would
be funded from reserves, with an
extraordinary dividend from Lothian
Buses of £20 million assumed over a
10-year horizon to contribute towards
financing and operating the line.
A further contingency allowance of
£50 million is also recommended.
An inquiry led by Lord Hardie
is still ongoing and is examining
the problems encountered with
the construction of the network.
It is seeking to establish why the
project incurred delays, cost more
than double the originally projected
amount and had to be reduced
in scope by shortening the route.
The council says lessons from the
original construction have been
incorporated into its approach
to building the extension.
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News Front

EBBW VALE FEASIBILITY STUDY REOPENED

WELSH ECONOMY and Transport
Minister Ken Skates has reopened
the feasibility study into increasing
the frequency of trains on the
Ebbw Vale line. The study, due to be
completed by early summer, will look
at the process needed to bring four
trains per hour to the line by 2024
as part of the South Wales Metro.
Services began on the reopened
Ebbw Vale line in February 2008, with
the line used by an hourly service
to Cardiff. Ambitions to provide a
second hourly service to Newport
formed a second phase, along with
extension to Ebbw Vale Town (which
opened in 2015) and reopening of
the branch from Aberbeeg Junction
to Abertillery. However, the Welsh

Service intensification study: this is
Ebbw Vale Town. Philip Sherratt

Government opted to pause and
review the frequency enhancement
work as costs escalated. The study
will now see Network Rail re-examine
the case following work with the

Welsh Government to reduce costs.
Meanwhile, the Cardiff Capital
Region City Deal has identified a
proposed £50 million programme of
local transport schemes to support

the implementation of the South
Wales Metro. Included in this is the
creation of a rail link from Aberbeeg to
Abertillery, with a Park and Ride site for
100 vehicles.

WILLIAMS: FRANCHISING NO LONGER DELIVERING

FRANCHISING ‘CANNOT continue
in the way it is today’and is‘no longer
delivering clear benefits for either
taxpayers or farepayers’, according to
Rail Review chair Keith Williams.
Mr Williams made the comments in
the annual George Bradshaw address
on 26 February. The former British
Airways chief executive was appointed
to lead the rail review by Transport
Secretary Chris Grayling in September,
and described it as‘the biggest review
of the railway for generations’.
In his address Mr Williams said
the industry is ‘at a crucial juncture
where public trust crosses the
industry’s ability to deal with
change’ and that the railway needs
to put passengers at its heart.

Despite the industry’s successes,
he highlighted the ‘harsh realities’
of poor performance, fare hikes,
disruptive industrial action and the
failures to deliver key infrastructure
on time or to budget, which ‘have
contributed to a dismal few years
for the railway’. He suggested the
rail industry has lost sight of its
customers – passengers and freight –
and therefore lost public trust.
Discussing franchising, Mr Williams
said that while the model has helped
drive growth since the 1990s the
needs of passengers have changed
and ‘many of the basic elements of
our rail system serving those needs
has not kept pace’ while ‘too often
the current system incentivises

short term behaviours and inhibits
reform’. He also noted the inability
to deliver on innovation at the
same time as the reputational risk
for franchises has increased.
Mr Williams also stated that
the current system ‘does not
have the structure and clarity of
accountability it needs to properly
deliver’, highlighting a frustration
within the industry ‘that rules
and regulations are holding back
innovation and problem solving’.
He said his team would ‘suggest the
most practical measures to fix the
system’ but that this would have to
be taken in the context of creating
clear accountabilities. Mr Williams
noted the ‘very clear commitment’

from Transport Secretary Chris
Grayling and the Department for
Transport ‘to encourage myself,
the expert panel and my team to
bring in root and branch change’.
Going forward, Mr Williams said his
team would continue its extensive
engagement with the industry,
passengers and business, and a
further call for evidence was to follow
in March. He noted the outcomes
of the review will mean accepting
trade-offs, such as between capacity
and reliability, between more services
and resilience or between cost and
quality, and would also take time to
implement. A Government White
Paper setting out these outcomes is
due to be published in the autumn.

Garrandale to sponsor Modern Railways RVE

GARRANDALE HAS been
confirmed as a sponsor for Modern
Railways RVE 2019.
The Derby-based company,
which manufacturers and maintains
carriage wash systems, fuelling
stations, control emission toilet,
lubricating and monitoring systems,
exhibited at RVE for the first time
in 2018. After a successful debut,
the company is going one better
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Busy show: this was the scene at RVE 2018.

in 2019 and has signed up as a
Silver Sponsor for the show.
A range of sponsorship packages
for Modern Railways RVE are
available to suit all budgets. Silver
sponsorship means Garrandale

will benefit from an enhanced
presence on the Modern Railways
RVE website, which will shortly be
relaunched with a new layout and
look, as well as within the Show
Guide and at the event on 3 October.

Meanwhile, further to our update
last month, work continues behind
the scenes ready for RVE Meet The
Buyer to launch in the spring. Rail
Forum Midlands is still bringing
together the buyers for this year’s
show, while the Department for
International Trade is collating
applications to bring an international
flavour to this successful element
of Modern Railways RVE. More
details will also be announced
soon about new benefits offered
to exhibitors signing up for a stand
at Modern Railways RVE, including
enhanced opportunities to meet
with the buyers at the show.
For further details about
promoting your company at
Modern Railways RVE 2019,
please e-mail James Farrell at
james.farrell@keypublishing.com.
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Rail Freight

GREEN LIGHT FOR TILBURY EXPANSION GBRf starts

FORTH PORTS Group has received
development consent to build a
new terminal at the Port of Tilbury,
which will include a freight terminal
capable of accommodating
775-metre trains.
A Development Consent Order
has been granted by the Secretary
of State for Transport for the

Tilbury2 development, to be built
on a site covering over 150 acres
which was part of the former Tilbury
power station. The terminal will be
adjacent to the current 930-acre
site and is expected to become
operational in spring 2020.
The group says expansion of
the port is required to cope with

rising demand for construction
materials and aggregates, imported
and exported cars and commercial
ferry traffic. A contractor to
build the terminal is due to be
announced shortly. The terminal
will offer roll-on/roll-off (Ro-Ro)
facilities for containers along
with a strategic rail terminal.

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR WAGONS

WAGON LESSOR VTG and
technology consultancy 3Squared
are working together on a
condition-based management tool
called ProActive Maintenance (PAM).
The companies say PAM
will collate and analyse data,
identify trends and predict

the optimum time for wagon
maintenance events, replacing
existing inefficient paper-based
management systems. The aim
is to create a solid and scalable
technology platform that can
grow and change as the demands
of the business change.

Phase one of PAM went live with
the first 350 wagons, and around
1,000 wagons in VTG’s current
fleet are now live in the system.
The remainder of the wagons
will be added in the first half of
2019, with more software releases
expected to boost functionality.

new flows

GB RAILFREIGHT has begun
operating a new construction
service for S Walsh and Sons,
running from Cricklewood to
Barrington quarry. The service
transports inert waste to fill the
defunct quarry so the land can
be reclaimed.
The operator has also begun
a new service for British Gypsum, in
partnership with AV Dawson Ltd,
running from Middlesbrough to
East Leake. The company gained
the tender two years ago but
work has been delayed, and it
instead helped British Gypsum
move gypsum stock from Drax,
running it to Kirkby Thore; services
to East Leake began in February.

TRANQUIL CORNWALL

Winter sun: No 66164 toils through the landscape as it works the 11.00 Burngullow to Exeter Riverside aggregate
service over the Lynher (a tributary of the Tamar) on Forder viaduct on 14 February 2019. At left is the picturesque
village of St Anthony’s Passage, formerly home to a tide-powered corn mill, while Trematon Castle is behind
the train. The aggregate flow has built up and often runs six days a week now. Craig Munday

Sale of Valley Lines sets precedent

I

n late February, Network Rail
started the process of sale of the
Valley Lines, which are set to be
operated by Transport for Wales
(TfW) from later this year. The internal
industry consultation set out the
parameters of the sale, and sought
industry consent to the disposal,
in line with Network Rail’s licence
conditions. The transfer to TfW forms
a core part of its aspirations for a
South Wales Metro, with significant
plans for modernisation of the routes,
as a centre point of TfW’s rail strategy.
The Valley Lines were once of
course all about coal traffic, but
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today the majority of the traffic
has ceased. However, there are
still some freight trains, mostly
conveying open cast coal from
Cwmbargoed to a number of
industrial locations. The volumes
are not significant – a handful of
trains a week – and operationally
there is no reason why this cannot
fit with the passenger service
perfectly happily. Yet the transfer
creates a new infrastructure
manager in TfW, and the
information to date has been silent
on how this will work, legally,
contractually and in regulation.
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Such details are boring, and
it seems almost churlish to raise
them in the face of exciting new
developments for the railways.
Yet for freight operators it matters
absolutely, because they cannot
operate without legal certainty.
So, for example, will freight
operators now need a separate
access contract with TfW? Will it
be regulated? How will access
rights be aligned between the
TfW and Network Rail contracts?
Who will set the access charges
for the Valley Lines? Will they be
regulated? Will there be a TfW

regulatory review process? Who
will payment be made to? Will
the same standards still apply,
for example, in loading gauge
and rolling stock acceptance?
Of course, there are already other
infrastructure managers, including
HS1, Rail for London (for the East
London lines) and Heathrow Airport
Ltd for the Heathrow branch. Each
of these has a separate framework
which recognises the distinct nature
of their operations. The Office of Rail
and Road has helpfully summarised
this in its recent response to the
Williams Review, with an annex
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PIPES TO GEORGEMAS

Flow Country flow: large diameter pipes for the oil industry started moving by rail again from
Hartlepool to Georgemas in late February. The pipes were longer than those moved previously and
required spacer flats between the wagons carrying the pipes, due to the overhang at each end; there
were only two pipes per wagon. No 66099 is seen crossing Slateford Viaduct on 26 February on its
way to Mossend, where it then waited before leaving that evening for its run north to Inverness
and then down the Far North line to Georgemas early the following day. Ian Lothian

MODEST RISE IN RAIL FREIGHT MOVED

THE TOTAL volume of rail freight
moved in Quarter 3 (October to
December) of 2018-19 was 4.3 billion
net tonne kilometres, up 2% on the
same period the previous year.
Despite decreases in coal and
domestic intermodal traffic, rises
in other categories contributed to

the increase. This included a 25%
increase in the ‘other’ category,
which includes smaller categories
such as general merchandise,
parcels/mail and domestic waste.
The Office of Rail and Road, which
compiles the statistics, suggests
additional Christmas stock may

have boosted this category.
Although it saw a 2% decline,
domestic intermodal remains
the largest category, accounting
for 39% of rail freight moved.
The amount of freight lifted,
which measures the volume of
material moved but does not take

into account the distance travelled,
also grew by 2%. The amount of
coal lifted rose by 39% compared
to the previous year, offsetting
declines across other commodities.
Freight delay fell by 10% during
the quarter, to 12.8 minutes
per 100 train kilometres.

TARMAC LOOKS TO BOOST PRODUCTIVITY

TARMAC HAS become the first
company in the UK to install a
Liebherr LH80C‘Supergrab’gantry
materials handler. Installed at its
Battersea concrete plant in London,
the new equipment from Rail Freight

Services will boost site performance
by enabling faster offloading,
improved stock control and increased
delivery capacity.
Meanwhile, Tarmac has partnered
with Ermewa to install GPS tracker

systems on its freight wagons, giving
real-time visibility of their position on
the network and allowing customers
to know precisely where a train is and
when it will arrive for offloading. It is
also working with wagon hire and

logistics firm VTG to trial a new system
designed to enhance its maintenance
programme. The‘VTG Connect’units
fitted to the wagons provide live
visibility of the vehicles to maintenance
crews and help reduce downtime.

setting out the different elements
of regulatory policy and how it
applies or otherwise. It is clear
there is no ‘standard’ framework
for non-Network Rail tracks which
can be replicated easily for TfW.
HS1 is perhaps the best
illustration of this. Structurally
it is unique, being the only true
infrastructure concession on the
UK railways, owned and operated
in the private sector. It offers train
paths on a commercial basis to
Southeastern and Eurostar and
to freight overnight. For these,
freight operators have a separate
access contract with HS1, and
pay a different level of charge
to that on the core network.
Those charges are set in HS1’s

own five-yearly control periods,
with some level of regulatory
oversight on a ‘light touch’ basis
compared to the scrutiny that is
undertaken on Network Rail.
The regulatory review of HS1
for its Control Period 3 has just
commenced with the publication
of its first consultation. This
proposes that freight charges
should double from the current
level from April next year! The
increase is driven by a new
approach to assessing long-term
renewals, such that contributions
to the ‘escrow account’ must rise
to ensure it has sufficient funds to
do the necessary work in future.
We will of course be
challenging these increases and

seeking assurance that freight
costs have been properly assessed
and allocated. But unlike the
CP6 review for Network Rail,
there is little that Government
can do to help ameliorate this
increase and freight operators
will be faced with paying
the increase or stopping the
services. Hardly ideal given the
expected disruption of Brexit!
However unacceptable these
increases are, freight operators do
at least have a choice of route, and
can use the conventional network
through Kent for at least some
traffic. That choice is not there for
Cwmbargoed, and nor would it
be if other parts of the network
were divested. Speaking at the

Bradshaw Address, Keith Williams
was clear that his review is looking
at all structural models, including
infrastructure concessions, so
there is a very real prospect that
such changes could be on the
table in future. This makes it all
the more important that proper
consideration is given to getting
the right framework in place now.
Such a framework must act to
protect private sector operators,
give the confidence to invest and,
above all, it must reduce and not
increase the very fragmentation
that many cite as the root
cause of today’s problems.
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Infrastructure News

Sub-surface
signalling set
to go live

BARKING APPLICATION SUBMITTED

C2C HAS submitted a planning
application to the London Borough
of Barking & Dagenham for
improvements at Barking station.
Applications for planning
approval and listing building
consent have been submitted,
which seek to provide increased
capacity at the station. If approval
is received, construction could
begin as early as October.
The aim of the work is to improve
access and reinstate much of the
original architectural language
at the station, which is the only
Grade II-listed 1950s railway
station in London. A proposed first
phase, with designs developed by
architect Weston Williamson and
Partners, involves refurbishment
of the station ticket hall, including
a redesign of the concourse and
construction of a second gateline
to double the number of ticket
gates, as well as increasing the size

Improved access proposed: rendition of Barking station after work.

of the station’s entrances, creating
new retail space and new toilets.
The ticket hall proposal has
been established as Phase One in
the ambitions of the Barking Town
Centre Regeneration Scheme.
Phase Two would introduce an
interchange bridge at the station

to provide step-free access and
interchange between the platforms
and ticket hall, for which c2c
has submitted an application to
the Department for Transport’s
Access for All fund. The third
phase incorporates an oversite
development above the station.

TRANSPORT FOR London was
aiming to go live with the first
section of automatic signalling
on the London Underground’s
sub-surface lines over the
weekend of 16-17 March, after
this issue went to press.
Thales is supplying
Communications Based Train
Control (CBTC) equipment under
the Four Lines Modernisation
(4LM), with the aim of delivering a
series of timetable enhancements
by 2023. Introduction is planned
across 15 Signalling Migration
Areas (SMAs), beginning with
the Hammersmith branch.
TfL’s Major Projects Director Stuart
Harvey told TfL’s Programmes and
Investment Committee on 6 March
that a new version of software
had been introduced the previous
weekend along with successful
trial runs using the CBTC system.
He confirmed the aim was to go
live with the system between
Hammersmith and Latimer Road
on 16-17 March. He also told the
committee the CBTC equipment
had been installed across the next
five migration areas, covering
the entirety of the Circle Line, in
preparation for these to follow.
The go-live of the first migration
area had initially been targeted
for June 2018 but was postponed
while software issues were
resolved. Mr Harvey told the
Programmes and Investment
Committee the aim was to
commission CBTC signalling across
the Circle Line by the end of this
year, potentially supporting an early
timetable uplift in March 2020.

FUNDING FOR FENLAND PLATFORM EXTENSIONS

THE DEPARTMENT for Transport
has approved a funding package
of around £27 million to allow
Network Rail to extend station
platforms at Waterbeach and
Littleport, on the line between
Cambridge and King’s Lynn. The

work will allow eight-car trains to
be introduced on peak services,
increasing capacity on the line. Both
platforms at Waterbeach will be
extended to 167 metres in length,
while at Littleport platform 2 will
be similarly extended and step-free

access provided to platform 1. New
stabling will also be created at King’s
Lynn to support the longer trains.
Work is expected to start in October
and be completed in summer 2020,
with eight-car services operated by
Govia Thameslink Railway expected

to begin in December 2020.
Network Rail says the project is one
of the first to progress through the
new Rail Network Enhancements
Pipeline process, which DfT and
NR now use to manage delivery
of new rail infrastructure.

SIEMENS FOR SOUTH LONDON SIGNALLING

NETWORK RAIL has awarded
Siemens a contract for signalling
renewals in the Catford loop and
Brixton area of south London.
Valued at around £2 million, the
deal will see Siemens lead through
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the first three stages of the GRIP
process (output definition, feasibility
and option selection). A contract
notice explains the objectives of
the project are to renew life-expired
assets and improve reliability and
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performance. The work incorporates
targeted renewal of the Herne
Hill interlocking with re-control
to Three Bridges Rail Operating
Centre (ROC), full resignalling of
the Stewart’s Lane interlocking

with a similar recontrol, along
with the parallel renewal of
Voltaire Road switches and
crossings, provision of Automatic
Route Setting (ARS) and passive
provision for Traffic Management.
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PITLOCHRY PROGRESS

Balfour Beatty
for tube track
renewals
TRANSPORT FOR London has
awarded a £220 million contract
for London Underground track
renewals to Balfour Beatty. The
deal encompasses all aspects
of track renewals, including
track, points and crossings,
and trackside drainage.
The contract starts in April 2019
and runs for four years, with an
option to extend for a further
six years. It replaces a previous
eight-year agreement with BB
which TfL says contributed to
modernising around 75% of
the tube network. The network
comprises 1,047km of track, 17%
of which is in non-customer areas
such as depots and sidings.
TfL says the procurement
process evaluated key
criteria focused on safety,
behaviours, delivery expertise
and value for money.

Highland main line upgrade: No 170412 arrives at recently-extended platforms at Pitlochry with an Inverness to Edinburgh
Waverley service. The bagged off colour lights will be controlled from a panel in the box at Stanley, after which the
semaphores will be removed and the listed signal box on the left of this photo made available for alternative uses. Work is
being undertaken by Siemens in a £20 million contract that also encompasses new signalling at Aviemore. Ian Lothian

SECOND PLPR FACILITY OPENED IN DERBY

NETWORK RAIL is aiming to
boost the number of inspections it
carries out using Plain Line Pattern
Recognition (PLPR) technology
and has opened a second PLPR
facility in Derby. PLPR forms part of
NR’s ‘predict and prevent’ strategy,

which aims to identify and fix faults.
The company says during the five
years of Control Period 6 PLPR
will cover 975,000 miles of track.
A fleet of five monitoring trains,
including the New Measurement
Train, use cameras to take images

of the track and identify potential
defects. These are sent to a facility
in Derby for examination by NR’s
inspectors. The PLPR-equipped
trains have replaced manual
inspections on 8,500 miles of
track, and NR aims to increase

these live inspections, boosted
by the opening of the second
facility in January. The company
estimates the use of PLPR has
saved the taxpayer £2.2 million
so far, with further savings
anticipated in CP6 and beyond.

TOTTENHAM HALE EXPANSION

Access for All: the new lift-equipped overbridge and extra platform at
Tottenham Hale are seen nearing completion in this 6 March view. The additional
platform is for the coming Lee Valley shuttle, with a half-hourly service to
Stratford expected in September (p23, last month). Jamie Squibbs
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Informed Sources

Roger Ford

FREIGHT DIESEL

TRACTION REALITIES

For MegaWatts it’s diesel or electrification

I

f you read this column, I’m sure
you enjoyed my colleague Ian
Walmsley’s hatchet job (I think you
mean ‘measured analysis’ – Ed) on
the initial report of the Rail Industry
Decarbonisation Task force in his
column last month. What struck me
about the report was the complex
web of cognitive dissonances that
vitiated the underlying common
sense. This is exemplified by
the report’s section on freight,
reproduced here in the box.
Note the uncharacteristically
realistic (this is a Rail Safety &
Standards Board [RSSB] production)
second bullet point. It is an
inescapable fact that nothing
can match the diesel engine’s
combination of power, range
and, incidentally, efficiency and
affordability, when it comes
to a prime mover you can
put in a UK-gauge 125-tonne
Co-Co locomotive.

But having established that
Mr Ackroyd Stuart’s creation many
generations removed in EU Stage IIIB
configuration is about as clean – but
not necessarily green – as it comes,
the report remembers that RSSB has
a research budget to burn through
and decides that bi-mode and battery
technology could deliver ‘significant’
improvements and recommends
further research and development
into solving this ‘challenge’.
Similarly, the report observes
that the diesel engine in the Stadler

state-of-the-art Class 88 bi-mode
gives only 20% of the power
available running under the wires.
This makes it suitable for only
slow speed last mile operation,
the report adds. Amazing!
But while the limitations of
the UK gauge mean that there is
insufficient space, with current
technology, to fit an electric
locomotive with sufficient installed
diesel power to supersede the
Class 66, the report’s authors don’t
give up. Work is under way that
‘may’ lead to the development of
locomotives that ‘would’ use smaller
diesel engines and supplement

this with battery power. This
technology might in due course
be applied to freight locomotives.
And guess what? ‘Further work is
needed to develop suitable bi-mode
options with sufficient versatility
across the network to be viable.
The sector would need innovation
funding support to develop options
such as these and to develop a
clearer understanding that the
necessary capital investment
would lead to reasonable returns
in reduced operating costs as well
as reduced emissions. The lack of
such support presents a significant
barrier.’ Talk about broad hints.

FREIGHT DIESELS PRESENT CHALLENGES
n The removal of diesel only freight and maintenance (Yellow Rail) trains from
the national rail network presents unique challenges.
n There is no alternative independent power source available, which delivers the power
and range necessary to meet the specific demands of these uses.
n The introduction of bi-mode and battery technology, while a challenge, could deliver significant improvements.
n We recommend further industry-led research and development into solving this challenge.
n In the near term the freight industry will continue to reduce unit carbon emissions through further maximising
payload per train, employing driver advisory systems, auto stop-start and other system-level innovations.
Rail Industry Decarbonisation Task Force, January 2019

Freight workhorse: loco No 66002 at Rainford on 7 July 2018 with working 6E26, the 10.50
Knowsley - Wilton binliner, with the driver handing over the single line token. Rob France
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Informed Sources
TECHNOLOGY
This report’s conclusions highlight
the problem facing the railway
industry in various of its current
dealings with a Government
ruled by policy-based evidence.
I can’t better the observation of a
perceptive chum who explained
that ‘if you press too hard for
reality of thinking, you lose the
argument politically just now’.
Personally, I have always believed
that there is no point in being
obliging with Government because
it can’t and won’t reciprocate.
That said, since the industry made
electrification unaffordable without
outside assistance, it has been
hard to counter the Government’s
enthusiasm for bi-modes, batteries
and hydrogen. Hopefully the
McNaughton (p24, last month)
and Railway Industry Association
reports will have turned the tide.
But when it comes to the need
to decarbonise freight traction in
response to the Johnson Doctrine
(see box), I would have liked to have
seen a more robust defence of the
industry. Emissions statistics make
variable track access charges look
simple. However, I calculate that
while rail freight is responsible for
roughly 10% of the UK’s total freight
tonne kilometres (rail and heavy
goods vehicles) it generates 3% of
the total CO2 emissions generated.
Put another way, for each tonne of
CO2 produced, HGV traffic generated
8,000 tonne kilometres, compared
with 28,500 for rail. But that’s the
steel wheel on steel rail for you.

Roger Ford
To its credit, the report does
remind Government that ‘there is
currently no low or zero carbon
alternative to diesel for road haulage,
other than for local delivery vans’.
It adds: ‘this presents rail with a
unique opportunity to offer low
carbon freight transportation if
greater use can be made of existing
and future electrification. It follows
that priority ought to be given to
future electrification schemes for
those mixed traffic lines that carry
a significant volume of freight’.
ALTERNATIVES
JoJo’s challenge is characteristically
vague. Note that it refers only to
petrol and diesel cars, not HGVs.
And ‘diesel-only trains’ provides
fertile ground for unintended
consequences. Far better to
have set targets, sorry ‘ambitious
targets’, for CO2 reduction and
left the rail freight industry to
work out how to achieve them.
Meanwhile, it is time to examine
the final two paragraphs in the

challenge: the technical vision
of bi-modes leading into battery
storage and ultimately hydrogen
fuel cell power. Despite reiterating
that there is no alternative
independent power source
available for diesel-only freight
and maintenance (yellow) trains,
the Decarbonisation Task Force
report still buys into the credo that
bi-mode and battery technology,
‘while a challenge, could deliver
significant improvements’.
As C. M. Joad would have said, ‘it
all depends on what you mean by
“significant”’. Let’s start with batteries.
HARD
Time for some hard numbers.
Lithium ion batteries currently have a
maximum energy density at cell-level
of 250Wh/kg. In practice, to maintain
service life these batteries must not
be fully charged or discharged.
Various ranges are quoted. The
most optimistic limits I have seen
are between 10% and 90% charge,
with 20%-80% also given. The

Decarbonisation Task Force report
is the most pessimistic at 30%-70%.
Then you have to put the battery
cells in a housing that includes the
supporting auxiliary equipment.
This raft also has to absorb heavy
shunt shock loads, which adds
further weight. This is known as
‘pack-level’ energy density.
In one current aviation
application, the pack-level energy
density of Li Ion batteries is
quoted at 143Wh/kg. However,
my analysis of the battery packs
in the three UK battery hybrids
(‘Informed Sources’, May 2018)
showed a real life pack-level
energy density of 50Wh/kg.
But let’s stick with 250Wh/kg
because it is almost exactly one-third
of a horsepower hour (hph).
Sorry, electrical engineers.
STORMY
Back in 1991, I footplated British
Rail’s ultimate heavy-haul
locomotive, the Brush Class 60,
taking on the ultimate heavy

THE JOHNSON CHALLENGE
‘I would like to see us take all
diesel-only trains off the track
by 2040. If that seems like an
ambitious goal – it should be and I
make no apology for that. After all,
we’re committed to ending sales of
petrol and diesel cars by 2040. If we
can achieve that, then why can’t the
railway aspire to a similar objective?
‘Rail may be less carbon intensive
than road transport. That’s why

modal shift’s so important. Getting
freight and passenger vehicles off
the roads onto greener forms of
transport. But that does not absolve
the rail industry from cleaning up
its own act.
‘New bi-mode trains are a great
bridging technology to other low
emission futures. And as battery
technologies improve we expect to
see the diesel engines in bi-modes

replaced altogether. With batteries
powering the train between the
electrified sections of the network.
‘Or maybe in the future we could
see those batteries and diesel
engines replaced with hydrogen
units? Alternative-fuel trains
powered entirely by hydrogen are a
prize on the horizon.’
Jo Johnson, Transport Minister,
12 February 2018

Last mile loco: No 88001 heads a Doncaster Decoy to Millerhill
train of rails at Thirsk on 24 May 2018. David Andrews
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of components for locomotives and
wagons. Additionally, it also builds new
locomotives up to 5,400 horsepower and
can provide after market services. The Transit
business, which operates under the name
Faiveley Transport, designs, manufactures,
markets and services a large range of high
added-value components, systems and
services. These help customers build and
operate trains that are safe, reliable and
cost-efficient throughout their life-cycle.
MERGING WITH GE TRANSPORTATION
In February this year, Wabtec and GE
Transportation merged marking a new
opportunity to build on the already very
strong platform they have developed together
over the past couple of years. Wabtec offers
exceptional capabilities and expertise
and are now a premier player in multiple
facets of the global transportation industry
providing industry leadership to a world
that increasingly demands creative, efficient,
sustainable, and cost-effective solutions.
Today, we meet the total life cycle needs
of the entire fleet, from new locomotives
to modernisations, service, and repairs,
adding value at every touch point to help
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customers realize the most value from their
investment. To best address the business
needs of our rail customers, we offer a
variety of products and services through
our Freight and Transit segments.
PROVIDING AN UNRIVALLED PORTFOLIO
Wabtec provides products and services
to virtually every major rail transit system
around the world, supplying an integrated
series of components for commuter and
metro cars, as well as buses that deliver
safety, efficiency and passenger comfort.
We also offer an extensive array of products
from pneumatic, electronic and hydraulic
brake equipment, to HVAC and sanitation
systems. Each of our products draws on our
deep experience in tailoring components to
meet the specific needs of our customers,
manufactured using the latest technologies.
DELIVERING VALUE-ADDED SOLUTIONS
During Railtex 2019, Wabtec will focus on
three key areas: Comprehensive Product
Life-cycle Support, Improved Passenger
Experience and Green Solutions.
WabtecOne®, our monitoring and analytics
platform that harnesses data from a suite of
Wabtec and transforms different data streams
into actionable intelligence providing rail
operators with new opportunities to overcome
their toughest operational challenges will be
available for demonstration on our stand.
Innovative braking solutions will be
prominently featured as well. This will include
MetroFlexx®, the new versatile integrated
brake control system for mass transit.
Additionally, a wheel-mounted disc and brake
station assembly will also be on display.
Wabtec will exhibit smart displays
and technologies that deliver real-time
information and infotainment functionality
to passengers and operators.

Wabtec’s green solutions will include a
variety of environmentally-oriented products.
These comprise eco-friendly, refrigerant-based
HVAC units, as well as FreshAir® and
RegenAir® solutions that can reduce energy
consumption by as much as 30%.
Systems, products and services from
Brecknell Willis, Mors Smitt, Becorit,
Bach Simpson, Track IQ, NOWE and
Graham White will also be on display.
PROVIDING INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Over the years, the UK rail industry has
presented many challenges which suppliers
have to respond to. As such, Wabtec is constantly
looking to provide tailored and innovative
solutions to its customers with its aim being for
innovation to penetrate all of its core activities.
A good example of an innovative solution
is the Class 319 Flex project. This is converting
electric multiple-units, which are surplus
from commuter services, into bi-mode trains
which incorporate a diesel power pack for use
on non-electrified routes. The fleet’s owner,
Porterbrook, presented the problem of these
assets being made redundant by replacement
with new trains After analysis and development,
Wabtec presented the Flex solution. This
enables the units to be re-purposed for
services running on a mixture of electrified and
non-electrified routes. Orders for Flex units have
been received from a number of Train Operating
Companies in the UK with further commitments
given for the provision of tri-mode units.
Wabtec will display the electrical cubicle as
installed on the Flex units. The electrical cubicle
houses the electrical and electronic equipment
associated with the control of the engine raft
and power generation. The electronics inside
the cubicle are responsible for running the
engines, regulating DC bus voltage, controlling
the cooling of the engines and communicating
with the other electronics on the vehicles.
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Informed Sources
haul challenge – hauling a
3,000-tonne iron ore train from
Port Talbot to Llanwern, including
the ascent of Stormy Bank
with its final 1:92 gradient.
Leaving the sidings, as soon
as we were on the main line at
10.59 the driver of the Class 60
selected full power. The mighty
Mirrlees MB275 then proceeded
to pour out its 3,100hp until, five
miles later, at 11.19, we topped
Stormy Bank, to a creep-scream
accompaniment, at 11mph.
So, 20 minutes at 3,100 is as near
as dammit 1,000hph. To supply
this you would need 3.3 tonnes
of Li Ion batteries at cell level.
SEDUCTIVE
Of course, the hybrid diesel-battery
locomotive hinted at in the report
would have a smaller engine with
a large battery pack to provide
extra grunt when accelerating
or climbing. With regenerative
braking some energy could be
recovered on down grades.
It sounds seductively simple.
But apart from pack-level energy
densities and the charge and
discharge limitations, there is
another issue with batteries.
Power equals volts multiplied by
amps. Freight traction involves
a lot of constant high power.
As you discharge a battery,
the voltage drops, which means
increasing the current to maintain
constant power. Increase the
current and the voltage drops
even faster. Batteries don’t like
this death spiral treatment.

Roger Ford
AFFORDABLE?
Costs of Li Ion batteries have
been falling dramatically as
mass production has built up.
Car maker Tesla, with its own
battery ‘giga-factory’, claims to be
approaching $100 (£75) per kWh
at cell level. Other sources suggest
current commercial prices are around
$150 (£110) per kWh. Pack-level adds
around 30% to the specific cost.
But if someone wanted to
convert, say, a spare Class 47 to
demonstrate a diesel/battery hybrid
it wouldn’t cost an arm and a leg.
That’s something BR Research would
probably have done by now.
HYDROGEN
Of course, hydrogen is the
dream solution. I don’t think
anyone is contemplating a
hydrogen-powered Class 66
replacement, so I’ll keep it brief.
For a start, hydrogen fuel cells
lack ‘driveability’. You can’t just
couple the terminals from your
fuel cell to a traction inverter and
shove the controller into notch 7.
Fuel cells need a battery buffer to
provide the variable grunt needed
by electric motors. For example, the
latest Hyundai fuel cell car has a drive
motor rated at 120kW (161hp). The
fuel cell puts out 95kW (127hp) and
feeds a 1.56kWh (2.1hph) battery
that powers the electric motor.
Similarly, the production Alstom
Coradia iLint hydrogen multiple-unit
has a 200kW (270hp) fuel cell stack
feeding a water-cooled 111kWh
(115hph) Li Ion battery. This in turn
feeds the traction package. The aim is

to run the fuel cell at half power, with
the battery evening out the load.
Incidentally, in the course of
researching this article I asked
Alstom for the weight of the iLint
battery, only to be told ‘at this
stage the mass of the batteries
is not public’. How odd.
Anyway, when it comes to
freight traction, Ballard has
supplied a 250kW (335hp) fuel
cell to power a BNSF ‘switcher’
locomotive. So think Class 08
rather than Class 66 replacement.
CONTRARY
While the biggest reduction in
emissions will come from transferring
freight from road to rail plus a
rolling programme of electrification,
if freight diesels are to run on
long-term, we need to do our bit.
Consider diesel emissions
regulations (Table 1, overleaf). These
are confined to carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, nitrous oxides and
particulate matter – the emissions
that damage people. But typing this
during the warmest-ever February
days, the absence of CO2, which
damages the earth, seems perverse.
CO2 is the product of combustion.
The more fuel you burn, the
more CO2 you produce.
Diesel engine fuel consumption is
measured in grams of fuel required to
generate one kilowatt hour (g/kWh).
In its day, the Mirrlees MB275 set
a new benchmark at 195g/kWh.
To illustrate how technology
has improved, the English Electric
12CSVT engines in the triple-headed
Class 37s that topped Stormy Bank

at 17mph when I first footplated
the iron ore trains in 1976 were
consuming 228g/kWh on full power.
MORTGAGE
Now comes the conundrum. The
more efficient an engine, the less fuel
it burns and the less CO2 it generates
per horsepower. However, to get
NOx emissions down you have to
mortgage combustion efficiency.
When Wisconsin Central bought
the BR freight businesses and formed
EWS, it brought in Jim Fisk as Chief
Engineer. Back in the States, Mr Fisk
had been used to running heritage
General Motors locomotives with
lusty, but thirsty, two-stroke engines.
When he was buying the Class 66
fleet for operation in the UK, Jim
Fisk waxed strongly to me about the
perversity of the need to meet the
nitrous oxide (NOx) emissions, which
meant that the fuel consumption
of his new locomotives went to
pot. And the GM two-stroke was
nowhere near as fuel thrifty as
the Mirrlees in the first place.
To illustrate the effect of NOx
reduction on CO2 production,
Table 2 shows the fuel efficiency
of the same model of MTU engine
under the United States Tier 2
and Tier 3 emissions regulations.
Tier 3 is the equivalent of the Euro
Stage III in Table 1. Some quick
calculation indicates that the
difference between Tier 2 and Tier 3
would save around 17kg of CO2 on
that climb to Stormy summit.
So what can be done to
make diesel engines even
more fuel efficient?

Class 60 on steel: working 6H25, the Margam – Llanwern steel coils, approaches Llanwern
West Junction behind loco No 60091 on 23 September 2017. Peter Squibbs
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Roger Ford

Fitted with new diesels: refurbished 1960s electro-diesels Nos 73962
Dick Mabbutt and 73961 Alison stand top’n’tail at Derby on a test
train working to Crewe on 19 December 2017. Steve Donald

TABLE 1: EUROPEAN DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE EMISSIONS SPECIFICATIONS

ALL G/KWH

CO
3.5
3.5

Stage IIIa
Stage IIIb

HC
0.5*
–

HC+NOx
–
4

NOx
6.0*
–

PM
0.2
0.025

* HC = 0.4 g/kWh and NOx = 7.4 g/kWh for engines above 2,000kW and 5 litres/cylinder capacity

TABLE 2: DIESEL ENGINE FUEL CONSUMPTION
US Tier 2
US Tier 3

195g/kWh
200g/kWh

Source: MTU

There are ways of achieving
this, but it can be hard to fit the
additional technical features
into a locomotive. For example,
Wärtsilä, which makes those
massive ‘cathedral’ engines
for ships and power stations,
is in the Guinness Book of
Records as manufacturing
the most efficient diesel
engine, with a specific fuel
consumption of 165g/kWh.
And while the MTU engine
in the IC125 power cars gives
206g/kWh at rated power, at
the most efficient point on the
fuel consumption curve this
falls to 190g/kWh. This is with
Euro Stage IIIa emissions levels.

FUEL SAVING
While more efficiency could be
squeezed out of the diesel engine,
good housekeeping is likely to
be the most fruitful option. Stop/
start, where engines are shut down
rather than left idling, is already
being applied. Fuel-efficient driving
will benefit from Connected Driver
Advisory Systems (C-DAS). Traffic
Management should make it easier
to keep heavy freight trains rolling,
preserving hard won kinetic energy.
TRACTION
So much for the politics and theory.
What is the reality of the freight
locomotive fleet in the context of
the Johnson Challenge? Table 3

TABLE 3: DIESELS PREDOMINATE FOR FREIGHT
Freight locomotive fleet as
submitted for ETCS fitment

When built/age

Number

Pre-privatisation

1957-1993

180

Post-privatisation

1998-2008

567

Third rail diesel bi-mode

>50 years old

15

25kV AC diesel bi-mode

<5 years old

10

Pre-1996

69

Electric
Electric parcel trains

1995

TOTAL
Source: Decarbonisation Task Force
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is taken from the report. Table 4
translates this into hardware. Fleets
with modern emissions-compliant
engines are highlighted in green.
I have not bothered with heritage
locomotives such as Class 37
and Class 57. Table 5 shows the
freight electric traction fleets.
For the nominal withdrawal
date I have assumed a
40-year book life. But as we
know, traction equipment
is noted for its longevity.
Table 4 highlights the
dependence of the freight hauliers
on the Class 66, which represents
70% of the total freight diesel fleet.
Table 5 reminds us of the limited
current use of electric traction.
In terms of emissions the Class 66
engine is probably acceptable, but
CO2 will be relatively high compared
with modern four-stroke engines.
General Motors was paranoid about
fuel consumption and, unlike other
manufacturers, never published
specific fuel consumption figures.
The closest I ever got was a graph
in a British Rail conference paper
in 1987. This included ‘worst new
engine’ at 216g/kWh when the
best new engine (presumably
the Mirrlees) gave 198g/kWh.
Since the freight hauliers are
the most realistic operators on
the network we can rule out
re-engining or re-purposing
Class 66s as an economic
option. Good housekeeping
will see the main reductions.

FUTURE TRACTION
Since the laws of physics and
chemistry rule out pure battery
or hydrogen fuel cell 3 MegaWatt
(4,000hp) freight locomotives,
from around 2035 we are going to
need to start replacing the diesel
locomotives for freight haulage on
the routes yet to be electrified.
Here the good news is that a
modest rolling programme could
have added 2,000 routes miles to
the electrified network by 2040. And
as the Decarbonisation Task Force
notes, new electrification should
be focused on mixed traffic routes
carrying high volumes of freight.
Even if only half the Class 66 fleet
has to be replaced, that represents a
worthwhile investment in research
and development by a locomotive
builder and diesel engine supplier.
The priority would be to produce
a low CO2 locomotive with the
performance of a 4,000hp diesel.
Why the higher power? On a
congested passenger railway you
are going to have to run faster,
longer and heavier trains. Those
Class 60s grinding up Stormy
Bank at 11mph would not get
on the timing graph today.
HYBRID
Extension of electrification will
reduce the length of the last miles
beyond the end of the wires,
making increased use of electric
traction viable. Here the challenge
will be to provide sufficient diesel
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Roger Ford

Class 93 tri-mode: ROG is taking delivery of 10 of these electric / diesel / battery machines from Stadler.

TABLE 4: CURRENT DIESEL FREIGHT FLEETS
Class

Fleet size

Rating kW

59
60
66
67
68
70
73 (2)
TOTAL

15
27 (1)
407
30
44
37
11
571

3,000
3,100
3,300
3,000
3,800
3,690
1,600

Emissions

Built

Age (years)

IIIA
IIIA
IIIA

1985-95
1989-93
1998-2016
1999
2012-19
2009-17
2018

24-34
26-30
3-21
20
0-7
2-10
2

Nominal
withdrawal date
2025-35
2029-33
2038-56
2039
2052-59
2049-57
2058

1) Remainder in store, 2) Re-engined with MTU 1600 Series engine. Fleets with modern emissions-compliant engines highlighted in green.

TABLE 5: FREIGHT ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FLEETS
Class

Number

Built

Age (years)

86/7
88 (1)
90
92
TOTAL

22
10
34
32
98

1966
2016
1987-90
1993-96

53
3
29-32
23-26

Nominal
withdrawal date
2006
2056
2027-30
2033 36

(1) Incorporates last mile diesel engine.

traction power and range. Stadler’s
Class 93 ‘tri-mode’ locomotive
ordered by Rail Operations
Group (‘Pan Up’, February 2019)
provides an interesting preview.
It builds on the Class 88, which
adds a 700kW (940hp) Caterpillar
diesel engine to a 4MW 25kV AC
Bo-Bo electric locomotive. In
effect, when off the wire, you
have a Class 20 equivalent in
terms of traction horsepower,
ideal for taking container trains
in and out of the Felixstowe port
network if low-cost overhead line
electrification was installed on the
16-mile branch between Ipswich
and the Port of Felixstowe.
With the Class 93, some clever
packaging has squeezed a more
powerful 900kW (120hp) diesel
engine plus a Lithium Titanate Oxide
(LTO) battery rated at 400kW into
the Eurolight platform. This gives a
short-term (6-7 minutes has been
quoted) power boost to 1,740hp.
Stadler was unable to provide
information on the type of engine
or the capacity of battery pending
contract signature. What we do
know is that LTO sacrifices maximum

30

energy density in return for the type
of rugged battery needed for rough,
tough freight locomotive use.
Table 6 is from a company that
produces both types of Lithium
Ion battery. As you can see, for
a given capacity an LTO battery
will be heavier. On the other
hand it can use all of the charge,
can be discharged and charged
quickly and has a high output.
FUTURE POLICY
Long-term freight traction policy
is full of known unknowns. The
extent of any rolling programme
of electrification that emerges
from the current revival, and routes
covered, is top of the list. Traffic to
be hauled is another – although
it is a reasonable assumption that
trains will be longer and faster.
Certainly diesel traction will
continue to be required. A basic

FLIGHT PARALLEL
Interestingly, a European study into
electric-powered airliners under the
Clean Skies research programme
showed that the most effective
option was to use a battery to

TABLE 6: COMPARISON OF LI ION TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE
Energy density
Cycles
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performance requirement built
round a really demanding CO2
focused emissions specification, for
delivery starting from 2035, could
produce some innovative offers.
While there is some scope to
squeeze a bit more useful energy
out of each gram of fuel, a diesel
battery hybrid locomotive offers
a short-term power boost plus
regenerative braking. However,
to validate the concept, more
work needs to be done on freight
duty cycles on the key routes
in terms of power demand to
determine how much battery
boost would be needed.

power an electric motor providing
extra power to the fan of the jet
engine during take-off and climb.
This would allow the use of
smaller turbofans to run at the
more efficient constant operating
point during the cruise (see the
MTU data mentioned above). A
theoretical 10% fuel saving was
predicted. Mind you, that study
assumed double the energy density
available from today’s batteries.
As for the last mile conundrum,
while the Class 93 looks promising, it
is oriented towards Rail Operations
Group’s specific range of services. If
you need to fit diesel engines and
batteries into an electric locomotive
specifically for freight then a Co-Co
configuration gives you another
20 tonnes on a 17.5-tonne axle load.
I am conscious that readers may
see my argument that electrification
is the only credible replacement
for freight diesel locomotives as
a counsel of despair in the face
of global warming. But as the
cold numbers show, rail freight’s
CO2 emissions are infinitesimal
on a national transport, let
alone global transport, scale.
If we are to keep freight moving
with the lowest environmental
harm, the steel wheel on steel rail –
even with diesel traction – is, if not
the best, the least worst option. a

Carbon anode

LTO

120-200Wh/kg

70-80Wh/kg

4,500-8,000

15,000-20,000
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George report emphasises local expertise
More common sense from an old-British Rail hand

H

aving a sort-out in the
post new year lull, I came
across a copy of the 1998
Sir Robert Reid lecture given by civil
servant turned railwayman John
Welsby. Mr Welsby had been British
Rail’s Director, Provincial Services,
before moving to the Board. Sir Bob
appointed him as BR Chief Executive
in 1989 and then he had succeeded
Bob Reid II as the last BR chairman.
In his paper Mr Welsby took the
opportunity to take the first look
at privatisation ‘as it is, not as it
might be or might become’. One
topic he raised was performance.
After what he termed a ‘noticeable
hiccup’ in the months after Railtrack
was separated from BR in 1994,
performance had resumed the
upward trend that had characterised
the last years of BR. I have always
attributed this recovery to operating
staff, freed from the distraction of
privatisation, picking up where they
had left off and working amicably
together before the impact of the
new contractual relationships bit.
But by January 1988 John
Welsby noted that ‘after the last
nine months, or so’, performance,
far from continuing to improve, had

actually deteriorated. The privatised
railway was in danger of being
perceived ‘as having collected in two
years almost as much reputational
baggage as BR did in 50’.
Turning to safety, John Welsby
referred to concerns expressed
in the latest Railway Inspectorate
report. ‘Good intentions at top level,
good policies and setting good
examples are all necessary – but
if they are not followed through
to ensure reliable, consistent and
pragmatic safety practice on the
ground where the action is, then
all the aspirations and indeed the
commitments in the board room
are worth no more than hot air.
That was the lesson of Clapham’.
To which, two decades later, we
can add Cardiff and Waterloo.
His experience suggested that
both performance and safety
were showing the classic signs
of ‘under-management of the
nuts and bolts of running a safe
and customer-friendly railway’.
HAINES DOCTRINE
Which brings us to Network Rail
Chief Executive Andrew Haines’
speech at the Golden Whistles

awards in January. Old softy that
I am, I found this speech inspiring
and we published it as a guest
editorial last month (p6).
Returning to the railway after
10 years in aviation, Mr Haines
took the view that Network Rail
had ‘possibly’ neglected the skills
and processes of operating the
railway in the interests of asset
management, major infrastructure
projects and workforce safety.
While these are ‘vital, critical,
essential undertakings’ they are not
sufficient for providing a reliable
service for passengers, he said. Rail
operations as a profession has not
been cultivated and valued as it
should have been. ‘That dwindling
expertise has contributed to our
collective failure to make sure
the railway works seamlessly as
a system (and) we are paying
the price for that in the level of
performance that we are delivering’.
RESURGENT
Meanwhile, it seems that the
Department for Transport (DfT)
has been ahead of the game when
it comes to valuing old-railway
operating skills. Before Andrew
Haines’ appointment, DfT had
commissioned Chris Gibb’s report
and recommendations on Southern

performance (p84, August 2017
issue), Sir Michael Holden’s magisterial
report on South Western (p10,
November 2018 issue) and now
Richard George’s recommendations
on restoring Northern
performance (p18, last month).
Richard George probably has
the lowest profile of the three. He
started his railway career as a BR
management trainee and first made
his mark in strategic planning, first for
Freightliner and then InterCity where
he subsequently became Manager
at Waterloo. Come privatisation, he
was Deputy Managing Director of
the franchise-winning Great Western
management buyout, taking the
top job a year later. He was then a
director of FirstGroup until 2000.
None of this is in his LinkedIn
biography, which starts with
Mr George’s role in the transport
planning for the London Olympics in
2012. After the Games he joined the
Interfleet consultancy, by then a part
of SNC-Lavalin, and he is now Group
Managing Director Rail & Transit.
NORTHERN
When Transport for the North (TfN)
asked DfT for help in recovering from
the May 2018 timetable crisis, DfT in
turn asked Richard George to ‘assist’
with railway industry performance

Tagged: a train of new TransPennine Mk 5 stock was berthed in an unprotected
location at Scarborough overnight on 27-28 February, which appears to have
been a mistake, as graffiti vandals struck. This photo was taken the next day at
York while the train was on a driver familiarisation run. John Vaughan
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improvement in the TfN region.
Echoing the quality claims in French
which used to appear on HP Sauce
bottles, DfT emphasised Mr George’s
independence at length: ‘he is an
independent railway expert and not
employed by, nor aligned to, any
of the train operating companies
or their owning groups, nor to
Network Rail, nor to the DfT or TfN’.
Taking up the commission in
September last year, by November
Mr George had come up with his
preliminary conclusions, which
mirror those of the other railway
‘lifers’ DfT has eventually turned to.
‘There are no quick fixes. Many
of the issues which have emerged
will take long-term effort to resolve.’
‘Significant capacity issues will
become worse. Some industry
structural and governance
issues are not helping.’
But what caught my eye was
this: ‘There are also indications
that Signallers, Planners, Station
Managers have been centralised
for good reasons over several
years – but this has reduced
the level of local knowledge –
this is key to responsive local
operations’. More on this later.
BORINGLY RELIABLE
Just like Andrew Haines, Richard
George’s report is all about the
operator-centric railway. Yes,
I know the Williams Rail Review
is adjuring the industry to focus
on a passenger-centric railway,
whatever that may mean. But
unless you get your operating and
engineering right you are never
going to get the boringly-reliable,
commercially-competitive
railway that passengers value.
As Richard George notes, the
North of England has a much busier
railway than it used to have and it
requires greater operating discipline.
Some capacity issues have not yet
been fully addressed, for example
depot and stabling capacity are
creating operating problems.
Note the frequent use of the ‘O’
word which occurs throughout
his recommendations. Thus local
teams involving planning, signalling
and station operations need to be
created. Stations dispatch training
is required across ‘many stations’.
Signaller training should emphasise
‘local’ rather than ‘generic’ routes
and practices. Station and depot
local planning should feature early
in the timetabling process. And
governance should be revised
to reflect operational needs.
To hark back to John Welsby,
what Chris Gibb, Sir Michael
Holden and Richard George are
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New Northern DMU: unit No 195001 working 3Z11, the Carnforth - Edge Hill
depot test run, passing Wigan North Western on 25 February 2019. Joel Coulson

proclaiming is the importance
of managing the ‘nuts and
bolts’ of running the railway.
LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
When out and about with those
who came up through the BR
management programme I am
always in awe of their encyclopaedic
knowledge of the rail network. They
chat happily about this junction
or that tunnel which I would
need my Track Atlas to follow.
Similarly, observing controllers
and signallers working on their
screens it is clear that those with
decades of experience can mentally
convert the symbols on the screen
into the situation out on the
ground. This local knowledge may
have been gained from working
at smaller boxes before they were
consolidated into larger signalling
centres, or by more-senior signallers
passing on their knowledge.
Today, the combination of new
entry signallers going straight
from training into Rail Operating
Centres (ROC), plus experienced
staff leaving, means that they
may have no local experience.
This is not unique to railways. As
recent air accidents have shown,
today’s young airline pilots have

lost the ability to fly an aircraft
manually if the electronics go
awry or in the event of failure.
As Chesley Sullenberger, the
pilot who safely landed his Airbus
on the Hudson River in New
York after losing both engines
two minutes after take-off,
puts it: ‘Flight 1549 wasn’t just a
five-minute journey. My entire
life led me safely to that river’.
LOSS
Fostering local knowledge is not
an easy task in an age of ROCs and
Signalling Centres. As one retired
signaller put it, when experienced
staff leave they do not just take
30-odd years of experience with
them, they can take 100+ years
of experience with them, as they
had absorbed local knowledge
from previous generations which
had been passed to them.
This is of a piece with the
‘dwindling expertise’ of the
operating profession highlighted
by Andrew Haines. How do you
find the time and provide the
facilities for people to go out and
experience the physical railway
being worked in real life, rather
than experienced remotely on the
displays of a quasi-video game?

Back in the day, when he was
Assistant General Manager of
the London Midland Region,
Ivor Warburton used to organise
social evenings where drivers
and signallers could discuss
over a pint how they made each
other’s lives difficult. I could see
a programme of ROC visits for
drivers, along with footplates
for signallers, with a social get
together at the end of the day.
This would provide the basis of
an ongoing local knowledge
regeneration programme.
SPAD TRAP
Meanwhile, on the subject
of operating experience and
competence, readers might like to
consider the diagram in this extract
from a recent Weekly Operating
Notice. The Rule Book is quite
clear on the situation portrayed.
‘When a single steady yellow
aspect is displayed together with
a junction indicator, this has the
normal meaning of a yellow aspect,
be prepared to stop at the signal.
This applies even though a flashing
aspect may have been displayed
at the preceding signal’. It seems
we are in danger of forgetting
Colwich as well as Clapham. a

WON extract: Fletton Junction. For P409, the WON says ‘may display a double yellow flashing aspect for trains
routed onto the Down Slow line’, while for P413, it says ‘may display a single yellow flashing aspect for trains routed
onto the Down Slow line’. The diagram then shows these followed by a green signal; at Colwich, one of the drivers
assumed that the flashing yellows meant the route was set for him, when he was actually approaching a red.
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Class 385 shoots up charts
A new entrant wows New Train TIN-watch

A

s Fluff Freeman (almost)
used to say on Pick of
the Pops, ‘Greetings TIN
pickers, jumping straight into the
charts at number three this period
is Hitachi’s latest hit, the Class 385.
Very popular in Scotland, not arf’.
With 35 units in service and a starting
Miles Per Technical Incident (MTIN)
of 8,460, we now have a sense
check, and competition, for the
Siemens Class 700 fleet on GTR.
Last month I posited that the
upward steps in the chart of
Class 700 Period MTIN figures
reflected improved performance
following successful software
drops. Well, yes and no.
This was indeed the case
with the first ‘step’ covering
Periods 6-8. However, GTR tells me
that the subsequent improvement
to a consistent 14,000-plus
was the result of sorting out

problems with the closed circuit
television (CCTV) cameras.
As a side exercise, this month I
have calculated the improvement
in moving annual average for
the fleets in the table. Biggest
gain was for the Hitachi Class 802
fleet at 18% followed by South
Western Railway’s chart-topping
(That’s enough Alan Freeman
for one month – Ed) Siemens
Class 707 fleet at 13%. Transport
for London’s reduced-length
Bombardier Class 345s gained 11%.
In contrast, the long-established
Class 700 and 800 fleets both
recorded a 3% gain. This is to be
expected as checking back shows
that neither fleet now has any Periods
of poor performance to drop out of
the MAA. As a result, to move the
MAA upwards you need to start
turning in the big numbers, as SWR
is achieving with the Class 707s.

Bound for the Marston Vale line: D Train No 230005 at Evesham on the
North Cotswold line during its first day of main line test runs between
Moreton-in-Marsh and Evesham, 13 February 2019. Steve Widdowson

NEW TRAINS COST LESS TO RUN
Something the Modern Railways
team spends a fair amount of time
on is trawling official websites for
useful stuff. Even evasive written
answers to pointed parliamentary
questions may let slip a piece of

the jigsaw we are assembling. If
not, ‘Blood and Custard’ awaits.
One of my beats is the section of
the Network Rail website containing
the Variable Track Access usage price
list where, Ahab-like, I have been
pursuing the mythical data for the

TABLE 7: NEW TRAIN PERFORMANCE, PERIOD 11 2018-19
TOC

Class

South Western Railway
Govia Thameslink Railway
ScotRail
Great Western Railway
Great Western Railway
TfL Rail (Crossrail)
TfL Rail (Crossrail)

Class 707
Class 700
Class 385
Class 800
Class 802
Class 345 RLU
Class 345 FLU
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Number of
Units/Trainsets
30
115
35
44
10
15
12

Number of TINs

Unit Miles

MTIN

MTIN MAA

3
85
47
103
33
17
1

203,029
1,230,074
397,639
806,297
310,830
86,470
6,781

67,676
14,471
8,460
7,828
9,419
5,086
6,781

14,702
9,672
8,460
7,150
5,916
3,177
12,820
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TABLE 8: VARIABLE TRACK USAGE CHARGES
Operator
Govia Thameslink Railway
Govia Thameslink Railway
MTR Crossrail
MTR Crossrail
MTR Crossrail
South Western Railway
South Western Railway
Govia Thameslink Railway
Govia Thameslink Railway
Abellio ScotRail
Abellio ScotRail
Govia Thameslink Railway
Govia Thameslink Railway
Arriva Rail North
Arriva Rail North

Vehicle Type
717/M
717/T
345/M FLU
345/M RLU
345/T
707/M
707/T
700/M
700/T
385/M
385/T
387/M
387/T
769/M
769/T

Unit formation
6-car

Maker
Siemens

9-car
7-car

Bombardier

5-car

Siemens

8- and 12-car

Siemens

3- and 4-car

Hitachi

4-car

Bombardier

4-car

Porterbrook/Brush

Pence per vehicle mile
5.39
3.82
5.13
5.53
3.20
5.78
3.82
6.19
4.95
7.67
5.53
8.97
7.72
15.27
6.33

Note: M = Motored. T = Trailer

Intercity Express Programme – now
the Class 800 series – trains since 2011.
I say mythical, because many and
varied have been the numbers since
the hapless Theresa Villiers, then a
Transport Minister, piqued my interest
in a written answer containing
numbers which were beyond wrong –
some flattering IEP and others making
it look a very bad buy indeed.
As explained in an earlier column,
working out a simple formula
has provided difficult because of
different 800 Series configurations,
axle loads, changes to bogie
specification and, most recently, the
requirement to fit filters (chokes) to
the powered vehicles. But, according
to informed sources, resolution
may now be only months away.
However, my latest search did add
some new trains to the list. Not least,

the ScotRail Class 385s, the Northern
Class 769 bi-modes and even the
Vivarail Class 230s. So in Table 8 I have
listed the EMUs in approximately
ascending order of cost per mile
for the motored vehicles.
Obviously, the price is based
on a range of factors, from
suspension parameters to
axle load. But it is interesting
to note the variation between
the three Desiro City classes.
Packaging of equipment is a factor
to note. Longer trains have more
vehicles over which essential stuff
can be spread, reducing individual
vehicle weights. In this respect, it is
informative to compare the Class 395
and the Class 385. Obviously the
Class 395’s stiffer bogies for 140mph
running have an effect, but to
reduce the Variable usage charge

for a six-car train of 9.85(M)/9.53(T)
to the charges shown in Table 8 for
the three- and four-car Class 385s
is quite an achievement.
And for completeness, Table 9
gives the data for the Class 230. For
reference, a Class 142 Pacer costs
5.62 pence/mile and a Class 150 5.71.
ERRORS AND OMISSIONS
Following up my February review
of new train deliveries and the
accessibility status of the heritage
stock they are replacing, Eversholt

reminded me that its Class 315s
are also PRM-TSI compliant. Could
come in handy for some operator!
Also, my old chum David
Powell at Merseytravel expressed
surprise that I did not include his
new Stadler Class 777 units in
the table. In fact, the new trains
were not forgotten; the analysis
was focused on fleets due to be
delivered in 2019 and the first of his
custom-designed trains is due to
enter service in February 2020. Be
careful what you wish for, David! a

TABLE 9: CLASS 230 VARIABLE
USAGE CHARGE PENCE/VEHICLE MILE
230/M

7.19

230/T

5.74

Source: Network Rail

Into the table: Class 385. No 385103 was caught by the camera at Gartshore loop while working
the 12.00 Edinburgh Waverley – Glasgow Queen Street on 10 December 2018. Steven Fraser
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Ian Walmsley

GOIN’ LOCO

Down in Burton-on-Trent
A 90-tonne beast nears completion at Britain’s last serious loco manufacturer – Clayton

I

f you had to bet on which of the
Modernisation Plan manufacturers
would still be building locomotives
nearly 60 years later, you probably
wouldn’t have gone for Clayton
Equipment Ltd. In the April 2015
Modern Railways I wrote about the
14 loco conversions from diesel to
battery for London Underground.
Since then, along with a steady trickle
of mining locos, there have been
seven 40-tonne locos for Crossrail
and a simply amazing Channel
Tunnel works train used for installing
a France to England power cable.
Think Network Rail’s HOPS train
but designed and built in one year
and doing the job as designed.

38

THE BIG ONE
While the aforementioned CB40
(Clayton Battery 40 tonnes) was
impressive enough, meet the new
CBH90, at least you will if you are
near the Ecclesbourne Valley Railway
when the trials start in a few weeks
time. This one, hopefully the first
of many, is for the rather different
industrial rail market. While I won’t go
through the specification, here are
the key performance requirements:
n Long idle periods;
n Low-speed, high torque;
n Minimal maintenance;
n Long life – avoid obsolescence;
n Highly reliable;
n Cheap to buy and run.
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Like a Rail Accident Investigation
Branch officer, most industrial
locos spend many hours doing
nothing waiting for something
to happen. Typically long trains
will be loaded while the loco idles
away, turning fuel into pollution,
and wearing out the engine just
to keep the cab warm. When the
time comes, the CBH90 (Clayton
Battery Hybrid 90 tonnes) has to shift
3,000 tonnes – not very far, or very
fast, but it absolutely has to work.
POWER LEAD
What huge engine does this
job? A 55kW Deutz machine
about the size of a van engine.

For comparison, the engine in a
Class 68 produces 2,800kW to give
a tractive effort of 317kN, while the
CBH90 gives 300kN. If you don’t like
engineering numbers: it will move
about the same load with an engine
50 times smaller. Of course it won’t
go as fast, but it doesn’t need to.
The trick is a socking big 16-tonne
battery, with a capacity of 524kWh,
split into two containers to help
weight distribution. For a loco not
concerned with Network Rail’s
dislike of anything heavier than a
sack truck, weight is good; it is what
allows the power to be put down.
The underframe and even the
bogie frames are made of massive,
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100mm thick steel plate while the
battery is, of course, lead acid.
We are all used to lithium batteries
these days, but while they have a
better power density they need
much cleverer control, cost more,
are hard to recycle and catch fire
if you are not careful (and some
industrial owners might fall into
that category). I watched a video
of a lithium cell on fire, which is put
out by an extinguisher, reignites,
and then explodes – taking most
of the lab equipment with it. They
also have to be kept in the 50-80%
power band for a decent life, while
lead acid are happy with 20-100%
and will do that for seven years.
HAPPY DEUTZ
The engine powers an alternator
for battery charging, and kicks in
when required running at a steady
1,500rpm, its optimum rating for
power and emissions. Lead acid cells
don’t need clever chargers and if all
else fails the loco can be plugged into
a 415V supply socket, although that
is not planned. A small fuel tank is
located between the battery packs,
and the engine is small enough not
to need a fancy exhaust system or Ad
blue treatment. It is thought to be the
first EU Stage 5 engine in traction use.
CB40s delivered to Crossrail:
the CBH90 described in this
article that is now taking shape
in Burton is a bigger beast.

Layout of main components in the CBH90.

There is no remote monitoring,
no air con and all suspension parts
are rubber. If you wanted a loco
to go to war, this would be it.
HEAVY METAL
Traction motors in main line locos
are normally hung on the wheelset
and drive through a gearbox oil bath
squeezed into the space between
the wheels. This means expensive
bespoke machines vulnerable to
obsolescence, which are difficult
to get at. The CBH90 mounts the
motors at 90 degrees to the wheelsets
with a chunky gearbox driving the
wheels. This means the industrial-type
motor has space around it, so it
would be easy to find a new one if
necessary. The motors are a switched
reluctance design for high torque,
which my word limit doesn’t allow
me to explain, but they offer 78kW x4
continuous rating, 104kW x4 peak.
The design is modular, so a Co-Co
CBH135 is a possibility if required. I can
tell you are getting too excited now,
so here’s a bit about the company.
INDEPENDENCE DAY
Clayton has a massive advantage over
its competitors; it is an independent,
and has been since 2005. It has no
interfering shareholders and is not
part of a large group, so the engineer
can buy the right kit. He doesn’t have
a procurement department telling
him there is a cheaper one from
Brazil, he doesn’t have to buy from
France to be within the parent group
(just as an example) and he doesn’t
have to buy something unproven
because their salesman took the
MD for a particularly good night
out (as if that would ever happen).
We are used to companies being
bought out and becoming parts of
larger groups, but when this happens
they have to pay into that group, and,
ironically, contribute to the interest on
the loan used to buy them out. I know
of two cases where the required
mark-up was around 30%; fast
response is then a thing of the past.
Clayton can deliver a bespoke
locomotive in under a year from a
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Socking great battery: lead acid installation for CBH90.

Motive power: the CBH90 mounts the motors at 90 degrees to the wheelsets.

blank piece of paper for well under
£1 million (depending on spec). Go to
the big suppliers for small numbers
and you will be offered a ‘platform’
design and be looking at £4 million
with a three- to four-year delivery.
Clayton is currently tendering
for around 100 locos around the
world, already having supplied
smaller numbers to 60 countries.
Will the company clear the board?
Will we see a return to the days of
locos being loaded on to ships,
instead of being taken off them?
SMALL WONDER
Big companies like other big
companies. Their legal departments
like to think they could sue their
supplier for millions, even though

they never do. Consequently they
are quite likely to pay £4 million
for something they don’t really
want when they could have paid
£1 million for exactly what they
want. In short, we have got used
to corporate inefficiency.
I have known good suppliers
lose out just because they can’t
insure for enough, and I’ve lost
count of the times I’ve heard ‘better
the devil you know’ justifying
huge expenditure to companies
who habitually let you down.
I am deeply envious of an
engineer who is in charge of his
own fate and is free to create the
right product from the right parts
at the right price. This is the way
back for British loco building. a
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THIRD DEGREE MURDER

How the ORR killed third rail electrification and caused a million
tonnes of CO2 emissions. Then a look at a real, live innovation

I

n March 2015 the Office of
Road and Rail issued its policy
on third rail electrification:
(i) The relevant duty holder must
be able to demonstrate that
any proposed new-build or
extended third rail proposal
will comply with all applicable
health and safety legislation.
(ii) There is a presumption against
the reasonable practicability
of new-build or extended
DC third rail in view of the
safety requirements duty
holders must satisfy in order
to justify the use of third rail.
(iii) Where existing third rail needs
to continue to be operated,
maintained and renewed for
the purpose of the railway,
the relevant duty holder

must ensure it continually
reviews such third rail and seek
improvements in the design,
operation and maintenance
of the third rail systems.
The rest of the document pretty
much repeats this in other ways, but
to sum it up, if you extend the third
rail and some pond life gets hurt you
are going to jail, do not pass go, do
not collect huge executive bonus.
Point (iii) is there so the ORR can
say ‘we told you so’ when someone
gets hurt on the existing system.
THE MOTIVE
Some might say that the motive is
the protection of the public, some
the protection of the ORR, but there
is no argument – the third rail is

dangerous. I am always very wary of it,
especially in depots where you might
need to step over it and where all the
shoegear of a unit on the juice is live.
But if you work on the railway you get
told this stuff often enough that even
the most inattentive student knows it.
As circumstantial evidence your
honour, I call up the Network Rail plan
of 2014 to convert all the third rail to
25kV overhead electrification. When
this came up at a research group
I attended, my first reaction was ‘how
can you justify re-electrifying third rail
routes when so many intensively used
lines in the North are not electrified?’
Following research procedure, I was
ignored and Network Rail made
this its policy, supported by the
flimsiest of business cases and using
£10 million per life saved as I recall.

Also at this time Network Rail
believed its little animated video,
which showed a factory train
rolling along planting masts like
tulip bulbs. 25kV electrification was
so easy, and when, in just a few
years’ time, we had finished the
main lines, we would be doing the
‘Electric spine’ from Southampton.
We can just keep rolling from
there and a decade or three later,
third rail will be a closed risk.
So in March 2015 ORR seized its
chance and pulled the breakers on
the third rail, bottoms were covered
and all was well. But not satisfied with
this, the Voltophobic organisation
went after 25kV, insisting on increased
clearances and adding much time
and cost to the programme. As
described by Roger Ford last month
(p28), this assisted the suicide of
25kV electrification as well. Would
you expect anything else? Well,
no, because if you are responsible

The way forward: laying down third rail. This is actually
replacement conductor rail on the Ouse Valley viaduct
on the Brighton main line. Courtesy Network Rail
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for safety but performance is
just what you moan at others
about, why accept any risk?
THE LOSSES
It wasn’t only safety which Network
Rail was interested in, but the losses
in the system. An unintended
consequence of the pointless drive
to fit all trains with electricity meters
was that people realised that there
were losses in the system. This might
have been apparent anyway, as if
you shove thousands of amps down
a lump of steel it warms up – that
is the losses. It happens in a copper
wire too, but much less because
higher voltage means less current for
a given power. Power is the voltage
and current multiplied together,
but the losses are proportional to
the square of the current, which
is where the problem lies.
Now while these losses were
hidden in the overall electricity bill
nobody cared, but now the train
operators had worked out they
were paying for power that never
made it to the train, they started
getting uppity about it. Network Rail

Diesel island: Turbostar at Crowborough on the Uckfield branch on 10 May 2018. In his 2017 report on the
Southern network, Chris Gibb suggested 25kV wiring and dual-voltage units for this line. David Andrews

argued that there wouldn’t be any
losses if there wasn’t a train pulling
current, but in the end they ended
up with the losses on their bill.
While this is bearable on the
25kV, it is quite a bill on the third rail,
where losses can, in the extreme,
get up to 20%. This is because
the system was designed around
four-car wooden bodied units with
a 1,000hp power car, but was now
being used by ‘power hungry lard
butts’ as my colleague Mr Ford
called them. I would of course say
they are crashworthy designs with
performance to enhance the railway
of the future. Short of laying fancy
conductor rails that are expensive
and very attractive to scrap metal
collectors, all you can do to correct
this is add more substations,
but more on this story later.
THE FALL
Of course we now know that 25kV
electrification is not as easy as the
video made it look. It ended up four
times the price it should have been
and got cancelled. We are now left in
a fantasy world where money goes
into looking for alternative power
sources nowhere near as efficient as
even a third rail. The case for third rail
conversion vanished like a metallised
balloon on a 25kV overhead. Even
if costs are controlled, the best
we can hope for is double the BR
figure – so the balloon is still burst.
SAFETY FIRST
The ORR edict states that there
are six times as many casualties
on the third rail than on the 25kV
system, which sounds pretty bad.
So let’s have a look at the statistics.
In the RSSB’s safety report for
2016-17 there is an accidental risk
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profile, split between passengers,
workforce and public using ‘Fatalities
and Weighted Injuries’ (FWI) data.
In brief this means a fatality counts
as one, the same as 10 major
injuries, 200–1,000 minor injuries
(depending how serious they are)
and the same for shock/trauma.
So if 1,000 people cut themselves
on a raised screw head (and report
it) that is the same as a fatality.
I’m not mocking it, if you just
use fatalities there isn’t enough
data – this isn’t the road network.
Returning to 2016-17, electrocution
only shows up in the ‘workforce’
section, and even then scoring
0.5 FWI. For comparison, slips, trips
and falls in the workforce scores
10.1 FWI, while for passengers it scores
27.2. In the whole graph electrocution
is the smallest figure, although
trespass scores 33.5 (mainly suicides).
Going back a few years I can find
one unfortunate carriage cleaner
who was killed in a depot and
two passengers who fell from the
platform onto the live rail. In both
of these latter cases ‘alcohol was a
factor’, as it says in reports. Just to
be clear, I am not making light of
any injuries: they shouldn’t happen,
and if everyone does as they should,
they won’t. But we don’t live in a
perfect world – especially after dark.
MITIGATION – DEPOTS
To mitigate the risks we could modify
the edict to say ‘no additional third
rail depots’, which is easy because
we don’t need any to infill the
last Southern lines and perhaps
modestly extend the network.
MITIGATION – PUBLIC ACCESS
Stations and crossing areas are
the next risk area, and there is no

technical reason why these have to
remain live when there is no train
in them. The Bordeaux tram system
uses a ground pick-up system that is
only live when there is a tram on it.
The instant it has gone, people tread
on the contacts in complete safety.
For the main line railway,
people shouldn’t be there. But if
someone falls on the track as a
train approaches, their situation
is pretty bad anyway: the state of
the live rail is not really relevant.
I therefore suggest new third rail
stations are fitted with this ‘dead
rail’ technology, which I would
define as ‘only live when a train is
in section and for a maximum of
300 metres length ahead or behind
the train’. That would close out all of
the risks based on available data.
Also worth a mention is the
yellow line on the platform.
Originally this was to stand behind
when high-speed trains passed
the platform, but it seems to have
been promoted so that now to
step over it is to enter the death
zone, even if every train stops at the
platform. Staff are trained to yell
like gym teachers if you put a toe
over it, third rail or no third rail.
MITIGATION – TRESPASS
Trespass is a big problem with or
without the live rail, and the practice
of slowing or even stopping trains
when trespassers are sighted creates
a business case for the heavy-duty
fencing now seen around railways
anywhere near habitation. This
fencing closes out the electrocution
risks to trespassers. The policy should
just say that the railway should
‘be fenced to current standards’.
Occasionally track workers have
to go on the ‘live’ railway, but this is
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are both out, so a dropper resistor
might be needed for emergency use –
but traction kit is now very reliable,
and another train is usually close
behind, so it might not be worth it.
Many lines in the south are
struggling to get enough power, so
this double voltage (2XV) system
would help solve that where it was
installed, as well as cutting losses
by 75%. Alternatively, assuming no
performance boost was necessary,
a 2XV line would need half the
substations of a standard one. In
my Salisbury example I calculate
four substations instead of eight,
and remember, no bridge lifting,
gantry moving, station awning
removal, visual intrusion etc.

Diesel on the third rail: No 165114 at Wokingham with a Gatwick to Reading service on
28 April 2018. GWR plans to introduce dual-voltage bi-mode Class 769s on this route that will be
able to take advantage of the stretches of third rail that already exist on it. Ken Brunt

increasingly rare for all lines and track
workers are trained to be risk averse.
CUTTING YOUR LOSSES
While even a standard, lossy, steel
conductor rail is much more efficient
than hydrogen or batteries, there
is a problem with resistive losses.
These are not too serious where
traffic is light, but if a solution could
be found it could eventually be
rolled out across the system.
It is always tempting to feed a
branch from the live end connection,
which you can do on 25kV, but losses
mean you are struggling to feed
more than a few miles of third rail.
When the Central Line went east from
Epping to Ongar it was said that you
could put a short circuit bar down at

Ongar and the breakers would stay
in, the rail resistance being so high.
As mentioned above, losses are
proportional to the square of the
current, so if you halve the current,
you quarter the losses. Now, since we
have a safe system of work around
the third rail, why not increase
the voltage? Technically it is quite
possible to double the voltage to
1,500 Volts on a newly-electrified line,
but of course existing trains couldn’t
then use it and we can’t convert
the whole network overnight.
RADICAL INNOVATION
I mentioned earlier how the system
was built for single power car units,
but most modern trains have two or
more. If we were to build new trains

for ‘new’ third rail lines, three-car
sets would probably be preferred
with a power car each end and a
trailer in the middle. If we assume a
1,500V extension to, say, Salisbury,
these trains would connect their
power cars in series on the ‘new’ line,
so each power pack receives 750V,
as standard. When you come in to
Basingstoke they are switched from
series to parallel connections – so
they are now standard 750V kit
and off they go to London.
Any unit with an even number of
power cars could be converted, but
that would be more expensive than
new build and some good maths
would have to be done on a business
case. Like old Christmas tree lights, if
one pack failed when in series they

25KV AC VERSUS 2XV DC
Make no mistake, in a world where
sensible clearances can be used
and costs are controlled I am still
very much in favour of 25kV for
the whole UK railway. But the old
Southern Region could relatively
easily be made all electric if the ORR
changed its stance and Network Rail
was committed to the project. Third
rail is not ideal, but it is a lot better
than the alternatives being looked
at now. Also remember the reason
the Southern went for it nearly
100 years ago: it is cheap to install. DC
units also do not need a transformer,
thus saving cost and weight.
You have to conclude that for
relatively low demand railways
(the high demand ones are already
done) and where speeds are under
100mph, third rail is the way to
remove diesels. Just for fun, if we
imagine the residual Southern diesel

Reading to Basingstoke: non-standard ‘150’ No 150001
approaches Mortimer on 30 March 2017. Ken Brunt
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routes had been electrified in the
2009 programme, they would have
been completed five years ago.
The Southern DMU Turbostar fleet
has emitted around four million
tonnes of CO2 since then, but had
they been Electrostars (allowing
for power station emissions) that
figure would have been 2.7 million.
The policy is therefore already
responsible for 1.3 million tonnes
of CO2 emissions and counting.
FRAUD
To my mind research groups who
take public money to look at the
feasibility of solar-powered trains
are guilty of fraud, since they
know the figures are about
1,000 times adrift before we even
think about the hours of darkness.
As I have said before, the prime
objective of the research budget is to
employ academics and the last thing
they want is to successfully close a
project and end funding. The 2XV
project could be seen as research
since it hasn’t been done before,
so funding it should be easy – just
close all the projects that can’t work.
Whatever you do though, don’t put
it out as a standard research project
as it will then never conclude. The
best plan would be to competitively
tender a prototype route built with
the provision for conversion to 750V
standard if necessary (ie buy the
land for the extra substations). As for
where this should be, Basingstoke to
Reading (already a third rail boundary)
or Salisbury would be possibilities.
If costs could be controlled the
economics of electrification would
be transformed, such that Yeovil
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All the way to Exeter? St David’s-bound unit No 159008 speeds through what is left of
the former station at Seaton Junction on 20 February 2019. Ken Brunt

or even Exeter would not be
out of the question, completing
the Southern Electric at last.
ORR GUILTY
While I can’t say that third rail infill
and moderate extensions would
have happened without ORR’s policy,
I can say they won’t happen unless
it is changed. Who regulates the
regulator? Surely something must
be done when its policy is so clearly
working against the public interest.
In covering their own bottoms, the
ORR people are working against one
of the railway’s great advantages
over road, which is being able to
take power directly to the train.
But how about ORR’s other
responsibility, Highways England: how
is that treated? Last year 1,780 people

died on the roads in the UK, with
176,500 injured, which admittedly
continued a falling trend. Here is what
ORR says in advance of its annual
report: ‘Overall, Highways England
continues to operate a road network
which is safe and serviceable – largely
meeting its performance targets’.
Do we see a policy document
preventing building new roads,
or perhaps proposing a super-tax
on motorbikes? No, of course not,
that would be putting their head
above the parapet. But telling the
railways to build parapets 300mm
higher – easy, no risk of any comeback
there. When the unintended
consequence of a safety policy is
carrying around high-pressure tanks
of hydrogen, I suggest the whole
system needs a bit more thought.

SENTENCE
ORR, I sentence you to reassess
your standards on both third
rail and overhead electrification
within the next three months.
You will also end your ‘game
show’ approach to submissions,
which is ‘you tell us what you are
going to do and we will tell you
if it is ok’. You will define what is
required for the railway, which
is a unique environment and
should have its own standards.
Finally, you will state the
independently assessed cost of
all your requirements in both
financial and environmental
terms. You think I have no right to
demand this? I’m the public –
you work for me… allegedly.
Pan down, shoes down. a
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CONGESTION IN
MANCHESTER

John Haigh (‘Forum’, last month) raises
some important points regarding
the effect of the current state of
platforms 13 and 14 at Manchester
Piccadilly on local stations along
the Airport route, including my
own local station, Heald Green.
However, Mr Haigh’s proposal to
reroute most long/medium-distance
services to Victoria and leave
Manchester Airport with a stopping
service to Manchester Victoria
would undo decades of effort to
close the Piccadilly-Victoria divide
in Manchester, by doing serious
damage to connectivity at Piccadilly
(such as between London services
and the TransPennine network).
It would also sever Manchester
Airport’s present rail links to major
stations across the North, including
Preston, Blackpool, Leeds and

Newcastle, many of which either
lack airports entirely or, in the case
of Leeds and Bradford, have airports
which are less accessible by rail and
which have fewer destinations.
By his own admission, the airport
is currently dissatisfied with its rail
service (thanks currently to dismal
performance). Even if the service
becomes more reliable, the trade-offs
here are connectivity with the rest
of the North, journey times (which
would be extended by stopping at
every station) and more crowding,
as Airport-bound passengers
would have to share space with an
increased number of commuters
from stations along the route – at
least until the arrival of HS2, of course.
At the same time, Victoria would
simply be left in the same state that
Piccadilly is in now. Although Victoria’s
desirability as a terminus may have
increased since 1989 (with the station

facilities being significantly improved
in the last decade), its capacity has,
meanwhile, significantly decreased.
With just four through platforms,
I struggle to see how the station
would be able to cope with taking
on the extra services Mr Haigh is
proposing, especially since these
through platforms will also have to act
as bays for west-facing terminating
trains. The cramped through station
would also struggle with the extra
crowding from people making
additional changes (for example,
going to the Airport), and crowding
on the Metrolink between Piccadilly
and Victoria would also increase.
We both agree that the situation
at present is simply not acceptable.
The real solution, however, is
simply to finish the Northern Hub
by building platforms 15 and 16
at Manchester Piccadilly. Yes, it will
be expensive and disruptive in the
short-term. But surely it is worth it
for the reliable and well-connected
railway that Manchester has
been promised for decades?
DAVID FRANKAL
Campaigning for Platforms 15/16
Heald Green, Greater Manchester
With reference to recent discussion
in Modern Railways about congestion

on the Castlefield corridor in
Manchester, there is in fact a way
of removing freight trains from this
route altogether. If a chord were to be
built at Warrington, where the former
Cheshire Lines Committee (CLC) route
crosses the West Coast main line,
freight trains from the south could
access Trafford Park from the west and
avoid central Manchester completely.
Assuming one path per hour
each way, the chord could be
bi-directional single track to the
east of the WCML formation. Freight
trains could leave the main line at
Acton Grange Junction and travel
through Arpley yards and the side
of Bank Quay station, obviating the
need for another flat crossing or
grade separation. The chord would
connect to the CLC just west of
Warrington Central. The amount
of demolition needed would be
minimal, though a bridge would
be required over local roads.
Signalling improvements
would be needed to shorten block
sections on the CLC and freight
loops would be advantageous, land
for which still exists at Warrington
and Glazebrook. Loops would also
benefit passenger services, nowadays
constrained by a lack of overtaking
opportunities. The route would

Castlefield corridor: Freightliner’s No 70007 passes Manchester Oxford Road while operating the
15.18 Trafford Park to Southampton intemodal working on 29 June 2017. Tim Squires
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need to be electrified, of course,
but wider benefits are to be had if
the wires were to start at Allerton,
enabling Liverpool to Manchester
passenger trains to be operated
with EMUs. The scheme would also
provide a second electrified route
between the two cities, giving
greater operating flexibility.
Removing freight trains from
the Castlefield corridor ought to
alleviate congestion and reduce
the amount of construction
needed in the city. It might possibly
even make additional tracks and
platforms at Piccadilly unnecessary.
PAUL THOMSON
Weaverham, Cheshire
Tony Miles comments: ‘This is not a
bad idea, although the chord would be
quite tight and would also involve a lot
of demolition of commercial buildings.
The loop at Glazebrook is still there I
believe, and wiring would be easy as the
junctions at each end are already done –
and it was seen as one of the easiest
routes to wire in the North West. The
biggest issue may be that Transport for
Greater Manchester listed the line as one
of its proposed tram-train routes and
whilst the vehicles could be designed
like those in Sheffield, I guess this might
remove a lot of the spare capacity.’
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Every article on the capacity
issues of the Castlefield corridor
(Manchester Piccadilly – Oxford
Road – Deansgate) seems to have
a picture of an intermodal freight
train making its way down the
corridor between passenger trains in
order to get to or from Trafford Park
container terminal. There is an hourly
freight train path in each direction,
occupying a congested railway
desperate for more passenger train
capacity (and resilience), and the
750-metre trains also create conflicts
at the flat junctions at Wilmslow,
Heald Green, Slade Lane, Piccadilly
station throat and Castlefield.
Part of the solution proposed
by Network Rail is to create a
750-metre freight loop in each
direction between Piccadilly and
Oxford Road, because there is not
space to four-track the route all the
way to Deansgate. This idea would
allow the intermodal trains to cause
further congestion as they enter
and leave the loops at low speed.
It would surely be more sensible
to create a new freight route out
of Trafford Park towards the West
Coast main line near Warrington;
this would release passenger train
paths and improve service reliability
and resilience, and allow the Ordsall
chord from Deansgate to Manchester
Victoria to be used to its potential.
There is no direct route today
from Trafford Park to the West Coast
main line, and no obvious route
through Warrington for a new line
from the Manchester – Warrington –
Liverpool line to the West Coast
main line, but the formation of the
abandoned line from Glazebrook
heading north towards Wigan still
exists as a cycleway, and with only
agricultural land in the way of a chord
to the electrified Manchester –
Earlestown – Liverpool line. It needs
one new bridge over the M62, and
could be rebuilt as single track with
a crossing loop and with active
provision for full double tracking,
or even done right first time.
A few miles of electrification from
Trafford Park to Glazebrook and
along the reinstated line, and there
will be an electrified freight route
(even if most of the current freight
services are diesel-hauled) to both
north and southbound West Coast
main line tracks, and this route
would open new opportunities for
intermodal services to Scotland
from Trafford Park. The cycleway:
purchase a three-metre strip of same
agricultural land alongside the route.
This proposal would increase
network capacity and resilience, rather
than just moving the bottlenecks
around, and the necessary

infrastructure work is away from the
most congested and busy locations.
STUART BROADBENT
Preston
Tony Miles comments: ‘I’d never spotted
the route of the old line from west of
Glazebrook – you can see there was
a triangle from Google Earth! At first
sight this seems easier than knocking
down buildings in Warrington.’

MIDLANDS PROGRESS

During my time as Operating
Superintendent at Nottingham in
the late 1970s, the station building
on the down platform at Market
Harborough was built at an angle to
the track in anticipation of the track
realignment to eliminate the 50mph
speed restriction through the station.
It is therefore really good news
that much-needed infrastructure
improvements on the Midland
main line are finally being delivered
(p52, last month). Less welcome is
the Government’s stubborn refusal
to revisit the business case for
full electrification of the MML, as
confirmed in a recent Parliamentary
written answer from Baroness Sugg.
There has always been a good
business case for electrification of the
MML; it is a simple railway with good
service frequencies over its full length,
unlike routes such as Cardiff –
Swansea. In addition, it also offers
good infill opportunities; electrify
30 route miles from Sheffield to
Fitzwilliam (on the Doncaster to
Leeds line) and to Doncaster and you
can run electric trains from Sheffield
to Leeds and Doncaster and over
292 miles from Derby to Edinburgh
via the East Coast main line. 100mph
electric units would also improve
reliability and increase capacity on
the congested railway between
Doncaster and Leeds. Add on a
further 34 route miles from Dore to
Hazel Grove and you can run electric
trains from Doncaster, Sheffield and
Nottingham to Manchester and
Liverpool, again, high-performance
electric units would improve reliability
and make better use of scarce paths
on the south Trans-Pennine route.
There have been two major
changes since the Government’s
ill-considered decision to cancel
the electrification of the MML. It is
now clear that the cost of further
electrification would be significantly
less per mile than on the Great
Western. Secondly, whilst the
cost of procuring, operating and
maintaining bi-mode trains is already
substantially more than similar costs
for electric trains, the decision by the
Government to phase out diesel trains
by 2040 will mean that the cost of

bi-modes will need to be considered
over a life span around half that
of electrics, further strengthening
the case for electrification.
The Government’s claim that
bi-modes can be in operation
on the MML sooner than electric
trains does not stand up to serious
scrutiny. I was one of the team that
delivered electrification of 212 miles
of the West Coast main line from
Weaver Junction (north of Crewe)
to Glasgow in just three years –
around 70 miles a year over far more
challenging terrain than the MML.
It is just 55 miles from Kettering to
Nottingham and a further 47 miles
from Trent Junction to Sheffield
via Derby. Even if progress means
electrifying 70 miles a year is now
too challenging for today’s railway,
by continuing north from Kettering
when current work is completed
in August 2020, it should surely be
possible to have electric trains in
Nottingham in 2022 and in Derby
and Sheffield by the end of 2023.
A final thought; over the last
decade, average government funding
for railways in the East Midlands
has consistently been the lowest
in the UK. In 2016-17, the funding
for the East Midlands was just
£70 per head of population, less
than half that for the West Midlands
(£151) and less than one-third
of the national average (£249).
Electrification of the MML should be
prioritised over other electrification
schemes to not only provide major
benefits for passengers in the East
Midlands but to open the door for
similar benefits for passengers in
both South and West Yorkshire.
BOB POYNTER
Collingham, Notts
A useful update on the Midland
main line in your March issue, but
it didn’t answer a question I keep
asking myself. All electrification
is welcome, but why Corby?
Major towns and cities such as
Bristol, Derby, Huddersfield, Hull,
Leicester, Nottingham, Sheffield
and Swansea have all seen their
electrification schemes cast into
various degrees of long grass, but
Corby’s seems to be ringfenced. It can
hardly be through existing weight of
users: a glance at Wikipedia suggests
that in 2017-18 it had just under
300,000 users, while – to take just
one example – the group of Cross
Gates, Garforth, East Garforth and
Micklefield, which would benefit from
a Neville Hill to Colton Junction fill-in
scheme, had a total of 1.6 million.
Apparently, the Corby branch isn’t
even technically convenient, as
the substation is to be on the (now
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to be electrified – ‘News Front’)
Market Harborough wing of the ‘Y’.
Of course, it is a growing town,
but otherwise why does it merit
such favoured treatment, apart from
the need to feed London’s greedy
maw? Will some trains proceed
northward as bi-modes to give
improved links to Oakham and
Melton Mowbray? If not, why not?
Or is it part of a policy of
regenerating old steel towns,
in which case hurrah! When will
we see the plans for the Redcar line
and which of Consett’s three routes
is to be rebuilt and electrified?
ALAN GODFREY
Consett, County Durham

RUNNING THE
RAILWAY IS KEY

With my infrastructure background,
I don’t always agree with Ian
Walmsley, but criticism of his
position on vegetation management
(‘Forum’, last month) is unjust.
The operational railway is hugely
susceptible to problems from nearby
vegetation, within and outside the
railway fence. Public opinion often
wilfully refuses to acknowledge the
issue: an MP who should have known
better called the leaf fall problem
‘risible’, and neighbouring residents
don’t mind tree management, ‘but
please not the one at the bottom
of our garden as birds nest in it’.
Better communication? Yes, but
don’t imagine many will be won over
by a patient and logical portrayal
of the facts. Positive environmental
work on non-operational land?
Well, yes, but there isn’t much
of that and the public won’t
necessarily make the connection.
Railway customers expect
an efficient service; some
environmental pressure groups
will not be silenced by being met
halfway, and for them railway
efficiency may be a low priority.
NIGEL OGILVIE
Former Director of Civil
Engineering, Railtrack
St Neots, Cambs

HYDROGEN FACTS

I always enjoy reading ‘Pan Up’ and
have learnt much from it; however,
Ian Walmsley’s features do sometimes
leave out key issues. His ‘the air
that I breathe’ article (last month)
makes many good points but omits
to mention the ever-increasing
amount of electricity generated
by renewables at reduced cost.
For example, the massive investment
in specialist ships together with
improved sensors and big data
analysis has resulted in 154-metre
diameter 7MW offshore wind turbines
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that require few costly visits. The
result is that over six years the cost
of offshore wind power has reduced
from £200 to around £50 MWh.
This has significant implications for
rail traction policy. It strengthens the
already strong case for electrification
by offering potential zero-carbon
traction. Also, if surplus overnight wind
power is used, it also minimises the
fuel cost of hydrogen trains. It is no
coincidence that the first customer
for these trains was Lower Saxony,
Germany’s wind power state.
Mr Walmsley is right to point out
that hydrogen has a low energy
density, although if cleverly packaged
this can give a train with an acceptable
range of over 600 miles with no
significant reduction in passenger
space. He did not mention that this
volumetric energy density is still more
than twice that of traction batteries.
Another omission is that
hydrogen trains are hybrids that offer
regenerative braking, a rare thing for
a self-powered train. The required
battery is one of the reasons for their
extra weight. Another unmentioned
fact is that the low overall efficiency
of hydrogen trains is about the
same as diesel trains. The issue is
what is the best form of traction for
self-powered trains on lines where
there can be no case for electrification.
For the UK traction fleet, this is
probably around 1,500 vehicles.
Emissions may not be significant
on rural routes but, in future,
will it, for example, be considered
acceptable for a diesel train arriving
at Queen Street from Oban to be
the only such vehicle in the city
when Glasgow has a low emission
zone? I would suggest not.
Like all technologies, hydrogen
trains should only be used as
appropriate. Could I commend to
your readers the recent IMechE report
on hydrogen trains, of which I was
co-author? This further explains the
benefits of hydrogen trains. It also
makes clear that they should not be
used as an excuse for not electrifying.
DAVID SHIRRES
Editor, Rail Engineer
Linlithgow, West Lothian

TIMETABLE PLANNING

Richard Harper’s article‘In praise of
the train planner’(p60, last month)
is notable in that it very effectively
describes an aspect of railway
work that has never received the
journalistic attention it deserves
and is welcome for its emphasis on
the complexity (and sometimes
stress) facing the staff involved. The
multi-dimensional problem is indeed
more complex than Sudoku – and
I share the author’s satisfaction in
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addressing that intellectual challenge.
I do however have to add a‘but’.
After identifying the ninth
dimension – the business case,
Mr Harper rather briefly and uncritically
discusses the role of the Network
Code, which I would regard as a
tenth, seriously-constraining and
thoroughly opaque dimension.
The Code is all about legal rights
and a sequential process. It requires
Network Rail to combine disparate
bids into a workable timetable, even
if that means excessive numbers of
trains, pushing capacity to or beyond
realistic limits, erratic intervals and
fudges such as pathing time and petty
adjustments to otherwise standard
hours. It allows pre-existing rights to
restrict desirable new timings. Despite
warm words about connections,
in practice little attention is paid to
securing sensible arrangements,
with the result that some journeys
involving an interchange have become
unattractively slow while the timetable
is littered with non-connections where
the interchange time falls a minute
or so short of the specified minimum.
Above all, the Code assumes that
the aggregated outcome will
somehow deliver the optimal offer
to travellers and the optimal use of
scarce capacity – an assumption that
has never been tested empirically.
These are fundamental flaws. For
that reason, I have submitted a paper
to the Williams Review that makes the
case for evaluating the benefits of the
practice commonplace in countries
such as the Netherlands, Germany
and Switzerland of a central authority
charged with designing the national
timetable (including arrangements
for wide-ranging consultation). It aims
to find the best possible solution,
taking all the dimensions into
account. Delivery is then contracted
through various forms of concession
while forward-planning shapes
the programme of infrastructure
enhancements (note the current
disconnect between these and train
planning, as shown by the news items
about Bow Junction and the Castlefield
corridor). The process would be one
role for the‘guiding mind’that is so
obviously required to help‘reorient
the industry towards the customer’, as
Mr Williams proposes (p11, last month).
JONATHAN TYLER
Passenger Transport Networks
York
The March issue carries three articles
about timetabling. That on page 72
contains the staggering statistics that
timetable planning staff turnover
is 33%, that 112 new planners
have been recruited and that
200 have received salary increases.

I was peripherally involved in
the Swiss Taktfahrplan following
a letter from its principal architect
sent to me via Modern Railways in
1977. The Taktfahrplan had two
primary objectives, one being the
regular interval service, ‘invented’ by
Britain in the 1930s, and the other
being the maximising of connections.
As Herr Stähli’s letter said, once
a timetable has been planned for
an hour, it has mainly been planned
for a day, a week and a year, with
some peak hour additions and some
weekend subtractions. The Swiss
Taktfahrplan is also symmetrical – a
concept almost unknown on Britain’s
railways – so that if a train arrives at
Zürich at xx.54, its counterpart in the
other direction leaves at xx.06. Such
a timetable also reduces operational
mistakes by signallers and other staff,
while pinch points and conflicts are
quickly identified. Yes, Switzerland is
a much smaller country than Britain,
but the same principles apply.
In his perceptive column (‘Between
the Lines’), Chris Stokes suggests
the Taktfahrplan approach on the
East Coast main line, citing poor
connections at Newark, Peterborough
and elsewhere. However, such an
approach should not, as he suggests,
be confined to the ECML, but should
be nationwide. The key route to plan
first would be Exeter – Leeds/York. To
give a specific example, trains on that
axis should then govern Swansea –
Paddington trains so that passengers
from Wales could change into a train
to the north at Bristol Parkway (and
on the same platform), which would
be much superior to the experience
of changing at Birmingham.
One great advantage that the
British network has is that there
is a ‘free’ end at London termini,
where connections cannot be
made. This might lead to loss of some
time-honoured departure times,
such as xx.00 and xx.30 from King’s
Cross and Edinburgh, but these have
disadvantages: one is the conflict
between up Leeds and up Edinburgh
trains almost every half-hour at
Doncaster, which causes problems,
and again at Peterborough with a
Thameslink train, if the up Edinburgh
is more than a few minutes late, which
it commonly is. The much-heralded
Eureka timetable is not what it seems.
As for connections, while there
are numerous examples of poor
connections, one on my doorstep
happens throughout the day at
Leeds where the train from King’s
Cross is usually timed to arrive
between six and nine minutes
before departure of the Skipton
train. As the journey planner (itself
in need of major overhaul) requires
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Forum
10 minutes, it shows a wait of
36-39 minutes at Leeds for what is a
two-minute walk on the level. This
sort of thing happens because there
is no strategic planning between
different operators, but many
operators cannot themselves plan
properly. The afternoon up train on
the Far North line from Wick arrives
at Inverness two minutes before
the last southbound departure at
20.15, and therefore no connection
is shown because a minimum of five
minutes is required, itself too short
for a place as far flung as Inverness,
where trains are infrequent.
Regulation of trains is something
else that has greatly deteriorated,
and in many cases completely
abrogated. On my last three journeys
from Carlisle to Edinburgh, my train
has been held at Haymarket East
Junction for almost 10 minutes,
while short, sparsely occupied local
trains were given priority, in two
cases destroying the northbound
connection, missed by a mere couple
of minutes. In the worst example,
25 passengers on a TransPennine
Express service requiring the
Perth/Inverness train were thus
delayed by an hour, while the nine
carrying on to Inverness were sent
by taxi over the 118 miles from
Perth, an unforgiveable and very
expensive operational mistake.
If the forthcoming rail review is
to have the success that it needs,
the examination of timetable
production and operation should
be at the forefront of the agenda.
ROBERT H. FOSTER
Skipton, North Yorkshire

NORWICH IN 90

Your article regarding the addition
of Norwich in 90 services by Greater
Anglia in May (‘News Front’, last
month) only gives part of the
story. The four additional weekday
Norwich in 90 services (available
to view in industry systems such as
Realtime Trains and OpenTrainTimes
since the turn of the year), will be
at 09.00 and 17.00 from Norwich,
returning at 11.00 and 19.00
from Liverpool Street. In order to
squeeze these trains on to the graph
something like over 200 other services
have had to be altered. Many of these
changes are fairly minor and have
limited impact, but to deliver a clean
path for the 19.00 from Liverpool
Street pretty much the whole main
line down evening peak between
18.00 and 19.15 has had to be recast.
Not surprisingly, such a level of
change comes at a cost, with the
downsides mostly being felt on
mid and north Essex commuter
services. Currently in the evening
peak there are departures from
Liverpool Street to Clacton (with
the odd Walton service) at broadly
20-minute intervals until the off-peak
pattern resumes at 19.18. After 18.00
from the May timetable change the
intervals become 22 minutes, five
minutes, 19 minutes and 43 minutes.
Additionally, the 18.19 Walton
departure is recessed in Witham
down loop to let the accelerated
18.30 Norwich pass and the 18.35
Clacton has three additional stops.
The result is journey times increased
by five to nine minutes compared
to today. Other changes include the

recessing of the new 18.48 to Harwich
International at Witham to allow the
new 19.00 and 19.02 departures to
Norwich to overtake. This results in
an extended gap of 32 minutes in
Colchester fast services at the end
of the peak compared to today.
To be fair (and as a former service
specifier and train planner), I have
great sympathy for the planners as
they have been given an unenviable
challenge to deliver this franchise
commitment without any enhanced
infrastructure. However, with the
Great Eastern main line now probably
Britain’s most congested two-track
railway something had to give, and
it is mostly the services in the Essex
commuter belt that will suffer!
You do have to wonder what then
is the point? As mentioned above
it is a franchise commitment and
politically the Great Eastern main line
taskforce’s ambitions for faster journey
times may well be laudable, but can
the result be considered balanced?
I do wonder however if those Essex
MPs that supported Norwich in 90
in their election manifestos
appreciated that to deliver it would
result in worsened journeys for
many of their constituents.
On the face of it none of the
Norwich in 90 paths are optimal
from a commercial perspective, with
the 19.00 probably having the best
potential of the lot. Proposed to be
operated initially by two Class 755
Flirts with a maximum capacity of
only 458 seats, it is not the most
efficient use of a scarce valuable
path, even at the end of the peak.
On top of this, as mentioned above,

it also sterilises a great chunk of the
graph as trains have to be moved
out of the way of it, confounding
traditional railway economics
and the most efficient use of the
infrastructure. I sincerely hope it
won’t be flooded with loads of cheap
advance singles in order to fill it!
As referenced in the excellent
article by Richard Harper (p60),
planning train services in the current
complex environment needs to
take account of many, sometimes
conflicting pressures and desires,
and trade-offs sometimes need to be
made so that the plan can be made
to work. This is where I feel that the
changes on GA from May fall short.
Also, what happened to
consultation? The GA franchise
agreement includes obligations to
consult on significant alterations
to the timetable when they have
a materially adverse effect on the
ability of passengers using any station
served by the passenger services
to make journeys relating to work
or education. Is the recasting of a
huge chunk of the evening peak
not significant and likely to have a
materially adverse effect on some
passengers? With the May changes
a ‘fait accompli’ and the bid for
December 2019 due in before this
issue goes to press, any material
changes will have to wait until
May 2020. That said, by then
‘hopefully’ with a mostly new
train fleet with much better
performance, a more considered
recast could be devised.
MARK NORRINGTON
Wivenhoe, Essex

Diss: No 90005 with the 11.30 Norwich – Liverpool Street passing GA’s Stadler Flirt No 755405 in the
Up Loop during test running between Diss and Trowse Junction on 11 January 2019. Iain C. Scotchman
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Blood and Custard

ORR SELECTIVE ON SAFETY ACTION

THE OFFICE of Rail and Road
has been getting exercised about
the possible misuse of inter-car
connectors on the Azumas as
a ladder (p52). Concerns that
cables between cars could be
misused in this way were initially
raised over the Class 395 ‘Javelin’
trains constructed by Hitachi for
Southeastern High Speed services
on HS1. As we show in the picture
on p56, these sets were modified
by the addition of small panels on
adjacent vehicles which reduce
the gap between the coach ends
to make it difficult or impossible
for a person to access the inter-car
area and the cable loops.
Concern over misuse of the cable
loop was heightened following
the death of an intoxicated
passenger at Manchester Piccadilly
station on 1 December 2017. On
that occasion a young man who
was four times over the legal

Pendolino puzzler: inter-car cables on a Class 390. Tony Miles

DIVERTED THROUGH DEVON

DURING THE period from Monday
18 February to Friday 8 March 2019
the line between Exeter St David’s
and Taunton was closed for repair
work in Whiteball Tunnel; during

this period most trains terminated
at Taunton or Exeter St David’s,
with a bus connection in-between.
A few trains between the West of
England and Paddington were

Marley Tunnel: work on the track through the up bore is
evident in this shot from 28 February 2019. Chris Heaps

accommodated on the line from
Exeter St David’s to Yeovil Junction
for onward travel to Castle Cary, as
were the few freights which ran. It
was a double dose of disruption

drink-drive limit used the cables
between cars of a Pendolino
set to climb onto the roof of the
train, where he came into contact
with the overhead cables and
sustained a fatal electric shock.
Despite this, no instructions
have been issued by ORR for
platform staff to be more vigilant
with regard to such activities and
no instructions have been issued
regarding any modifications
to Pendolino vehicles. As one
industry source told us: ‘There are
questions over why no stations
have been formally briefed by ORR
despite the Manchester incident
suggesting it is a real situation.
It sounds like the modifications
made to the Class 395s when a
similar risk was identified may
end up being carried out on
the IEPs but it is a surprise that
modifications haven’t been
ordered for the Pendolinos’.

for Plymouth passengers, as
at the same time there was
single-line working through Marley
Tunnel, between the summit
at Wrangaton and Totnes, for
engineering work through one of
the bores. Services were cut back
to reflect the reduced capacity.

Over-sharing PIS: passengers waiting at Plymouth for the 09.16 to
London on 22 February did at least have the thrill of knowing that they
would be routed via the Aish crossover for wrong line working, as the
passenger information system insisted on telling them! Barry Jones

East Devon diversion: the 09.16 Plymouth to Paddington
at Pinhoe on the South Western route on 19 February,
as it made its way towards London. David Hunt
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FOURTH FRIDAY CLUB
THE ORIGINAL RAIL INDUSTRY MEETING FORUM

The Modern Railways 4th Friday Club is organising an exciting
conference covering the railway scene in the North of England

RAIL IN THE NORTH
Friday 26 April 2019, Science and Industry Museum, Manchester
Now a well-established annual event, our Northern conference
attracts the cream of the region’s public transport professionals

Speakers include:
n Electrification expert Andrew McNaughton
on cutting costs on trans-Pennine wiring
n TfN’s Tim Wood on Northern Powerhouse Rail

n TransPennine Express MD Leo Goodwin on
exciting plans for service improvement
n LNW Route Director Martin Frobisher
on the Network Rail contribution

To enquire about sponsorship / attendance at this event, contact
Dave Lane, dave@davidlanepublishing.co.uk or 07795031051
Public sector representatives may qualify for free attendance, enquire at modern.railways@gmail.com

SPONSORED BY

NETWORK, LEARN, INTERACT

4THFRIDAY.CO.UK
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West Coast variety
JAMIE SQUIBBS caught some colourful liveries with his camera
when linesiding at Cow Roast, south of Tring, on 14 February 2019

West Midlands green: unit Nos 350377 and
350129 on the 15.34 Euston to Tring.

New Super Voyager livery: unit Nos 221101
and 221103 on a diesel-under-the-wires
working, the 08.52 Edinburgh to Euston.
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LGBT Pendolino: No 390045 in rainbow livery
on the 13.47 Lime Street to Euston.

Royal mail red: No 325013 works south from Crewe to the Princess Royal Distribution Centre at Willesden.

Colourful containers: No 66591 hauls boxes from Lawley Street to London Gateway.
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LNER modernisation

GATHERS PACE

Arrival of Azumas is a prominent landmark, LNER Managing
Director DAVID HORNE tells JAMES ABBOTT

B

y the time this magazine hits the bookstalls,
LNER is expected to have accepted nine
Azumas, the Hitachi-built bi-mode trains
that will replace existing inter-city stock on the
East Coast main line. The first set is due to enter
service soon afterwards on diagram NL65, the
07.00 off Hull that runs to London and then fits
in a return run to Leeds before returning to Hull;
this has lately been the province of the HST set
that LNER has hired in from East Midlands Trains.
In tandem with the replacement of the train
fleet, Network Rail is progressing a series of
upgrades of the East Coast line that will markedly
improve the capacity of the route. First up will
be the well-publicised grade separation of
Werrington Junction, north of Peterborough,
where the ‘Joint’ line through Lincoln joins the
East Coast. Earth movers are now hard at work
on both sides of the main line preparing the
ground, with the new dive-under due to be
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complete by the end of next year. Entry into
service is planned for March 2021, facilitating the
diversion of freights through Lincoln and freeing
up space on the main line for passenger services.
‘This will be the third grade separation on the route
this century, following the flyovers at Hitchin and
Shaftholme (north of Doncaster), and demonstrates
that the decades-old East Coast philosophy
of progressive improvement is alive and well’
comments David Horne, LNER Managing Director.
KING’S CROSS REMODELLING
Biggest project on the route will be the remodelling
of the London terminus. This will include bringing
back into service the easternmost bore of
Gasworks Tunnel, which has lain unused for many
decades, giving extra capacity in the throat and
allowing full advantage to be taken of the Azumas’
acceleration capabilities. The extra two tracks will
slip into the existing main lines just beyond the

northern portal of Gasworks Tunnel; construction
of a flyover for suburban services at the north
end of the next tunnel on the exit from King’s
Cross (Copenhagen Tunnel) in the last century
obstructs the exit from that tunnel and prevents
the extra lines from extending further north.
The first major possession for the King’s
Cross work is set to take place on the weekend
of 13-14 July 2019, when the East sidings
(where the ‘Thunderbird’ locos are currently
kept) will be disconnected in preparation for
laying the new tracks into Gasworks Tunnel.
Next up will be a possession over the 2019
August bank holiday, when the East Coast
main line will be closed south of Peterborough
and panels 3-5 in King’s Cross power signal
box (covering Wood Green to Sandy) are
recontrolled to York Rail Operating Centre.
Advantage will be taken of that possession, when
a reduced train service will be diverted via the
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Joint line, to relay the flat crossing at Newark,
an unusual track formation subject to heavy
wear from the intensive East Coast service.
This is all a prelude to the main event, a
blockade from Christmas 2020 to March 2021.
Drawing on experience at London Bridge and
elsewhere, a ‘50:50’ plan has been formulated:
one half of the station will be taken out of use and
modernised, prior to switching trains over and
allowing track teams onto the other side. In the
first section of the blockade, platforms 0 and 7-8 in
the main shed, along with 9-11 on the suburban
side, will be closed; services will use platforms 1-6.
In the second section of blockade, platforms 0-6
will be closed, with platforms 7-10 in use.
Platform 11, on the suburban side, will
be abolished to allow platform 10 to be
lengthened, with platforms 0-8 all able to
accommodate a 10-car Azuma at the end of
the work. Passive provision for 12-car Azumas
will be delivered in platforms 0, 2 and 3.
When the blockade ends in March 2021,
the extra bore of Gasworks Tunnel will be
made available for use. ‘We’ll be allowed up to
90km/h through the tunnel and speeds will
be higher on the approach to King’s Cross and
leaving the station’ comments Mr Horne.

Old dependable: HST power car at King’s Cross on 15 January 2019. Gasworks Tunnel, with the
soon-to-be-revived eastern bore on the right-hand side, is in the background. Rob France

MOORGATE-FIRST ETCS STRATEGY
Panels 1-2 at King’s Cross will be recontrolled
to York ROC during the 2021 blockade and
eventually the ROC will control all the southern
end of the route. While a decision has been made
to use conventional colour light signals in the
remodelling of King’s Cross to derisk the project,
on the line north to Sandy the aim is still to
convert to European Train Control System (ETCS).

KING’S CROSS REMODELLING

New fleet coming: No 800107 pauses at Grantham
while on a driver training run from Peterborough
to Retford on 26 February 2019. Paul Clark
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‘We’ve got an industry steering group
developing a plan for the route and the aim
is to deliver an outline business case for ETCS
to the Department for Transport this summer’
reports Mr Horne. The outcome of this process
will decide the geographical scope of ETCS
(‘our hope is to get it to Stoke bank’). The aim is
for installation to take place in 2023, with ETCS
operation beginning in the following year.
A decision has been made to convert the
Moorgate suburban line as a first stage, where an
all-new fleet of Class 717s simplifies the process.
But plans are already advanced for rolling stock
conversion on the main line, with Grand Central
having done a first-in-class ETCS fitment on the
‘180s’ and LNER, Hull Trains and Govia Thameslink
Railway all having recently-built fleets where the
ETCS is already in or where provision has been
made for retrofitting. A stud of freight locomotives
will also be fitted with the necessary equipment.

‘ETCS presents a great opportunity and
our goal is to get it installed on the East Coast
route over the next three Control Periods’
explains Mr Horne. The chosen technology is
ETCS Level 2, which features in-cab signalling –
meaning an end to lineside signals and the need
to maintain them next to busy railway tracks.
Conventional block principles are retained in
Level 2, but the absence of physical infrastructure
makes it easy to shorten sections. ‘This is important
at places like the congested two-track section
through Welwyn North, where the tunnels
and curvature create difficult conditions for
conventional signal sighting’ says Mr Horne.
‘With in-cab signalling we can add extra signal
sections and create more capacity. Another
benefit is that the driver can get a forward
view of the state of the line beyond the limits
of eyesight, along with information on the
optimal speed for the traffic conditions.’
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Scotland and one from the South Coast to
Newcastle) currently run close to each other;
the idea is that one of them could terminate
at Leeds, Doncaster or York, with Newcastle
passengers transferring to other services.
At the north end of the route, extra capacity
has just come on stream in the shape of
platforms 5 and 6 at Edinburgh Waverley. Taking
advantage of the former Motorail area, these
two platforms are capable of accommodating
10-car Azumas. This will allow the Edinburgh
terminators to be shifted away from the through
roads, a valuable move with the Anglo-Scottish
service intensification that is planned.

Extra capacity in Edinburgh: the first service train to leave from the new platforms 5 and 6 at
Waverley was this LNER Class 91 on the 14.30 to Kings Cross on 28 February 2019. The new platforms
will accommodate terminating services and free up space on the through roads. Ann Glen

With Railtrack’s plan of a couple of decades
ago for another two tracks at Welwyn North
now but a pipedream in today’s more
straitened circumstances, any extra capacity
that technology can yield will be welcomed.
WOODWALTON ON LIFE SUPPORT
While ETCS offers opportunities, the quest
for further infrastructure opportunities will
continue. One of the outstanding items in the
East Coast programme established a decade
ago is re-quadrupling at Woodwalton, south
of Peterborough. ‘This is intuitively a good
scheme as we’ve got a slow line on the down
side but no complementary facility on the up
side’ says Mr Horne. ‘Thus a London-bound
GTR service diverting on to the slow line
through Huntingdon has to slow to 40mph
for the crossover, which is destructive of
capacity and adversely affects performance.’
Contrary to reports, Mr Horne says the
Woodwalton project ‘isn’t dead yet’. It is true
that so far the cost of doing it has come in too

high to make it worthwhile, but Network Rail
is undertaking a review of the project and
Mr Horne still holds out hope that it will be built.
It seems, however, that the Northallerton freight
loops, another noughties proposal, are not going
to happen. The decline of coal traffic has reduced
demand for freight paths on the northern end of
the East Coast route, but residual freight traffic could
still get in the way of passenger services, given the
anticipated demand for passenger paths on the
line. TransPennine Express is planning a half-hourly
frequency from Manchester to Newcastle via
York, FirstGroup wants to introduce an open
access service to Edinburgh and Virgin Trains East
Coast was proposing extending the hourly York
terminator from King’s Cross on to Newcastle.
One way of freeing up capacity on this
stretch suggested in the consultation for the
proposed new CrossCountry franchise (now
scrapped in favour of a direct award to the
incumbent, Arriva) would be to curtail one of
CrossCountry’s pair of hourly trains to Newcastle.
These trains (one from the South West to

YORKSHIRE
At Leeds, an upgrade to the roof, brightening
the station concourse, is due to be finished in
time for the UCI cycling championships coming
to Yorkshire in September. This is coupled to
public realm works in the front of the station.
Coming later is a new platform 0, principally for
Northern services, on which work is expected
to get going in earnest next January.
The December 2019 timetable will see the
King’s Cross to Harrogate service going to
two-hourly frequency, taking advantage of
bi-mode technology by extending what are
currently Leeds terminators. An old siding
on the up side north of Harrogate station
is being revived to act as a turnback.
An idea coming up the wish list is the York
North project, which would reverse track
rationalisation undertaken in the 1980s between
York and Skelton Junction. With Northern
planning to double frequencies between York and
Harrogate, extra capacity would come in handy
here. There are no concrete proposals as yet.
POWER SUPPLY
Less apparent than dramatic earth-moving and
concrete-pouring projects, but essential none the
less, is the power supply upgrade (PSU). With all
the new services coming on to the East Coast in
recent years, and yet more planned, the power
supply has needed improvement. Work on the
southern end of the route has been completed,
but there is more to be done in the North.

InterCity225: driving van trailer No 82205
passes Hornsey with a service from Leeds
on 25 February 2019. Jamie Squibbs
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A new feeder is due to come on stream at
Potteric Carr, Doncaster, in October this year. Static
frequency converter technology is planned for this
location, which offers higher efficiency and lower
maintenance costs compared to earlier designs.
Conversion to bi-mode Azumas of West Riding
and Harrogate services currently operated by
diesel HSTs cannot be contemplated until Potteric
Carr is on stream, as the electricity supply is not
up to feeding any more electric trains without it.
In readiness for the December 2021
timetable, a power supply upgrade is planned
at Marshall Meadows, Berwick-upon-Tweed,
for the weak Morpeth to Dunbar section
through the Scottish Borders.
Another feeder station is planned at
Hambleton Junction, south of York, to be
delivered by the end of next year in preparation
for the forthcoming trans-Pennine electrification.
This will provide a back-up for Potteric Carr.
In a separate project, Network Rail is replacing
headspan installations with portals on windy
stretches of the East Coast main line, such as
between Huntingdon and Peterborough, with
a view to reducing dewirement incidents. The
LNER chief commends the productivity being
achieved by the work teams: around eight
beams a day, or 1km in a weekend possession.
Reviewing the infrastructure projects, David
Horne strikes a positive note. ‘When you add it
all up – three grade separations, the King’s Cross
remodelling, the power supply work – you can see
that over the years we have made progress and
continue to do so. The constraints are being tackled.’
NEW FLEET
On this upgraded infrastructure, a stud of shiny
new trains is about to be introduced. A fleet of
10x5-car and 13x9-car bi-mode Class 800s, along
with 12x5-car and 30x9-car Class 801 straight
electrics, has been ordered from Hitachi.
While none had been accepted at the time
of writing in early March, LNER was expecting
to have accepted 9x9-car bi-modes by the end
of the month. This will allow a start to be made
on fleet replacement, with the first old train to
go being the EMT HST set on NL65 and then
IC225s, as the diesel capacity must be left in
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Storm-proofing: a work team brings in a portal structure ready to replace headspans on the
East Coast main line at Conington Tip on 5 January 2019. Courtesy Network Rail

place pending the Potteric Carr power upgrade.
Retirement of IC225s will free up Class 91
electric locomotives, allowing the two Class 90s
LNER currently operates to be stood down.
Two hurdles had to be overcome before the
new Hitachi stock could be accepted. First of
these was the electro-magnetic interference
(EMI) issue, which has been covered in
previous issues in Roger Ford’s ‘Informed
Sources’ column. A two-pronged approach
has been adopted to solving this question,
with filters on the lineside and on the train.
‘Network Rail, to their credit, have done
a fantastic job at just cracking on with the
lineside installations’ reports Mr Horne.
‘As for the trains, Hitachi has come up with
an unobtrusive filter design and the first train
has been fitted, with encouraging results.’
Azuma working on the King’s Cross to Leeds
route has already been approved, while EMI testing
on the northern half of the East Coast main line
is due to be finished in May. Once this has been
achieved, branches such as Skipton will be covered.

Unobtrusive: EMI filter on Azuma
undercarriage. Courtesy Hitachi

The second issue to be addressed prior
to acceptance is the safety angle of inter-car
connecting cables, with fears that these might be
climbed by trespassers, resulting in possibly fatal
contact with the 25kV overhead wire. As former
Southeastern manager Richard Dean pointed
out in the ‘Forum’ pages in our January issue, this
is a remarkable case of corporate amnesia, as
the same issue was raised with the Hitachi-built
Class 395 fleet a decade ago. A similar solution
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Climbing hazard? Inter-car cables on Azuma. Tony Miles

to that on the Class 395s is to be adopted for
the Azumas, with some rubber mouldings
between the cars. The Office of Rail and Road –
the relevant safety authority in this case – has
authorised the trains for entry into service,
provided Hitachi has in place a programme for
modifying units to reduce the climbing risk.
In early March, LNER had two trains that it
was using for driver training purposes, with an
increase to four imminent. Some 90 drivers are
in training or already passed on the Azumas,
with all LNER’s 390 drivers set to be trained
over time. With the ducks coming into a row
a few months later than originally planned, the
first Azumas should be in passenger service
some time in May. The first nine trains will cover
six diagrams on the Leeds route, with David
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Javelin solution: inter-car connectors
on Class 395. Philip Sherratt

Horne anticipating introduction to Edinburgh
in the summer. By August 2020, the entire
fleet of 65 new trains is set to be in service.
Whether or not today’s fleet of 30 ‘225s’
and 15 ‘125s’ will all be stood down is a moot
point. Former operator Virgin Trains East
Coast anticipated keeping a small fleet of
‘pocket rocket’ shortened ‘225s’; David Horne,
whose Managing Directorship has spanned
both the VTEC and LNER eras, confirms that
65 Azumas is insufficient for the timetable
aspirations on the East Coast. ‘It is notable that
ETCS was fitted on the Class 91 driver training
simulator at King’s Cross, but the economics
of new trains have changed in recent years.
We may keep some “225s”, or it might make
sense to just buy some more new trains.’

SERVICE INTENSIFICATION
The first big winner from the modernisation
will be Harrogate, which in December 2019
is set to go from today’s one through train
a day to King’s Cross to a two-hourly service
throughout the day using bi-modes.
Also gaining will be Lincoln, again with just
one through train a day at present. In December,
today’s four daily stoppers terminating at
Newark will be extended to Lincoln, again
taking advantage of bi-mode technology.
Importantly for the cathedral city’s economy, an
08.06 through train off the Cross and an evening
return will allow tourists to venture out from
the capital on a day trip to Lincoln. Altogether,
Lincoln will see today’s sole daily through train
rising to six in December, seven days a week.
Hull will retain its present one through
LNER train to London, but the city already
benefits from a day-long through service
provided by open access operator Hull Trains.
LNER aspires to improve the service to
Bradford to once every two hours, but is
reluctant to adopt splitting and joining
at Leeds, fearing this would introduce
fragility to the service. Changes to the
Bradford service are pencilled in for 2020.
The major redrafting of the East Coast
timetable, originally planned for December 2020,
has been rescheduled for December 2021 as a
result of the King’s Cross remodelling slipping
back. The 2021 timetable will see eight inter-city
paths an hour out of London. One hour will
have six paths for LNER and two for open access
operators (which then will comprise today’s Hull
Trains and Grand Central, along with FirstGroup
with its planned five return services between
London and Edinburgh each day). On alternate
hours LNER will have seven paths, with the
remaining one for open access purposes.
The aim is that in December 2021 most
Leeds journeys will be at two hours, while
Edinburgh will be a shade over four hours.
Besides more frequent services, the
Azumas represent a huge increase in capacity
as the 26-metre carriages result in 100 or
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more extra seats on each service. There are
398 standard class seats in a ‘225’, but more
than 600 in a 10-car Azuma formation.
This represents an exciting competitive
opportunity. The East Coast has long had some
of the heaviest loadings of the inter-city routes,
with LNER having an average load factor of
250 passengers across the day. With all the extra
seats coming, the operator will be in a position to
price attractively to win traffic from other modes,
particularly air on the Anglo-Scottish route. Rail’s
share is currently around 30% of the Edinburgh to
London market; Mr Horne’s target is half the market.
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PERFORMANCE DRIVE
While the Azuma fleet represents some enticing
jam for tomorrow, LNER is getting on with
delivering bread-and-butter performance
today. Following the May 2018 disruption,
when GTR, Northern and TransPennine problems
had knock-on effects on LNER at Leeds and
elsewhere, the operator has put maximum
emphasis on minimising its own delays.
There has been a drive on dwell times, with
an increase in the number of platform staff
helping to deliver the best dwell results for two
years. At King’s Cross, ‘barrier bells’ have been
brought back: a dispatcher on the platform
rings the bell 90 seconds before departure to
give the signal to the staff at the entrance to the
platform that it is time to pull the Tensa barrier
across and close the platform to late-running
customers. Over the past six months this has
resulted in a 20% betterment in figures for
departures within 20 seconds of right time.
‘We’ve got a more collaborative approach
to performance: how we can stop delays
arising in the first place, rather than attributing
blame over what went wrong in the past’ says
Mr Horne. ‘So, with our colleagues at Network
Rail, we ask: have we got all our resources
in place for good performance today? Have
we got 40 trains ready, all free of defects?
Are all four motors working on our ‘91s’? Are
all the temporary speed restrictions within
the allowances of the working timetable?’

Big winner: an Azuma on a test run at Harrogate
on 11 February 2019, where a two-hourly service
is planned in December. Andrew J. Dodd
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INNOVATION
Virgin Trains East Coast was one of the pioneers
of the Department for Transport’s innovation in
franchising scheme and ideas promulgated by the
private sector operator are being carried forward
by LNER. Innovations include the Explorer app,
a wayfinding tool for King’s Cross station, which
won the Railway Industry Innovation Awards
small-scale project prize in 2017; with the RNIB,
LNER is working on audio wayfinding that could
be replicated in big stations all over the country.
The Seatfrog app, which won the RIIA
passenger experience prize last year, auctions
spare first class seats to standard class
passengers: around 600 upgrades a week
are being sold this way, resulting in extra
revenue and favourable customer feedback.
Meanwhile, technology is being applied
to gain some of the most accurate passenger
loading figures to date. Seat sensors on HSTs
and Mk 4s detect whether a seat is occupied,
with information being relayed to platform
information displays so that waiting customers
can see where they are most likely to get a seat
on an incoming train. The information helps
Control reach decisions during disruption,

allowing controllers to see where a negative
but necessary move will inconvenience
the smallest number of passengers.
Coming soon is a webchat facility on
the LNER website, with a combination of
artificial intelligence and human operators
helping to resolve problems on line.
All this is evidence that LNER is not marking
time but is anxious to continue pushing forward
as longer-term questions about the future of
the route are resolved. Transport Secretary Chris
Grayling earmarked the East Coast as a pioneer
route for a new form of closer collaboration
between train operating company and
infrastructure owner, but with Mr Grayling’s
attention on other matters at present, just where
this will lead is yet to be determined. For the
meantime, DfT Operator of Last Resort Holdings
Ltd, LNER’s publicly-owned parent company,
has a contract running to July 2020 that is likely
to be rolled over as circumstances require.
While the politicians pontificate on the
best way of organising the industry, LNER is
quietly getting on with running the railway.
With new trains and infrastructure coming on
stream, it is an exciting place in which to be. a
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SCOTLAND SET FOR

CP6 PIPELINE

Transport Scotland’s Rail Director BILL REEVE briefs PHILIP SHERRATT
on plans for the five-year funding period north of the border

F

or Scotland, the start of Control Period 6
on 1 April is a case of ‘back to the future’.
As the UK Government is doing, rail
enhancements will be adopting a pipeline
approach, rather than a list of schemes being
stated as the funding period begins, albeit
Scotland’s pipeline has a slightly different mechanic
to that of the Westminster Government.
Transport Scotland’s Rail Director Bill Reeve
points out that this was the approach used north
of the border prior to CP5, but it was suggested
in discussions with the regulator that projects
should be specified with pre-determined costs
at the outset to be included in the overall CP5
settlement. ‘We weren’t fully persuaded of the
merits, and the lesson is that we were right to have
reservations’ says Mr Reeve. ‘We’ve not faced the
scale of problems seen elsewhere in Britain during
CP5 – we’ve not cancelled any enhancement

projects, we’ve not bust our budget and we’ve
not had to postpone or defer any renewals. But
we remain convinced commitment to schemes
should take place only after an appropriate level of
development and that delivery should be phased,
aiming to create as smooth as possible a pipeline
and a steady workbank for the supply chain.’
Therefore, with Scottish Ministers set to unveil
the Government’s CP6 plans shortly after this issue
went to press, Bill Reeve cautions not to expect a
detailed list of projects which have been committed
to. That said, a number of significant projects begun
in CP5 will continue into the next five-year period.
Bill Reeve also emphasises the importance
of linking enhancements with renewals activity.
‘I struggle to think of major enhancements which
didn’t entail some level of renewals’ he points
out. ‘Conversely, renewals should consider the
opportunity for some form of change in output,

including enhancement. We see a single programme
of investment rather than two distinct entities.’
Examples of where this approach could
bear fruit include schemes funded in the CP6
Operations, Maintenance and Renewals budget
in Scotland. Bill Reeve highlights the need to
update the signalling control system in the
Edinburgh area as one opportunity to take
advantage of the pipeline investment approach,
while pointwork renewal at Carstairs Junction
ushers in a similar opportunity to improve the
layout here, potentially facilitating journey time
improvements for cross-border services.
A2I
Among major schemes set to complete within the
first year of CP6 is the first phase of the Aberdeen
to Inverness (A2I) programme. The first part of
this saw improvements at the western end of the

ScotRail’s new fleets: Stirling on 28 January 2019, as power car No 43143 (left) leads the 08.51 Aberdeen to Glasgow Queen Street and No 385118
waits to form the 11.21 departure to Queen Street. The rollout of both HSTs and ‘385s’ will continue in the early part of CP6. Ian Lothian
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line, including the creation of a new station and
improved layout at Forres (p60, October 2017 issue).
The second part of Phase One focuses attention
on the eastern end, and a blockade this summer
will usher in double-track between Aberdeen
and Inverurie. ‘This will unlock demand for the
commuter railway into Aberdeen’ points out Bill
Reeve, noting the works also facilitate new stations
at Dalcross at the Inverness end and Kintore on
the approach to Aberdeen. Subject to availability
of rolling stock, a timetable enhancement in
December will take advantage of this work, forming
the start of the so-called Aberdeen Crossrail service.
The second phase of A2I is focused more squarely
on the end-to-end railway, and seeks to provide a
faster, hourly service between the cities, involving
infrastructure enhancements on the central
section of the route. This phase will be subject to
the pipeline process, and there is no decision or
commitment at this stage, although Mr Reeve hints
that there is a clue in the title of ‘Phase One’ so it is
a logical follow-on to the work already underway.
STATIONS
Stations is a major area of focus in Scotland, with a
number of ongoing schemes, the highest profile
being the rebuilding of Glasgow Queen Street
as part of the Edinburgh Glasgow Improvement
Programme. The structure for the new concourse
facing George Square is now beginning to take
shape, and longer platforms accommodating
eight-car services over the Falkirk High route to
Edinburgh should be ready for December. The
expanded concourse area will then follow in 2020.
Coming up are refurbishment schemes
at Aberdeen, Motherwell and Stirling, while

Queen Street progress: the view from Glasgow’s George Square on 22 February 2019 as the cantilever trusses
go up for the roof; unseen is the steelwork to support the floor of the concourse extension. Ann Glen

Perth: there is an opportunity for a significant enhancement here during CP6. No 170408
(left) calls with the 14.40 Glasgow Queen Street to Inverness via Aberdeen as No 170473
arrives on the 15.13 Dundee to Queen Street service on 3 October 2017. Ian Lothian

the Scottish Government will continue
to work with partners in Edinburgh on
the masterplan for Waverley station.
On a more local level, the new station at
Robroyston, on the Glasgow to Cumbernauld
line, is being delivered by ScotRail rather than
Network Rail. Mr Reeve highlights this as an
example of Network Rail’s ‘Open for Business’
approach already happening in Scotland;
‘early indications are that it has yielded some
very useful efficiency benefits’ he reports. The
station is due to open in December this year.
The Scottish Government has a commitment
to two new stations on the East Coast main line at
Reston and East Linton to be funded during CP6,
and Mr Reeve says discussions with Network Rail
are well advanced. He also highlights the drive
for improved accessibility; ‘while this is a reserved
matter for the UK Government, whose Access for
All programme I pay tribute to, we always look
for opportunities to go further’ he says. As an
example, he notes that work on the Highland main
line to provide longer passing loops at Pitlochry
and Aviemore is being used as an opportunity
to provide full accessibility at both stations.
And on the topic of stations, a further example of
linking renewals and enhancements comes in the
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Scottish Government’s approach to work at Perth.
‘The signalling and track are in need of renewal, so
we’ll be asking whether that can be a trigger for a
wider project to benefit the city’ says Mr Reeve.
ELECTRIFICATION
Unlike south of the border, Scotland has
completed all its committed electrification
schemes for CP5. This included the main
Edinburgh to Glasgow route via Falkirk, a scheme
which experienced some notable challenges,
followed by the Stirling, Dunblane and Alloa
(SDA) project and most recently the Shotts line.
‘It’s true we’ve delivered electrification
more efficiently than elsewhere, but that
doesn’t mean we’re satisfied with the level
of efficiency’ says Bill Reeve. ‘Edinburgh to
Glasgow was a year late and over budget, but
the team which delivered it learned from its
mistakes and went on successfully to deliver
the SDA project on time and within budget.’
Thus the case is made for a rolling programme
of electrification to take advantage of these
efficiency improvements, something Bill Reeve
says remains a commitment in Scotland. The
Scottish Government’s High Level Output
Specification (HLOS) for CP6 called for an efficient
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electrification specification for Scotland. ‘We’ve
convened workshops to understand what good
likes like and have now had the first draft of the
specification back from Network Rail’ says Mr Reeve.
‘It gets us about two-thirds of the way to where
we want to be, which is a really good place, and
we’re now working on covering the remaining
one-third. For example, it’s already identified
opportunities to reduce the number of bridge
reconstructions needed when electrifying railways.’
While no further wiring schemes have yet been
announced in Scotland, Mr Reeve says there are
projects in the final stages of the pipeline process
which will benefit from an efficient technical
specification. Apart from anything else, the biggest
benefit of electrification is releasing diesel vehicles
for cascade; ‘one of the reasons we struggle to
deliver the quality of service we’d like to is that we
don’t have enough diesel vehicles, something that
has been holding growth back’ says Mr Reeve.
Addressing arguments around the
decarbonisation agenda, Mr Reeve says this
remains a Scottish Government commitment,
but says alternative technologies such as fuel cells
and batteries are not seen as an alternative to
electrification. ‘They are an increasingly credible
replacement for diesel power, but they have a
more expensive unit cost than diesel, which helps
strengthen the case for main line electrification’ he
points out. That said, Mr Reeve is keen to highlight
interest in such technologies north of the border,
noting the trial of the Vivarail battery-powered
Class 230 at Bo’ness last October and ongoing
discussions concerning hydrogen trains.

ROLLING STOCK PLAN
2019 will see further progress with ScotRail’s
fleet upgrade programme, with Mr Reeve
pointing out that a railway system should
not be seen solely in infrastructure terms.
With around half of the fleet now in service,
ScotRail will continue to receive Class 385 EMUs
from Hitachi. These are now displacing the
Class 365s, drafted in by ScotRail following delays
with the new EMUs (‘Moving Wheels’), along with
Class 380s still working on the Cumbernauld route
and the elderly Class 314s, which are being retired.
As already mentioned, the 24x4-car ‘385s’ will
enable the Edinburgh to Glasgow via Falkirk
route to become an eight-car railway from
December, with the remaining 46x3-car units
variously deployed across the central belt.
Also continuing will be the rollout of ScotRail’s
refurbished HSTs, a programme subject to delay
due to issues with the re-engineering of the trains
at Wabtec. The operator will eventually have
26 2+4 and 2+5 sets, replete with power doors
and refurbished interiors, marking the creation of
a true inter-city product in Scotland. ‘This will help
us make the most of the network, and I anticipate
there may be a need to lengthen them in time’
says Bill Reeve. ‘There is no specific provision
for this in the ScotRail franchise, but we have
always made provision for variations in franchise
agreements where necessary to avoid the rundown
often seen towards the end of a franchise.’
On the theme of rolling stock, also on the way
are the new Mk 5 carriages built by CAF for the
Caledonian Sleeper franchise. Due to be in service

in July, first on the Lowlander service and then on
the Highlander route, Bill Reeve says the new stock
will transform the way passengers view overnight
travel: ‘I believe they will reacquaint people with
the advantages of travelling overnight and the step
change in quality will be a very pleasant surprise’.
The Scottish Government also retains a
commitment to providing a better rail experience
for tourists on scenic routes such as the West
Highland line. One response to this is the move
to deploy five reconfigured Class 153s to provide
accommodation for luggage and bicycles on
ScotRail services, with the first planned to enter
service as soon as possible on the Oban line.
The reconfiguration work is set to be carried out
by Brodie’s at Kilmarnock, and marks what Bill
Reeve describes as a first step towards creating
a quality tourist offering on scenic routes. To
operate the ‘153s’ to Fort William requires some
gauge clearance work, as specified in the Scottish
Government HLOS, similar to that required
for Class 158s to be introduced on the West
Highland, still a requirement for the ScotRail
Alliance to deliver for the Scottish Government.
FREIGHT
Bill Reeve is keen that freight is not neglected in
the discussion of progress north of the border.
He is quick to praise the change in attitude at
Network Rail and says the best example of this is
the recent completion of the connection to the
new freight terminal for the Highland Spring plant
at Blackford, on the line between Stirling and Perth.
‘This is a scheme which has been known about

The scenic West Highland line: loco No 47614 at Polnish
Chapel on 16 February 2019 with a Locomotive Services Ltd
private charter from Fort William to Mallaig. Jamie Squibbs
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Highland Spring progress: No 170406 heads south past the newly-installed
connection for the freight terminal at Blackford with the 10.43 Aberdeen to
Glasgow Queen Street service on 17 January 2019. Ian Lothian

for some years, but customers were fed up with
engaging with an industry perceived as difficult to
deal with’ says Mr Reeve. ‘We set Network Rail the
challenge of improving its attitude to rail freight,
and our freight customers now speak as advocates
of the company.’ Mr Reeve says the co-operation
involved in creating the south-facing connection
at Blackford can be seen as a statement of intent;
construction of the associated terminal is the
responsibility of Highland Spring itself, the rail
industry having completed its part of the project.
NEW BROOM AT NETWORK RAIL
Speaking of Network Rail, Scotland already
has its own distinct structure. With a formal
alliance between ScotRail and NR and
Alex Hynes as alliance managing director,
the ethos is very much ‘Team Scotland’.
Incoming NR Chief Executive Andrew Haines
has set out his plans for reorganising the company
following his 100-day review, and Bill Reeve is
cheered by the prospect. ‘We really appreciated the
serious constructive engagement with Andrew as
he formulated his plan’ he says. ‘It’s so refreshing
to engage with a Network Rail Chief Executive
who starts out understanding how the railway
works. It’s clear he shares our view that the HQ
functions had grown too much and there was a
disconnect from passengers and freight customers.’
The changes proposed by Mr Haines will not
affect the existence of the alliance in Scotland,
which will continue. Indeed, as Mr Reeve points
out, Alex Hynes will take on added responsibility
under the new structure, including for project
delivery and strategic planning. Mr Reeve says
the role becomes more like General Manager
of Scotland’s railway, but is fully supportive:
‘the intent of the alliance has been frustrated
by the fact that the Managing Director does
not have responsibility for some core functions’
he says. ‘We welcome the principles of devolution
and the renewed customer focus that are
proposed, and the Scottish Government will
continue to lobby for complete devolution
and the transfer of asset ownership.’ a
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Carstairs: unit No 380105 crawls round the 15mph curve at the junction with
the 12.37 Ayr to Edinburgh service on 15 June 2018. Ian Lothian

Electrics on the E&G: No 385112 (left) was the rear unit on the 14.00 Glasgow Queen Street to Edinburgh
Waverley, passing No 385109 on the 13.41 Alloa to Queen Street service at Croy on 4 February 2019. Ian Lothian
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BRIGHTON MAIN

LINE UPGRADE
3B2B top of class for alternative transport strategy

T

he Brighton main line is an important
artery in the south of England’s
transport network. Not only are there
the traditional flows to London Victoria,
but the route is also a key element in the
expanded Thameslink network, feeding
trains into routes north of the Thames.

With 20 trains per hour going through the central
London tunnels in the peaks, correct presentation
of trains from further afield is essential for smooth
operating. The Brighton main line, with its ageing
infrastructure, has been falling down on the job in
this regard – particularly the two-track section at the
southern end of the route. It is estimated that half

the delays coming into Blackfriars from the south
have their origins in incidents south of Redhill.
The fragility of the infrastructure was recognised
in Chris Gibb’s 2017 report on the Southern network.
He told the Secretary of State: ‘The condition of
the infrastructure needs to be urgently raised.
This is not complicated stuff – it is about rail renewal,

Iconic structure: unit No 387218 at Clayton Tunnel
on 1 September 2018. Brickwork repairs were
undertaken during the blockade here. Jamie Squibbs
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switch & crossing (S&C) renewal, sleeper renewal,
ballast renewal / removal of wet beds, drainage
improvements, telecoms / signalling cable renewal,
axle counter introduction, vegetation, removal of
temporary speed restrictions, attention to fencing,
structures and earthworks.’The Department for
Transport agreed and a £300 million fund was
established for the work, with £250 million coming
from the DfT and the balance from Network Rail.
Some £75 million of the total is being spent
on the Thameslink network north of the Thames,
on upgrading fencing, improving the alignment
of overhead line electrification and other minor
works; £40 million is going on pods along the
route that will hold key spares and welfare facilities
to allow immediate work on any infrastructure
breakdowns; and another £15 million is being
spent on a ground breaking incident management
system that has been pioneered in the Netherlands.
But the bulk of the money – over £170 million –
has been earmarked for the South East Route,
and over £30 million of that was spent on the

Hired-in equipment: the massive crane used for replacing
the footbridge at Balcombe during the blockade. Jamie Squibbs

Brighton main line in just nine days in February.
A blockade from Three Bridges to Brighton
(3B2B) over the half-term week (16-24 February)
allowed engineering staff unfettered access to
the route for a blitz on the backlog of work.
BLOCKADE
The efficiency of blockade working is now
well rehearsed. There is just one taking and
release of the possession, saving many hours
of set up and break down time in individual
weekend blocks. Equipment can be put in
position and can stay there, rather than having
to travel to and fro to short possessions. Staff
hours can be more efficiently scheduled.
It is estimated that the work done in the
nine days of the February half-term would
have taken a dozen or more weekend blocks,
with all their attendant disruption. Anyway,
a string of short possessions would have

been difficult to schedule: weekend service
disruption in the summer months is considered
too damaging to Brighton’s tourist trade to
be feasible, limiting the times available.
By giving commuters plenty of advance
warning of the week-long blockade, it would give
them the chance to schedule a week off work at a
time when children would be off school. Coupled
with lavish provision of alternative facilities (see
panel overleaf), it was thought that travellers
would find the temporary pain bearable.
The travel advisory programme was more
effective than predicted: a 25% drop-off in
travel was expected, but in the event journeys
on the southern stretch of the Brighton line
were a massive 67% down in the affected
week. The frightening signs of wait times
(‘60 minutes from this point’) in the extensive
queuing system set up for rail replacement
bus services turned out to be unnecessary.

3B2B CONTRACTORS
Balcombe Tunnel Junction (worksite A)
S&C Alliance (Aecom, Colas, Network Rail)
Haywards Heath (worksite B)
BAM Nuttall with Infrastructure Projects – South East
Wivelsfield – Preston Park (worksite C)
Kier Signalling with Infrastructure Projects – South East
Patcham Tunnel Down Track Renewal (worksite D)
Infrastructure Projects – Track
Keymer Junction – Lewes (worksite E)
WDSE / Maintenance
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Tampers in possession: looking north at Balcombe Tunnel Junction on 22 February 2019.
The diamond that has been replaced was in the far distance. Jamie Squibbs

BALCOMBE TUNNEL JUNCTION
Unlike some of the major blockades of the recent
past at places like Waterloo and London Bridge,
the blockade of the southern stretch of the
Brighton main line did not have a grand aim such
as platform lengthening or major layout changes.
Rather, it gave a chance to get on with some of the
‘uncomplicated stuff’ identified by Chris Gibb.
The most critical site was Balcombe Tunnel
Junction, as the S&C replacement work here
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was of the ‘once you’ve started, you’ve got to
finish it completely’ nature, giving the risk of
over-running. In the nine-day blockade, seven
days were allocated to 24-hour construction
working at this site, a day to commissioning
and half a day to resilience testing. Most work
elsewhere on the blockade, such as the extensive
tunnel drainage works, were of the type that
could be paused mid-job in the event that not
everything planned got done in the blockade.

The S&C at Balcombe Tunnel Junction was
life-expired and eight point ends and 600 yards of
plain line track were renewed during the blockade.
Also a diamond crossing, a maintenance-heavy
and vulnerable element in the track design, was
removed and replaced by two separate crossovers.
Linespeed for trains crossing over was raised from
20mph to 40mph in the process. Two signals
were moved as part of the job, points heating
upgraded and new track isolation switches –
improving the process for switching off the current
supply to take a possession – were installed.
‘The purpose of the work was to make this
junction more resilient’ explains Adam Kotulecki,
Project Manager on the job working for the
S&C Alliance of Network Rail, Aecom and Colas
that was responsible for this section of work.
Eighty track panels were delivered by road
for the job, with redundant track being taken
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away for reuse in sidings in the Portsmouth area.
Colas’s Kirow 1200 crane was used for the heavy
lifting, with another Kirow being put on standby
at Tonbridge for the duration of the project in
light of the time-sensitive critical nature of this
section of the job. Speed limits here are 70mph
on the slows and 90mph on the fasts and the aim
was to hand back the fasts at the full linespeed.
While the Colas team was beavering away on
the track replacement, staff from Dyer & Butler
were working on Balcombe Tunnel. This is one of
the longest tunnels on the route and the Victorian
brick culvert drainage system had suffered from a
build-up of silt and other debris, along with some
brickwork degradation. As a result, flooding after
rainfall was damaging the signalling and power
supply system and some action was necessary.
Meanwhile, advantage was taken of the blockade
at Balcombe station to renew the footbridge dating
from the 1970s, which was in poor condition.
As at other stations in the blockade area, general
repairs and repainting were undertaken and the
driver-only operation mirrors removed. Modern
stock on the Victoria and Thameslink routes
has on-board cameras to allow the driver to
monitor door operation on screens in the cab;
the mirrors on the platforms are redundant.
OTHER STRUCTURES
Haywards Heath Tunnel is another one that was
suffering from poor drainage, with work needed
to improve drains in the tunnel. Once the water
was out of the tunnel the problem was not over
as this area of Wealden clay has notoriously poor
drainage and water from the tunnel, coupled
Vaulting the valley: a Class 700 crosses the impressive
Ouse Valley viaduct on 23 August 2016. The conductor
rail on the viaduct has been replaced. John Vaughan
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with runoff from neighbouring agricultural fields,
was flooding the trackbed. The solution was
to sink a drainage shaft south of the tunnel.
In Clayton Tunnel, ground water pressure was
causing water to seep through the brickwork
and damaging mortar joints, increasing the
chance of material falling out of the tunnel
lining and potentially damaging trains and
delaying services. In the blockade patch repairs
of brickwork were undertaken and 650 yards of
track were renewed. 1,400 yards of cable were
secured and 1,000 yards of scrap rail cleared.
One of the most iconic structures on the
Brighton main line is the majestic 1848-built
Ouse Valley viaduct. Here, the parapet has been
repaired, conductor rail renewed, the ballast
cleaned and the drainage refurbished.
SIGNALLING
The largest chunk of money spent in the blockade
went on upgrading signalling between Haywards
Heath and Preston Park. The signalling control and
power system was last renewed in 1982 and had
an increasingly-onerous maintenance requirement.
Fibre optics have been installed to replace copper
signalling wires and light-emitting diode signals
have superseded old-fashioned filament signal
heads. Track circuits have been renewed.

This stretch of track is controlled from the
Area Signalling Centre at Three Bridges. The ASC
does not currently have the benefit of Automatic
Route Setting, but Network Rail plans to have
this installed by March 2020. At some point in
the future the ASC’s area will migrate into Three
Bridges Rail Operating Centre, which already
controls the Thameslink route from Anerley to
Kentish Town through the central London core.
OTHER WORK
Thousands of metres of conductor rail dating
from the Southern Railway’s original electrification
in the 1930s were replaced at Folly Hill during
the blockade. Conductor rail was also renewed
at Burgess Hill station, while at Preston Park, the
defective bearers on a set of points were renewed.
Work was also undertaken on the branch to
Lewes through Plumpton, with signal heads
converted and general maintenance undertaken.
Thanking passengers for putting up with the
disruption of the blockade, John Halsall, Network
Rail South East’s managing director, said: ‘We’ve
been able to complete major work to the ageing
infrastructure which has caused so many delays
in the past, as well as repairs in the Victorian-era
tunnels which were prone to flooding. All of this
means we can provide a more reliable service.’ a

BIGGEST BUS REPLACEMENT OPERATION EVER
The railway authorities took no chances when
providing alternative options for travel on the
Brighton main line during the February blockade.
The car park at Three Bridges was commandeered
as a bus station, with marquees as shelter and an
extensive queuing system put in place. From here,
what is billed as the country’s biggest-ever bus
replacement operation (with 536 drivers and over
240 vehicles on weekdays) was scheduled to serve
intermediate stations to the south. As it was
half-term week, many buses normally employed
on school runs were available for this operation.
Brighton and Hove passengers, meanwhile,
could reach London by train on services diverted
via the Arun Valley line. This option came with
quite a time penalty – 2hr 15min journey time as
opposed to an hour normally – but did avoid the
inconvenience of using buses. Coffee vouchers
were handed out to users of this service to sugar
the pill.
Network Rail fettled up the Arun Valley line
before the blockade in an effort to keep everything
running as smoothly as possible, with a drive to
eliminate wet beds on the route and an additional

chainsaw gang stationed at Arundel 24/7 ready to
deal with any vegetation issues.
As an additional measure for season ticket
holders, 2,800 car park spaces were booked in
the long-term car park at Gatwick (which had the
capacity as February is a quiet time for flying), with
a fleet of 12 bendy buses shuttling rail passengers
to an entrance to platform 7 on Gatwick station. As
the Gatwick Express started from the airport during
the blockade, finding a seat was easier than in
normal operation (when some services arrive from
the coast already well-loaded).
But the biggest triumph of all was the
pre-blockade publicity campaign, fronted by an
eye-catching Sammy the Seagull figure in hi-vis kit.
‘Pre-blockade awareness was very high: surveys
in January showed 84% of the passengers asked
were aware of our activity’ reports Andrew Wood
of Network Rail’s 3B2B project team. This resulted in
a big fall in travel, down 67% for the week against
the expected 25%. Thus much of the alternative
provision did not turn out to be needed, with the
queuing systems thankfully standing idle most of
the time.
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‘313’ on the Seaford branch: at right is Newhaven Harbour box and the former Newhaven
Marine line. Aggregates sidings are proposed for the area where the lorries are in the
background. The photo was taken on 25 February 2019. John Vaughan

SEAFORD BRANCH

RESIGNALLING

ABSOLUTE BLOCK SET TO END ON THE EAST COASTWAY

N

etwork Rail is in the process of
introducing colour light signalling
on the Seaford branch in East Sussex
and abolishing three mechanical signal boxes.
The branch is to be controlled from Three
Bridges Rail Operating Centre (ROC).
The project includes work to five level crossings;
installation of three new relocatable equipment
buildings (REBs) at Lewes, Newhaven Marine and
Cooksbridge; replacement signal structures; and
the installation of a new turnback move at Lewes.
Principal contractor on the job is Atkins,
with design by SNC-Lavalin and the project
executed in an alliance with Network Rail.
According to Richard Sayell, Network Rail’s project
manager, the objectives of the project are:

n changes between Lewes and Southerham
Junction (where the Seaford branch diverges
from the East Coastway) to improve Lewes
as a diversionary route for the Brighton main
line, upping the London to Brighton via Lewes
capacity from one to three trains per hour;
n install LED signal heads
throughout (29 signals);
n replace switch diamonds at Southerham
Junction with clamplocks to improve resilience;
n renewal of Cooksbridge level crossing;
n installation of fixed telephone network
(FTN) transmission between Southerham
Junction and Newhaven;
n conversion of two ground position light (GPL)
signals to main aspect on Lewes platforms 2

and 4 to allow parallel moves from the Keymer
Junction and Brighton directions;
n new Solid State Interlocking and modular control
system (MCS) workstation at Three Bridges ROC;
n banner repeater installation between
Southerham Junction and Lewes on the Up line;
n three signal box closures with control
centralised at Three Bridges ROC.

that platform to be extended from 10 to 12-car
operation, like all other platforms at London Bridge.
On the Victoria route the ROC currently
controls the short stretch from Norbury
to Balham through Streatham Common.
A big commissioning is planned for
Christmas 2022, when four panels at
Victoria ASC (actually located at Clapham
Junction) are due to transfer to the ROC.
The Brighton main line south of Anerley
is controlled by Three Bridges ASC, a
1980s installation. A phased transfer of
the responsibilities of the ASC to the ROC
is planned over the next decade.

The Seaford branch is being brought
into the ROC and eventually Three Bridges
ROC will control the whole of the former
Central section of the Southern Region.
Neither Three Bridges ASC nor the ROC
currently enjoy the benefits of Automatic
Route Setting (ARS), but this is due to
be installed in both by March 2020.
Also in 2020 the Hitachi Information
Control Systems Traffic Management
system for the Thameslink route is due
to come into operation in isolated mode,
improving information for signallers
and assisting train running control.

HISTORIC BOXES
Lewes signal box is Grade II listed, as is Lewes station.
It is a Saxby and Farmer box built in 1888 by the
London, Brighton and South Coast Railway, a year
before the station itself in 1889. ‘The Saxby and
Farmer Type 5 signal box was the stylish culmination
of the LBSCR designs’ says Network Rail. As it is a

THREE BRIDGES ROC EXPANDS
Three Bridges Rail Operating Centre (ROC)
already controls the Thameslink route through
central London, from Anerley to Kentish Town via
London Bridge. Change in the pipeline will see
the ROC take control of the remaining sections
of London Bridge: this spring, London Bridge
panel 5, controlling the Angerstein Wharf branch,
will transfer to the Lewisham workstation in
the ROC. Then in May next year London Bridge
panel 7, controlling the Hither Green and Grove
Park areas, is set to transfer to the ROC. This would
allow the option of demolishing the London
Bridge Area Signalling Centre building at the end
of platform 15 in the future, potentially allowing
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protected structure, this box cannot be demolished
and an alternative community use for it is sought,
with a new walkway from the town proposed.
Both Newhaven Town and Harbour signal
boxes are also Saxby and Farmer boxes, built
in 1879. The Town box will be demolished,
while the Harbour box will pass to the port
authority for conversion into a messing facility.
Newhaven Marine station, a stone’s throw away
from Newhaven Harbour, used to serve boat
trains connecting with cross-Channel ferries and
has not been used for many years. The branch
into the former Marine station becomes an
eight-car turnback siding as part of the project.
One of the main purposes of Newhaven
Harbour level crossing, adjacent to the station,
has been to access the Harbour signal box.
This crossing will close along with the box, with
road vehicles seeking to access the harbour to
be diverted on to Beach Road level crossing.
A 7-10 March blockade on the branch
included some track renewal work,
with a permanent way train from Hither
Green attending over the weekend.
While the early March blockade was originally
intended to see commissioning of the new signals,
a couple of days before the blockade began
Network Rail announced that commissioning
would be deferred until a later date. Paul Harwood,
Network Rail South East’s Director of Investment,
said on 7 March: ‘Following discussions with our
contractors over the past week, we’ve come to the
conclusion that there was no longer confidence
that the final commissioning of the signalling
equipment from Lewes to Seaford could be
completed over the four-day closure of the
railway. We were not prepared to risk the lines not
reopening for passengers on Monday morning
(11 March) and have therefore taken the very
difficult decision to postpone that part of the work.
Once it is complete, the resignalling will be an
operating boon. ‘The work gives us the ability to
divert more trains if necessary, plus it has renewed
a lot of equipment that has been prone to failure’
comments Karl Grewar, Network Rail’s Operations
Manager for the South East Route (Sussex area).
The modernisation of the Seaford branch
will mean an end to absolute block working
on the Coastway east of Brighton, with the
Bognor Regis branch then the only remaining
section with absolute block in South East
Route’s Sussex area. Other parts of the
Coastway retain semaphore signals. a

FREIGHT AT NEWHAVEN
Just north of Newhaven Town station there
are sidings operated by the Day’s Aggregates
company. They generate considerable tonnages
of freight traffic with a path available to them
for a single train Mondays to Fridays. Although
regular, all trains are on an ‘as required’ basis.
Three times per week, normally Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, the company receives
trains of limestone from Acton, with the
material originating at Whatley or Merehead
quarries in Somerset. On Tuesday a train can
work from Cliffe in north Kent loaded with
imported granite, although on occasions
this comprises a train of imported sand.
On Friday, recycling products (such as
crushed concrete) arrive from Brentford.
This train is different from the others in
that it returns loaded, with ash from a
nearby incinerator, which is processed
at Brentford for commercial use.
Day’s Aggregates works with DB Cargo/Mendip
Rail and GB Railfreight. Freight traffic will not

Aggregates at Newhaven: on 1 September 2016,
DB Cargo Class 66 No 66002 prepares to leave the
sidings with a Newhaven to Acton train of empty
box wagons. The inbound train had brought in
limestone from Somerset quarries. John Vaughan

be affected by track and signal modernisation,
although the closure of the Brighton main line for
engineering works has required careful planning.
Freight expansion at Newhaven is mooted:
there is a proposal to install a couple of sidings for
dispatch of sea-dredged aggregates alongside the
turnback at Newhaven Marine. John Vaughan

Mechnical signalling: Richard, the bobby on duty on 25 February,
pulls the levers in Newhaven Harbour box. John Vaughan
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TAKING THE TRAIN

TO THE PLANE

THEO STEEL assesses trends in the number of airport users travelling by rail

H

ow reliant are airport users on rail?
The publication of the London
Travelwatch (LT) report ‘Way to go:
improving public transport access to London’s
airports’ in February prompted me to look at
the UK’s airports and their relationship with rail.
The LT report highlights the static public
transport market share to London’s airports
along with a number of helpful actions
that could be taken to improve matters.
These range from establishing rail access
to the south-west and west of Heathrow,
through service frequency improvements
such as Gatwick to Reading/Oxford, to
ticketing and interchange improvements,
noting that not a little has been done.
Crossrail will be a very important and
positive development for Heathrow, aiding
seamless distribution in central London
with lift-equipped, step-free stations.

Table 1 shows the public transport
market share at London’s five largest
airports in 2010, 2012 and 2016.
Given that Luton and Gatwick have
been much affected by Thameslink and
London Bridge issues as well as the
Southern strikes I was pleasantly surprised
that rail had held up so well. From 2012
air traffic has grown quickly as we shall
see – particularly in the leisure sector.

AIRPORT GROWTH
Table 2 shows airports with a rail relationship
in the UK and their throughput in 1997,
2007, 2012 and 2017. Glasgow, Bristol, Exeter,
Bournemouth, Newquay and Norwich are shown
for interest; Doncaster Sheffield and Inverness as
the airport terminals are close to railway lines and
are the object of possible new station schemes.
The air industry was severely affected by the
financial crisis in 2008 – indeed, Manston (Kent)

TABLE 1: PUBLIC TRANSPORT SHARES AT LONDON AIRPORTS (%)
Heathrow
Gatwick
Stansted
Luton
City

2010
40
43
48
33
53

2012
41
44
51
33
50

2016
39
44
55
31
51

Built by the airport operator: Greater Anglia’s No 321430 calls at
Southend Airport station forming the 11.30 Southend Victoria –
Liverpool Street service on 24 August 2017. Antony Guppy
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and Plymouth airports have closed since. The
airports have very different markets with not
many operating flights outside Europe. Most
have grown strongly since 2012, particularly
for leisure traffic, and some are very reliant on
the policies and fortunes of particular airlines.
RAIL USAGE VOLATILE
Table 3 shows rail passenger numbers from
the Office of Rail and Road statistics for
corresponding years; Heathrow’s main line rail
usage does not appear in the ORR statistics.
Most of the core airport stations are growing
quickly, however the numbers can be very
volatile. The Stansted decline after 2007 was a
particular challenge for the National Express
East Anglia franchise, but the traffic at the
airport and rail market share has come back.
Southend and Prestwick stations are
notable as having been built by the airport
operators, who continue to own them; the
heavy rail link into Heathrow was built by the
then owner British Airports Authority. All the
stations are mixed use to varying degrees;
I have not been able to establish the individual
proportions. There are new opportunities
to develop with the wider range of rail
destinations to be linked directly at Gatwick,
Stansted and Manchester in particular.
In analysing the growth at the airports,
intra-England air routes are not doing
well; Newquay to Gatwick is an exception
with 152,000 journeys in 2017. The jury
is out on how much faster and more
reliable rail services to Edinburgh and
Glasgow can grow rail market share. a

Traffic holding up: No 387105 at Gatwick Airport prepares to depart on the rear of the 12.23 Gatwick Express
service to Victoria on 21 November 2018. This ‘387’ is part of the batch used on Govia Thameslink Railway’s Great
Northern services but received this temporary livery when it was redeployed on the airport shuttle. Philip Sherratt

TABLE 2: BRITISH AIRPORT USAGE
Heathrow
Gatwick
Manchester
Stansted
Luton
Edinburgh
Birmingham
Glasgow
Bristol
Newcastle
Liverpool
East Midlands
London City
Aberdeen
Southampton
Cardiff
Doncaster Sheffield
(opened 2005)
Southend*
Exeter
Inverness
Prestwick
Bournemouth
Norwich
Newquay

1997
57.8
26.8
15.7
5.4
3.2
4.2
5.9
6.0
1.6
2.6
0.7
1.9
1.2
2.6
0.6
1.1

2007
67.9
35.2
21.9
23.8
9.9
9.0
9.1
8.7
5.9
5.6
5.5
5.4
2.9
3.4
2.0
2.1

2012
70.0
34.2
19.7
17.5
9.6
9.2
8.9
7.2
5.9
4.4
4.5
4.1
3.0
3.3
1.7
1.0

2017
76.0
43.7
26.0
24.3
15.0
12.5
11.8
9.4
7.7
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.5
3.0
2.0
1.3

n/a

1.1

0.7

1.3

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.3
n/a

0
1.0
0.7
2.4
1.1
0.7
0.4

0.6
0.7
0.6
1.1
0.7
0.4
0.2

0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.4

* Less than 100 users in 1997 and 2007. 1.5 million users in 2018
Source: CAA. All figures in millions of passengers, ordered by volume in 2017. Airports over 500,000 shown

TABLE 3: USAGE OF RAIL STATIONS SERVING AIRPORTS (MILLIONS)
Gatwick Airport
Stansted Airport
Birmingham International
Manchester Airport
Southampton Airport Parkway
Southend Airport (opened 2011)
Prestwick International Airport
Stations with airport bus links
Luton Airport Parkway (opened 1999)
Liverpool South Parkway (opened 2006)
East Midlands Parkway (opened 2009)
Dyce*
Rhoose Cardiff International
Airport (opened 2005)
* Bus service now withdrawn
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1997-98
7.5
1.5
1.9
1.1
0.8
n/a
0.06

2006-07
11.9
5.4
2.4
2.0
1.3
n/a
0.11

2016-17
19.4
7.6
6.5
4.2
1.8
0.4
0.12

2017-18
20.3
8.9
6.7
4.6
1.7
0.5
0.13

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.2

2.4
0.3
n/a
0.4

3.8
2.0
0.3
0.5

4.0
2.2
0.3
0.5

n/a

0.15

0.18

0.18

Source: Office of Rail and Road
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CAMBRIDGE COMMUTERS

TURN TO RAIL

THEO STEEL reviews growth on the lines from East Anglia into the university city

E

arlier in the year Greater Anglia announced
that over one million passenger journeys
were made on its Norwich to Cambridge
service during 2018, a rise of 3.6% on the
previous year. The direct service was launched
by Anglia Railways in September 2002.
The announcement caused me to look at
the station usage statistics for the route from
the Office of Rail and Road, which are shown
in Table 1. Prior to the service launching, only
Thetford (served by the Norwich to Liverpool
trains) had more than a rudimentary service.
I have excluded Shippea Hill, Lakenheath,
Spooner Row, Harling Road and Eccles Road,
as they collectively accounted for just 7,000
entries/exits in 1997-98 and 8,000 in 2017-18
and have a very limited service.
I have also extended the table to include
Waterbeach and Cambridge to demonstrate that
the opening of Cambridge North has prompted
real growth. GA reports that in calendar year
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2018 Cambridge North welcomed 546,717
passengers, a 28% year-on-year increase.
When I did the research for the book The
Regional Railways Story, published in 2015, the
route came over as one of the strongest growing

in percentage terms since privatisation. This is
not surprising, given that Cambridge is one of
the fastest growing economies in the country,
with significant population growth both in the
city and around. Norwich has also grown and

TABLE 1: NORWICH TO CAMBRIDGE STATION USAGE
Norwich
Wymondham
Attleborough
Thetford
Brandon
Ely
Waterbeach
Cambridge North (opened 2017)
Cambridge
(1) 440 in 2016-17; (2) 11,430 in 2016-17

1997-98
1,927
16
3
81
3
571
147
n/a
3,909

2013-14
4,140
178
154
290
102
1,976
345
n/a
9,825

2017-18
4,156
187
160
297
116
2,282
430 (1)
489
11,530 (2)

Source: Office of Rail and Road. Figures in thousands
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the traffic at Wymondham and Attleborough is
primarily linked thereto. The new service was a
good ‘spot’ by the innovative Anglia Railways,
which promoted it with the Strategic Rail
Authority in 2002 through the Rail Partnership
fund! Brandon was added as a stop in 2007.
It is notable that since 2014, the year in
which the A11 road was dualled west from
Thetford to Barton Mills, demand on the route
has stagnated east of Thetford after a period of
significant growth. The A11/A14 route is about
10 miles shorter than the railway between
Norwich and Cambridge, but is unreliable.
Much of the route is cleared for 90mph and
the trains typically take around 80 minutes
end-to-end for the 68 miles with six stops (the
Norwich – Cambridge trains do not stop at
Waterbeach). It is double track throughout
but littered with level crossings. The route was
resignalled from Ely to near Norwich in 2012 and
the new equipment was initially very unreliable.
Rolling stock is Class 170s, but they
are shortly to be displaced by the Stadler
Flirt bi-modes, with trains projected
south to Stansted Airport. The Flirts
will use electric power south of Ely.
IPSWICH ROUTE TOO
Just to demonstrate that the service is not
unique in the area, the statistics for the
Ipswich – Cambridge route are shown in
Table 2. Included are intermediate stations
west of Stowmarket, plus Needham Market,
between Ipswich and Stowmarket on the
main line but only served by local trains.

Competing with the A14: GA’s No 170203 passes East Barton, just east of Thurston,
with the 13.20 Ipswich – Cambridge service on 12 December 2018. Antony Guppy

TABLE 2: IPSWICH TO CAMBRIDGE INTERMEDIATE STATION USAGE
Needham Market
Elmswell
Thurston
Bury St Edmunds
Kennett
Newmarket
Dullingham

1997-98
36
15
14
166
8
59
11

2013-14
91
80
78
578
30
285
36

2017-18
101
69
72
652
39
359
39

Source: Office of Rail and Road. Figures in thousands

There would appear to be scope for linkage
towards London at the Cambridge end.
In contrast to the Norwich route, competition
on this fast-growing corridor is from the A14 and
is more tempered by Felixstowe lorry traffic and
congestion. The route east of Kennett is shared with
the increasingly significant Felixstowe container
traffic, while west of Kennett there are infrastructure
constraints – it is single track to Cambridge with a
passing loop at Dullingham, while the route into
Ely is single track from Soham. Flirts are again due
to replace the mix of DMUs currently in use. a

Thurston and Elmswell were reprieved from
closure in the 1960s and Needham Market was
reopened in the 1980s – happily the rather
fine Jacobean-style stations have survived
and are in some cases let for non-railway use.
Newmarket is a sadder story, with very basic
facilities adjacent to the station buildings.
The growth here is even higher; the
Cambridge – Ipswich service was recast to hourly
intervals in 2005, supplemented east of Kennett
by the two-hourly Peterborough – Ipswich
service, albeit this calls only at Bury St Edmunds.

DREAMING SPIRES ALSO GROWING
Cambridge’s rival university city of Oxford also
appears to be doing well from rail traffic. I was
reading a blog which mentioned that one of the
coach operators had halved the Oxford to London
frequency to half-hourly, although the ‘Oxford
Tube’ is still every 12 minutes, albeit with lighter
loads observed.
Judging from the ORR statistics (Table 3), it
looks like much of the coach traffic has gone to
rail. For around five years usage at Oxford station
had been around the 6.5 million mark before a
noticeable rise in 2017-18. However, the traffic
does not appear to have necessarily switched to
Chiltern Railways services to Marylebone, which

finally arrived at Oxford in December 2016, having
reached Oxford Parkway in October 2015. On the
Chiltern route the great success story of last year
was Bicester Village station, while traffic at Bicester
North has roughly halved since Village reopened
with through services to Marylebone. Big growth
in local traffic from Bicester Village to Oxford
looks likely.
Numbers from Oxford are generally up,
probably an early win for Great Western’s new IETs,
which bodes well for the planned speed-up of
Paddington to Oxford services. I have to say that
IETs are a lot better than the crowded Turbo DMUs
which used to operate some of the fast trains.

TABLE 3: OXFORD AND BICESTER STATION USAGE

Breckland line: Greater Anglia’s No 170203
departs from Wymondham during a snow
shower forming the 09.38 Norwich – Cambridge
service on 17 March 2018. Antony Guppy
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Oxford
Oxford Parkway
Bicester Village
Bicester North
London Marylebone

2016-17
6.5
0.8
1.3
0.9
16.7

2017-18
8.0
0.9
2.0
0.8
16.7

Source: Office of Rail and Road. Figures in millions
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Sparks effect: Northern’s No 319365 calls at Roby on
27 February 2019 with the 10.15 Liverpool Lime Street
to Wigan North Western service. Tony Miles

Sparks effect
boosts Chat Moss
THEO STEEL suggests electrification has improved patronage on the Liverpool and Manchester route

T

he protracted delays with the Blackpool/
TABLE 1: LIVERPOOL TO MANCHESTER/WIGAN STATION USAGE
Preston to Manchester electrification
1997-98
2011-12
2016-17
2017-18
have rather overshadowed the fact
Wavertree Technology Park
n/a
367
533
553
that electric services have been operating
from Liverpool to Manchester and Wigan since
Broad Green
148
661
647
692
May 2015. On these routes service frequency
Roby
86
332
304
338
on the local trains has not been increased,
Huyton
338
1,234
1,008
1,150
and the only substantial change has been the
Whiston
175
371
367
411
substitution of Class 319s in place of Pacers.
Rainhill
151
242
377
401
The growth in usage at intermediate stations
Lea Green
65
249
446
485
has been significant – 48% since 2011. The lines
St Helens Junction
144
130
385
414
out to Huyton were re-quadrupled, and of course
east of Golborne Junction TransPennine Express
Earlestown
161
222
553
630
electric trains from Manchester to Scotland use
Newton-le-Willows
154
323
797
807
the route before turning onto the West Coast
Patricroft
21
44
73
86
main line (although they will soon switch to the
Eccles
88
149
191
163
newly-wired Bolton line). TPE trains to Newcastle
Prescot
55
81
416
480
now run on the Liverpool and Manchester and
Eccleston Park
30
164
124
127
will soon convert to Class 802 operation.
Table 1 shows station usage on the two routes
Thatto Heath
73
161
237
257
in 1997-98, 2011-12 to give a pre-electrification
St Helens Central
370
722
1,167
1,301
base, and for the last two years for which statistics
Garswood
103
331
323
350
are available. In 2017-18 Liverpool Lime Street had
Bryn
47
177
154
153
very restricted services during resignalling. Out to
Source: Office of Rail and Road. All figures in thousands
Huyton inclusive, both local services share the route.
From 1997-98 to 2017-18 passenger numbers
PRESTON
have quadrupled overall. The pattern since 2011 is
more variable; Lea Green and Newton-le-Willows
now have one TPE train an hour in addition to the
Northern services, but four stations have doubled
Wigan North Western
their patronage. Between 2016-17 and 2017-18
BOLTON
only one station has declined at a time when
the network was not growing overall. a
WIGAN
Bryn

Garswood
Golborne Junc.

St Helens Central

Liverpool
Lime Street Wavertree
Tech. Park
Broad
Green

Newton-le-Willows
Earlestown

Thatto Heath
Eccleston Park
Prescot
Roby
Huyton

Lea Green
Whiston Rainhill

Manchester
Victoria

Patricroft

St Helens
Junction
WARRINGTON

Eccles
WARRINGTON

ROCHDALE
STAYLBRIDGE

Manchester Oxford Road
Deansgate Manchester MANCHESTER AIRPORT
Piccadilly

LIVERPOOL AND
MANCHESTER ROUTE

LIVERPOOL
SOUTH PARKWAY
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New fleet for the DLR
PHILIP SHERRATT outlines the specification of the
new trains TfL is ordering for the Docklands Light Railway

I

n the last 30 years, the Docklands Light Railway
has grown beyond all recognition. From a
simple system with just 11 light rail vehicles
when it opened in 1987, the DLR is now a complex
network served by 149 vehicles. And the next
stage in its evolution is now approaching, with the
replacement of the oldest of these now imminent.
Transport for London is currently out to tender
for a new fleet of trains, with three bidders vying to
win the contract to supply the fleet – Bombardier,
CAF, and a consortium of Siemens and Stadler. The
order will be for 43 new trains of around 86 metres
in length. Currently the DLR operates formations of
two and three trains coupled together, but the new
vehicles will be full length, fixed formation units.
Of these, 33 will replace the 94 B90, B92 and
B2K units (nominally grouped under the B92 tag
as the most numerous of these types), while a
further 10 form a base order for network-wide
capacity improvements. These network-wide
improvements include the elimination of the
shorter two-set formations, currently seen mostly
on the Stratford to Canary Wharf and Stratford
International to Woolwich Arsenal routes,
creating a consistent train length throughout.
The B92 fleet was built with a design life of
25 years, and the demands placed on the vehicles
now are greatly in excess of what they were
originally designed for. In 1990 the DLR carried

six million passengers, whereas it is currently
conveying 130 million a year. This figure is predicted
to grow to more than 160 million by 2031, and
from its light rail roots the DLR is now performing
the function of a modern metro system. Reliability
of the B92 fleet is also comparatively poor among
TfL’s fleets; while the flexibility of the network
means such issues can usually be managed
and disruption minimised, having a brand-new
fleet will greatly improve reliability. The new
fleet will work alongside the 55 B2007 vehicles,
the most modern and best-performing of the
current DLR trains, which will be retained.
In the Government’s autumn budget
last year, an additional £291 million was
allocated for investment in the DLR. Provided
in response to a Housing Infrastructure
Fund (HIF) bid, this potentially provides
for a further 14 trains to be ordered.
SPECIFICATION
The specification of the new fleet was determined
by TfL and is described as having the characteristics
of a street-running tram but the capacity of a metro
train. A current three-vehicle formation on the DLR
is 86.4 metres in length, which is the minimum
specified for the new trains. The maximum length
of the new trains is determined by the signalling
system and the location of axle counters; Thales,

the supplier of the DLR’s automatic signalling
system, performed tests to establish the maximum
length the new trains could be – 88.5 metres.
A key requirement is for a capacity improvement.
Currently, a three-vehicle formation can carry
660 passengers, while the minimum on the new
fleet is 792, achievable thanks to the removal
of dead space occupied by the vehicle ends
and couplings. Each train must include at least
156 seats; these will be longitudinal, except for
at the vehicle ends, where the current popular
forward-facing seats giving a view of the route
ahead will be retained. In addition to their
popularity with tourists, these are often used
by the Passenger Service Agent (PSA) to control
the train from the front. Multi-use areas will
accommodate wheelchairs, buggies and bikes.
Dwell times are a key consideration on the
DLR and dictate elements of the trains’ layout.
Doors must make up at least 21% of each vehicle’s
bodyside on the new fleet, while at the same
time there must be no extension to the current
deployment of Selective Door Operation (SDO),
a notable feature on the Lewisham extension.
Better performance will match the capability of
the B2007s, which are currently pegged back at
the lower end of the acceleration curve to match
the older B92s. The biggest benefit will be the
improved braking characteristics of the new fleet,

Docklands of today: a DLR service passes a packed Limehouse Basin on 29 October 2018. The span to the right
of the viaduct of the former London & Blackwall Railway to Poplar marks the end of the Regent’s Canal from
its circumnavigation of north London, linking the Grand Union Canal to the river Thames. Antony Guppy
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Glinting in the winter sun: a DLR service departs from
London City Airport on 24 February 2016. Antony Guppy

which will enable the safe distance between trains
to be reduced, aiding the possibility of frequency
improvements. The ability to take advantage of
improved acceleration is limited to an extent by
passenger comfort, but Thales is to re-map the
speed profile of the DLR, meaning trains will be
able to travel faster for a greater length of time.
INFRASTRUCTURE CHALLENGES
When the DLR was built in the 1980s, the
infrastructure and trains were designed together,
so the railway was effectively built around the
original P86/P89 fleet. This, combined with the
light rail specification, led to the network having a
number of tight radius bends and reverse curves.
While the current vehicles of just under
30 metres in length can manoeuvre well on these,
having full-length walkthrough trains presents
challenges, particularly concerning end throws
and centre throws of the vehicles. TfL therefore
approached manufacturers seeking solutions
to how this issue could be overcome. The most
severe 40-metre reverse curve at Poplar is not
normally used in passenger service, but there
are a number of other tight spots on the system.
The tight curves also create challenges for ride
quality – the new trains will have the same wheel
profile as the current fleets, which is designed
to work on tight corners but does not ride so
well on straight sections. Newer technology will
provide a more comfortable ride for passengers.
Platforms are another aspect of the DLR
designed around the existing trains, where the
challenge is to comply with the Rail Vehicle
Accessibility Regulations (RVAR) which specify
a maximum stepping distance of 70mm.
TfL has commissioned Omnicom, part of
Balfour Beatty, to carry out a gauging study of the
DLR network. This will involve lasers being fitted
to a train to create a point cloud study of the
network to verify gauging standards. The study
will give manufacturers a clearer picture of the
gauging requirements. The tightest clearances
are found in the tunnel between Shadwell and
Bank, which was built to a smaller diameter
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Set for expansion: B2K set Nos 96 and 97 sandwich B92 set No 62 in the extension to the main maintenance shed
at Beckton depot on 7 April 2017; the site is to be further enhanced to accommodate the new fleet. Antony Guppy

(4.8 metres) than others on the system, and the
Omnicom survey will verify the limitations here.
The steepest gradients on the DLR are 6%,
found on the ascent out of the Bank tunnels and
between Poplar and Blackwall. The specification
mandates that new trains will be able to
rescue both their counterparts and existing
trains, even on these steepest of gradients.
SIGNALLING UPGRADE
The DLR was built with a GEC Alsthom
inductive loop, fixed block signalling
system and was subsequently retrofitted
with a Thales Seltrac system.
During 2018 the Vehicle On-Board Controllers
(VOBCs) were upgraded with new faster
processors. This is the same processor used for
the Thales signalling system on the London
Underground Jubilee and Northern Line fleets
and as part of the Four Lines Modernisation
(4LM) programme for the sub-surface lines.
Coupled with the arrival of the new DLR
fleet will be the introduction of the Thales

On-Board Platform (TOP) signalling system,
with the chief advance being an upgrade to
the VOBC, fitted with a much more powerful
processor; these will operate alongside the
upgraded VOBCs fitted in the B2007 fleet.
Tests are taking place with the upgraded
equipment on the existing stock first of all,
with close collaborative working between
TfL, DLR operator KeolisAmey and Thales. In
respect of the new fleet, the equipment will
first be tested at the winning manufacturer’s
facilities to ensure it will successfully integrate
with the new train prior to its use on the DLR.
ON-BOARD FACILITIES
The new DLR fleet will bring a range of on-board
improvements in the passenger environment.
Real-time customer information systems
will be much more easily configurable than
those on the current fleet; as well as providing
information on service disruption on the DLR
and other TfL networks, tailored messages could
be shown. The system will utilise TFT screens,
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Promoting growth: a northbound service from Lewisham
arrives at Canary Wharf on 22 August 2015. Antony Guppy
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case, 4G coverage on the DLR network is
very good, and will likely perform better
than a passenger Wi-Fi solution.

Two-car service: a pair of B2007 vehicles form a southbound service from Stratford International
passing High Meads Junction under stormy winter skies on 17 January 2014, with the Olympic Aquatics
Centre and the Orbit Tower dominating the view. These vehicles will be retained alongside the new
fleet, but with capacity for the equivalent of three-vehicle operation throughout. Antony Guppy

which will be able to display digital advertising;
these also feature on the new Class 710 EMUs
for the London Overground network.
Provision of a full Heating Ventilation and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) system is mandated,
so there will be no hopper windows as found
on the current trains. LED lighting will be
adopted for improved energy efficiency
and will also be more easily controlled, for
example to provide softer lighting in tunnels.

Another new feature for the DLR will be
provision of mobile device charging points.
The type of charging point is not specified,
although USB sockets are the most likely solution.
The aim will be to locate these in areas which
encourage passengers to move away from the
vestibules, helping to improve dwell times.
Wi-Fi will be provided but not for passenger
use – the aim is to use it to give the PSA
more information about the train. In any

MAINTENANCE
The new fleet will bring major benefits in terms
of maintenance. The reliability target for the
new trains is 50,000km Mean Distance Between
Service Affecting Failures (MDBSAF), with fleet
availability of 95% and reliability of greater than
99% (from the current fleet, 137 of the 149 vehicles
are required in daily service). Although the B92
vehicles were originally designed to operate
in multiple consists, and whilst some systems
operate in parallel and provide redundancy, others
work in series and require fixing individually. The
full-length formations are therefore a much better
proposition from a reliability perspective. The use
of modern AC traction motors, as on the B2007s,
will promote reliability and ease of maintenance.
There will be a vast leap in train-to-shore
communications; while the B92s have been
fitted with systems enabling the DLR control
centre to monitor vehicles on a live basis, the
system on the new trains will be more advanced.
The drive will be towards Remote Condition
Monitoring (RCM), with faults identified at an
earlier stage, enabling intelligent maintenance.
Fleet availability will also be maintained
with the use of Automated Visual Inspection
equipment designed to measure components
such as current collectors, brake pads and
wheel tread profile as the trains pass over it in
the depot. This will be the main tool to help
increase the time between heavy maintenance
intervals from 13,500km on the existing fleet

Trio of B2007s: a westbound departure from Royal
Albert passes a sculpture park adjacent to the Newham
Council offices on 7 April 2017. Antony Guppy
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to a minimum of 30,000km with the new stock
(on a three-car equivalent basis). A 35-year
design life is planned for the new fleet.
BECKTON DEPOT ENLARGEMENT
Like the rest of the DLR, the main depot at
Beckton was not designed for the current
multi-vehicle operation and requires expansion
to accommodate the new fleet. The current
shed has three roads each able to handle three
vehicles, while there is one lifting road which
can hold two vehicles, plus a wheel lathe road.
A planning application has been submitted
for expansion of the depot; TfL owns some
spare land which can be used to create extra
stabling space, while a new shed will be required
to accommodate the new fleet. Poplar depot
is to be retained as a stabling facility but will
mostly be dedicated to the B2007 vehicles.
The enlargement is planned through a series
of small works packages, designed to ensure
current depot operations can continue with
the existing fleet while the work takes place.
Initial stages include enabling works to backfill
land, utilities alterations, vegetation clearance
and contaminated land assessment (the depot
site was formerly a gas works). Provision of
new sidings to the south side will then follow,
incorporating three new stabling roads to
accommodate six vehicles, with the worksite
segregated from the operational depot.
A key aspect of the work will be provision
of a longer test track at the depot. The current
track has a 20km/h limit, and the aim is to build
a 750-metre track for testing under the DLR’s
automatic signalling system at up to 50km/h.
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Tranquil waters: a southbound service passes West
India Quay on 28 February 2018. Antony Guppy

This will be used to test the new trains prior
to their introduction onto the network.
INTRODUCING THE NEW FLEET
A carefully staged introduction will see extensive
testing of the new trains to build up reliability, with
periods of fault-free running conducted before
entry into service. The key aim with the introduction
is to promote out-of-the-box reliability, with any
modifications taking place away from the live railway.

Once the first 10 trains have been
delivered, replacement of the old fleets will
begin with three B92s withdrawn as each
new train is introduced. At least one of the
retired vehicles is likely to be preserved. a
Thanks to TfL for assistance in the
preparation of this article, which is
partially based on a presentation to the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
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Europe View

EUROPE
THREE-MONTH ‘NO DEAL’
BREXIT EXEMPTION FOR
CHANNEL TUNNEL

The European Commission published draft
legislation in mid-February that will allow existing
passenger and freight operations through the
Channel Tunnel to continue in the event of the
UK leaving the EU without an agreement on
29 March (the so-called ‘no deal’ situation).
The temporary waiver involving mutual
recognition of pre-existing operator and train
driver licences will apply for three months
and only if the UK does nothing in that time
to change rules concerning international rail
operations. Similar arrangements have been
proposed by the European Union to deal with
road and air transport in the event of a ‘no
deal’ exit by the UK. The proposed EU rules
will also enable the continued uninterrupted
operation of the Belfast to Dublin ‘Enterprise’
service if a ‘no deal’ Brexit situation transpires.
The UK government has already said it
would seek urgent new bi-lateral agreements
with France, Ireland and other countries to
maintain international rail services and that
it will accept all EU-issued licences for at least
two years in the event of a ‘no deal’ Brexit;
the EU proposal is of much shorter duration
and is designed to cover the period whilst new
longer-term arrangements are quickly agreed.
Whilst railway operations may be relatively
unhindered by the immediate impact of a
‘no deal’ Brexit, it is not clear that passenger

Keith Fender
movements will be as simple, with The
Times revealing a leaked UK government
report in late February suggesting queues at
St Pancras could be over a mile long as French
immigration officials would have to question
all passengers rather than, as now, simply
record passport details for the majority.

CZECH REPUBLIC
PLZEŇ ORDERS ŠKODA
AS DOES OSTRAVA

Tram operator PMDP in the western Czech
city of Plzeň, home to Škoda Transportation,
has awarded a contract worth CZK1.2 billion
(£41 million) to Škoda for up to 22 three-section
100% low-floor trams based on the ForCity
Smart platform. This design of light rail
vehicle (LRV) was added to the Škoda range
when it acquired Finnish manufacturer
Transtech (which formerly marketed the
vehicle as the ‘Arctic’). The Plzeň vehicles will
be delivered between 2020 and 2023.
Škoda Transportation also offered the only
compliant bid for 40 new two-car trams for the
eastern Czech city of Ostrava in September 2018,
again with the ForCity Smart. The contract
to build the new trams, which will be fitted
with Wi-Fi, USB sockets and air conditioning,
is worth CZK1.9 billion (£64 million). The first
of the new vehicles should enter service in
2022. Ostrava tram operator DPO is currently
introducing a fleet of 30 new Stadler-built
‘Tango NF2’ two-car LRVs ordered in 2017
at a cost of CZK1.4 billion (£47 million).

NEW LIFE FOR BELGIAN
ELECTRIC LOCOS

Czech loco rebuild specialist CZ Loko bought all
12 former Belgian Railways (SNCB) Class 12
electric locos after they were withdrawn in
2013. The dual-voltage (3kV DC/25kV AC)
locos, dating from 1986, had been used by
SNCB for cross-border services into France.
CZ Loko and partner ČMŽO Přerov are now
rebuilding them at the Přerov site, which specialises
in overhauling electric locos and EMUs. The
combination of 3kV DC and 25kV AC makes
them suitable for use in most central European
countries (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland,
Hungary, Romania and much of the Balkans).
The rebuilt locos are designed for freight use,
with a maximum speed of 120km/h instead of the
original 160km/h. New traction equipment is fitted,
although the original traction motors are retained.
Four locos have been rebuilt so far and are in use
with Czech private operator IDS and CER Slovakia.
CZ Loko is offering the locos to potential operators
at a significant discount compared to the cost of
buying or leasing a modern multi-system loco.

GERMANY
FEDERAL AUDITOR CALLS
FOR CHANGE AT DB

In mid-January the German federal
Bundesrechnungshof (independent National
Audit Office) presented its review of national rail
operator Deutsche Bahn and government railway
policy to the German Parliament, calling for DB to
sell subsidiaries Arriva and DB Schenker (logistics)

Operation unhindered? A Eurostar Class 373 set headed by power car No 3215 leaves the Channel Tunnel
in France on 23 June 2010 working the 08.27 London St Pancras – Brussels Midi service. Keith Fender
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Rebuild: IDS loco No 365 001 (formerly SNCB’s No 1203) approaches Břeclav on 22 December 2018 with a cereals train from Slovakia. Keith Fender

to improve its focus on the German market and
its finances. The report says both companies are
profitable, but that the profits are almost entirely
reinvested in DB’s business outside Germany,
thereby adding little value to the German public,
which both owns DB via the government and is the
main user of its services (trains and infrastructure).
The Bundesrechnungshof believes sale of the
two companies would generate a substantial
cash inflow, enabling DB to reduce its overall debt
levels. Privatisation of other DB subsidiaries in the
future is also identified as an option to enable the
organisation to focus on running the railway.
The report calls for a much clearer separation of
infrastructure management from rail operations,
something DB has long opposed, with national
infrastructure manager DB Netze being an
integrated part of the overall DB group. The
report says the key objectives of the German
rail reforms of the mid-1990s have not been
achieved; traffic has not switched from road in any
quantity and the new DB AG, which combined
West German Deutsche Bundesbahn and East
German Deutsche Reichsbahn in 1994, is now
heavily indebted; the predecessor companies
had no debt at the time of the merger.
DB currently has nearly €20 billion of debt and
according to the report is unable to generate
enough money to fund necessary investment in
new trains or infrastructure without either more
debt or additional sources of funds. The auditors
do not place all the blame on DB, making it
clear that successive governments have failed
to determine what they want DB or the railway
industry to achieve. The report stresses the
government should create a coherent national
intermodal transport strategy to remove some of
the current distortions caused by infrastructure
payments (or lack of them) and taxation differences
between differing modes of transport.

DB PROMISES ACTION
ON PERFORMANCE

DB presented a five-point plan to improve
reliability and performance to the Federal Transport
Minister and wider public in mid-January. The
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company has suffered declining profitability in
much of its German domestic operations due
to competitive pressures, especially for regional
train operation (with major contracts lost)
and long-distance services (where passenger
numbers are up but lower yields from fares mean
relative profitability is declining). Rail freight
subsidiary DB Cargo continues to make losses.
Overall, DB group profitability declined in the
first half of 2018, and is forecast to deteriorate
further, despite increasing turnover (€21.6 billion
for DB group in first six months of 2018, up 2.3%
on the same period in 2017). It was reported in
mid-December that DB was planning an increase in
its debt ceiling to €24 billion (from the €20.4 billion
previously agreed with government).
Improving poor punctuality, especially for
long-distance services, leads the five-point plan,
with an improvement of 1.6% targeted to an
average 76.5% of long-distance trains being
on time in 2019. This target, which requires
improvement on 2018 performance, is realistic;
the actual target in 2018 (set back in 2016) was
90%, whereas performance was 74.9%! However,
in December 2018 76.9% of DB long-distance
trains were recorded as on time – meeting the
new target. DB defines a train as on time if it
arrives within 5min 59sec of its scheduled arrival;
on this measure rounded to whole minutes
(within six minutes of scheduled time), data
for December suggests DB actually performs
better than many UK long-distance operators.
DB plans to improve rolling stock reliability in
2019, with 200 more staff being employed at the
key ICE depots in Köln and Hamburg, and work
is underway to increase capacity at DB’s Krefeld
works, which overhauls many long-distance trains.
DB is aiming to have 225 ICE trains available daily
in 2019, an increase of 5% compared to 2018, in
part by retaining older trains as new ICE4 trains
enter the fleet throughout the year and partly due
to better maintenance increasing availability.
DB’s performance operating regional and
city S-Bahn services is consistently much more
punctual than long-distance services, with 94%
‘on time’. Despite this, according to local media DB

is paying around €500 million a year in penalty
payments to regional transport authorities for
failing to meet performance targets on multiple
contracts; the reports suggest these payments
will rise to over €650 million by 2023.
The other four key priorities as set out by
DB are a mix of activities that both DB and the
government can take credit for such as ‘investing
in the network’. DB and the Government will
spend €10.7 billion (€1.3 billion more than in
2018), which DB describes as ‘an unprecedented
level of investment’ to make the rail network more
effective and reliable. Of this, around €1.1 billion
will be spent on the rollout of ‘digital railway’
technology such as European Train Control System.
DB also says ‘turning around the rail freight
business DB Cargo’ is a priority; few politicians
will argue with the concept, although some of
the company’s problems in recent years were
self-inflicted due to cost reduction schemes
that lost key personnel. DB plans to reverse
the cuts of recent years by recruiting more
personnel and additional investment in sales
people and new locomotives (more Vectron
locos were ordered recently – p81, last month).
The other priorities set out by DB were rather
more prosaic – ‘providing passengers with better
information and service’ by expanding the existing
digital passenger information/retail platforms and
upgrading information systems at major stations.
DB also said it would ‘widen its offer’, with 4% more
seat kilometres added to its long-distance network
since the December timetable change, although
in practice this largely refers to the long-planned
introduction of new ICE4 and IC2 trains
(15 Class 412 ICE4s and 10 IC2s with Class 147.5
Traxx locos entered service in December).

DB BUYS TALGO
INTERCITY TRAINS

DB has ordered 23 new long-distance trains
from Spanish manufacturer Talgo to replace
older Intercity trains in use with subsidiary
DB Fernverkehr. The initial order is worth
€550 million, and the master agreement
includes options for up to 79 more trains.
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Freight on the Betuweroute: Captrain Traxx MS
loco No 186 151 heads east with steel on
the Betuweroute just west of Geldermalsen
on 13 September 2018. Keith Fender

The first of the new trains, which will comprise
an electric locomotive and Talgo coaches, will
enter service in 2023. The trains will be used on
the Berlin – Amsterdam international route (which
requires 220km/h running on the Hanover to
Berlin high-speed line) and the Köln – Westerland
(Sylt) and Hamburg – Oberstdorf domestic routes,
both of which will require diesel traction as well
as electric as neither Itzehoe to Westerland (Sylt)
or Ulm/Augsburg to Oberstdorf are electrified.
DB is yet to release any more detailed information
about the design or layout of the new trains.
It is unclear if this order will replace previous plans
announced by Dutch operator NS to hire 12 Vectron
electric locomotives to operate the Amsterdam to
Berlin inter-city services from December 2019.

GO-AHEAD AND TRANSDEV
SHARE AUGSBURG CONTRACTS

Go-Ahead has won its fifth German operating
contract, although it has yet to start operating
any of them! The first Go-Ahead contracts
go live in the Stuttgart area in June.
Go-Ahead Verkehrsgesellschaft Deutschland
has been awarded the contract to run services on
the following electrified lines serving Augsburg,
west of Munich, from December 2022 for 12 years:
n Ulm – Augsburg – Munich;
n Würzburg – Ansbach – Treuchtlingen –
Donauwörth – Augsburg;
n Aalen – Nördlingen – Donauwörth.

These services are currently operated by
DB Regio using a fleet of 2008/09-vintage
Alstom Coradia Continental DB Class 440
EMUs ordered for the Augsburg network.
Go-Ahead has ordered 56 new EMUs from
Siemens at a cost of €400 million to operate the
services – 12 five-car part double deck Desiro HC
units seating 538 passengers, and 44 three-car
Mireo single deck articulated EMUs seating
216 passengers. The new units can interwork
with each other; two Mireo EMUs can work in
multiple with a Desiro HC and the Desiro HC EMUs
can operate in 10-car pairs, whilst the Mireo can
operate with up to four trains in multiple (12 cars).
The second part of the Augsburg network
contracts awarded by Bavarian state rail
tendering body BEG has been retained by
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Transdev subsidiary Bayerische Regiobahn
(BRB) to operate non-electrified routes from
Augsburg serving Schongau, Ingolstadt
and Langenneufnach (the latter following
the reopening of the Gessertshausen to
Langenneufnach line from December 2022),
plus the Eichstätt Stadt branch line.

IRELAND
PASSENGER RECORD
BROKEN FOR IÉ

2018 was Iarnród Éireann’s (IÉ) busiest ever year,
with overall passenger growth of 5.25% from
45.5 million in 2017 to 47.9 million in 2018.
Growth occurred across all three service sectors,
however the 8.5% growth on inter-city services
(to 12.4 million journeys) was unexpected and
has caused capacity issues on some routes.
Commuter services saw an increase of 4.5%
to 14.6 million journeys. The new ‘cross city’
services in Dublin from Hazelhatch via the
Phoenix Park tunnel line to Grand Canal Dock
proved very popular, adding to the commuter
sector total. DART (Dublin Area Rapid Transit)
services carried 20.5 million passengers, an
increase of 4.3%. Additional carriages for the
inter-city DMUs have been ordered to provide
increased capacity and new DART trains
(including bi-mode) are to be ordered soon.
IÉ’s current Public Service Contract expires in
December 2019 and negotiations are currently
underway with the National Transport Authority
(NTA) concerning the new contract, including
relevant performance and reliability metrics for
it. Possible service enhancements are likely to
include hourly services from Sligo and two-hourly
services from Westport to Dublin, plus additional
daytime services on the Dublin – Rosslare line.
Negotiations are also taking place with the
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport
(DTTaS) to develop a five-year multi-annual contract
for infrastructure funding. DTTaS is reviewing the
previous five years’ expenditure to form a view
on requirements for the new contract, which
may include enhancements to the network.
The delayed five-month DTTaS investigation
regarding reopening the Athenry to Claremorris

(via Tuam) section of the Western Rail Corridor is
also expected to begin shortly. Tim Casterton

FREIGHT TO RETURN TO SLIGO?

Pulpwood trains operated by IÉ for Irish forestry
company Coillte from Sligo are expected to resume
during 2019. The trains would serve Waterford
to supply the Medite building materials factory.
Should services recommence, it is expected that
loading will take place at Sligo Quay yard, which
is currently mothballed, with the steeply graded
branch out of use (except the first few hundred
metres, which are used as a stabling siding).
Pulpwood trains are currently operated from
both Ballina and Westport to Waterford, however
a large volume of timber is supplied from the
forests located around Sligo, Leitrim and Donegal,
involving around a 180km round trip for the HGVs
carrying the timber to the current loading points.
Until December 2008 the pulpwood trains had
operated from Sligo twice-weekly. Tim Casterton

NETHERLANDS
BETUWEROUTE
TRAFFIC DECLINES

The dedicated freight-only Betuweroute between
Rotterdam and the German border saw a 12%
decline in train kilometres operated in 2018. This
was chiefly due to long-running engineering works
to increase freight capacity by adding a third track
between Zevenaar on the Dutch/German border
and Oberhausen in Germany; freight traffic was
diverted via the classic network instead. The work
in the Netherlands is complete, although the work
in Germany will continue for several more years.
Overall, freight movements in the Netherlands
measured by train kilometres increased by 4%
according to national infrastructure manager
ProRail, with the long hot summer leading
to traffic diverting from barges to trains as
low water levels in rivers such as the Rhine
imposed major restrictions on the amount of
freight that could be transported by water.

AUTONOMOUS TRAIN ON TEST

In late December Dutch rail freight operator
Rotterdam Rail Feeding worked with national
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Europe View
infrastructure manager ProRail and Alstom to
operate a self-driving autonomous train on the
Betuweroute freight route. The test train comprised
a modernised ex-East German Class 202 diesel
loco equipped with Automatic Train Operation
(ATO) by Alstom and operating with Grade of
Automation level 2 (GoA2), meaning that whilst
the system controlled the loco a driver was still
present to supervise the system. The test run was
for 100km in each direction from Rotterdam.

POLAND
HYUNDAI ROTEM WINS
BIG LIGHT RAIL ORDER

South Korean manufacturer Hyundai Rotem
has won an order for up to 213 low-floor trams
from Warsaw urban transport operator ZTM.
The new vehicles will be used to replace older
Konstal-built trams dating from the 1980s.
Offers from Polish-based manufacturers were
rejected; that from Pesa as it exceeded the budget
available, and the tender from Stadler/Solaris as it
could not meet the required delivery schedule.
The firm PLN1.85 billion (£370 million) order
is for 123 new vehicles, split into two batches
of 33-metre-long trams; 85 with cabs at both
ends and 18 uni-directional trams. In addition,
20 shorter 24-metre-long uni-directional trams
have been ordered. The contract includes
options for another 90 33-metre-long trams.
This was the second attempt to procure
the replacement tram fleet, as a previous
tender in 2017 in which Czech manufacturer
Škoda Transportation was the lowest bidder
was terminated as the price tendered
exceeded the budget available. The
largescale renewal of the ZTM fleet is being
part-funded by the European Union, and
the initial 123 vehicles must be delivered by
October 2022 to qualify for the funding.

RUSSIA
OVER 3,000 NEW
COACHES FOR RUSSIAN
LONG-DISTANCE SERVICES

Russian Railways (RZD) long-distance subsidiary
Federal Passenger Company has awarded
a contract worth $3.5 billion to Transmashholding
subsidiary Tver Carriage Works (TVZ) for up to
3,730 new passenger coaches between

To be replaced: a ZTM Konstal tram in central Warsaw on 1 June 2013. The more
modern vehicle behind was built by Pesa; until Hyundai Rotem won this contract Pesa
had supplied all new trams to ZTM during the last decade. Keith Fender

2019 and 2025. A firm order for 2,644 vehicles has
been placed with an option for up to 1,086 coaches.
The contract foresees the development of
several new series of coaches to be designated
Wagon-2019, Wagon-2020 and Wagon-2023.
These will include both single and double deck
vehicles of various types. The contract will ensure
TVZ has a stable order book for the next five years.

SWEDEN
HEAVIER TRAINS FOR
ARCTIC IRON ORE LINE

Following infrastructure improvements, mining
company LKAB began operating heavier trains in
mid-February. The work included construction of
three new 1.067km-long passing loops, resignalling
and new overhead line equipment and was
undertaken by Swedish infrastructure manager
Trafikverket and its Norwegian counterpart Bane
Nor. The trains carrying iron ore to the Norwegian
port of Narvik have increased in maximum weight
to 9,180 tonnes through introduction of 32.5-tonne
axle loadings rather than the 30 tonnes (and
8,500-tonne train weight) previously permitted.
Initially two trains a day will take advantage
of the new maximum weight on a trial basis
as the wagons used have been modified

with new wheelsets. The line between Kiruna
and Narvik was upgraded around a decade
ago to permit introduction of 30-tonne axle
loadings, with structures and embankments
strengthened. Monitoring equipment has
been installed to establish the effect of the
new 32.5-tonne limit on the infrastructure.
The largely single-track line is used by up to
14 pairs of iron ore trains daily, plus several
passenger and other freight trains. Forecasted
growth in iron ore production could see the
number of freight trains double in the next decade,
especially if plans to transport ore mined in Finland
via the ice-free port of Narvik come to fruition.
Plans for a new 450km-long railway in the Arctic
connecting the port of Kirkenes in northern Norway
with Rovaniemi in Finland have been proposed
in recent years, but a feasibility study published
in February suggested the project is not viable.
The LKAB trains already had the heaviest axle
loadings in Europe and the new 32.5-tonne
axle limit is equal to the heaviest in use in North
America. However, operators in the Pilbara region
of northern Australia, also transporting iron ore,
have taken heavy haul to another level; Fortescue
Metals Group operates trains weighing up to
40,000 tonnes with 42-tonne axle loadings (and
plans to raise that to 43.5 tonnes), whilst BHP and
Roy Hill achieve 37.5 and 40 tonnes respectively. a

Heavy train: LKAB operates its iron ore trains with Bombardier-built IORE double-unit
electric locos. In summer trains also serve the port of Lulea in northern Sweden – one
of these led by loco Nos 129 and 112 passes Gällivare on 16 July 2018. Keith Fender
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Moving Wheels

Driver training underway: No 710263 on the 3Z03 11.15 Willesden
Junction to Barking Upney Junction working at Walthamstow
Wetlands, Blackhorse Road on 6 March 2019. Jamie Squibbs

‘710’ DRIVER TRAINING BEGINS
GOBLIN GOES HALF-HOURLY WITH ‘378s’

INITIAL DRIVER familiarisation
has begun with the new Bombardier
Class 710 EMUs for London
Overground, but a date for entry
into passenger service has yet to
be confirmed.
Transport for London has ordered
48x4-car and 6x5-car Aventras from
Bombardier, but the fleet has been
delayed by issues with software
development. The first daytime
driver training run on the Gospel
Oak to Barking line (GOBLIN) took
place on 28 February. Bombardier

was targeting Office of Rail and
Road approval for the ‘710s’ to carry
passengers as this issue went to press.
The company told Modern Railways
45 of the 54 trains had been built.
TfL has drafted in three shortened
four-car Class 378 EMUs to operate on
the GOBLIN until the new trains are
ready, with the first of these entering
service on 28 January. The line’s fleet
of two-car Class 172 DMUs has been
progressively withdrawn for transfer
to West Midlands Trains, with TfL
having already extended the lease on

the ‘172s’ twice, and from 18 March
the service on the line was due to be
reduced to half-hourly using the three
‘378s’ operating three diagrams as
the last three diesels were withdrawn.
TfL says the ‘378s’ are longer than
the ‘172s’ they replace, maintaining
overall capacity despite the reduced
frequency. Supplementary buses will
also be provided, but reductions in
services at weekends are expected.
The GOBLIN will be the first route
to be served by Class 710s once they
are introduced. It will be followed by

Watford to Euston services, enabling
Class 378s to be cascaded to provide
improved frequencies on the North
London line. Thirty-one‘710s’will then
be introduced on the West Anglia
routes out of Liverpool Street, replacing
the current Class 315 and 317 EMUs.
The original order was for 45 four-car
‘710s’, with TfL having subsequently
added a further 3x4-car and 5x5-car
units to release further Class 378s to the
East London line to enable a frequency
increase as well as supporting
extension of GOBLIN services over
the extension to Barking Riverside,
which is due to open in late 2021.

GREEN LIGHT FOR NORTHERN ‘331s’

LEEDS – DONCASTER TIPPED AS FIRST ROUTE
FORMAL AUTHORISATION
for Northern to use its new CAF
Class 331 EMUs in passenger
service was received on
22 February. The approval
applies to the 31 three-car sets
(Nos 331001-031) and 12 four-car
units (Nos 331101-112).
The authorisation from the
Office of Rail and Road comes with
a requirement on the operator
to demonstrate arrangements
for controlling Platform Train
Interface risks at all stations where
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CAF EMU: Northern’s No 331001 at Edge Hill, as seen from
a passing train on 10 August 2018. Philip Sherratt
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the units will operate prior to
entry into passenger service.
Northern has confirmed
that it is now working to begin
driver and guard training as
soon as possible with a gradual
introduction into passenger service
to follow. The first use of the ‘331s’
is expected to see two diagrams
covered on the service between
Leeds and Doncaster from the
timetable change on 19 May.
In addition to the 43 EMUs,
Northern has 58 Class 195 DMUs on
order from CAF, which are also due to
enter service this spring. Tony Miles
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Moving Wheels

Moorgate unit: EMU No 717003 at Finsbury Park on a
preview service on 22 January 2019. Philip Sherratt

‘717’ FULL SERVICE SOON
A FULL introduction of Govia
Thameslink Railway’s new
Siemens-built Class 717s on Great
Northern suburban services was
thought to be imminent as Modern
Railways went to press.
Siemens has delivered the
full 25x6-car fleet, and preview
services between Moorgate and
Gordon Hill have been operating
since September last year in the
northbound direction only. GTR is
finalising operating processes for the
units in the Northern City Line tunnels
between Moorgate and Drayton Park
prior to a full service introduction.
Modern Railways understands

the operator hopes to have five
units in service by April, but that a
cautious introduction is planned to
ensure reliability. Each six-car unit
will enable two of the 44 three-car
Class 313s to be withdrawn, with
ambitions for the full ‘717’ fleet to
be in service by the summer.
GTR has stored ‘717s’ at various
locations pending their introduction
due to a lack of space at Hornsey
depot. The latest move in late
February saw units moved to store
at Worthing, a move which freed up
space at the depot for a locomotive
to be coupled to a ‘313’ ready for
when the units are withdrawn.

FIRST REFURBISHED ‘323’

THE FIRST refurbished West
Midlands Trains Class 323 has
returned to passenger service.
Upgrades carried out at the
Gemini Rail Services facility at
Wolverton included provision of
an accessible toilet, upgraded

passenger information screens,
new seat covers and an internal
deep clean. No 323217 was
the first unit to be completed,
with all 26 of the class which
work with WMT due to follow
by the end of 2020.

Northern livery: No 333013 at Skipton. Courtesy Northern

Refreshed ‘333’ rolled out
NORTHERN HAS introduced its
first refurbished Class 333 EMU into
passenger service.
The first unit to be treated,
No 333013, has received Northern’s
new livery as well as a refreshed
interior with newly refurbished
seats and new LED lighting.
The work was carried out at RTS
Holbeck by Chrysalis Rail and
Diamond Seating. Northern says
a further phase of refurbishment
to add other improvements will
follow at a later date. The 16-strong
fleet operates on electrified
routes across West Yorkshire.
Northern is refurbishing all existing
units being retained long-term,
and says that by early March it had
refurbished more than half of these.
As well as the ‘333’, the operator has
completed refurbishment work
on 37 Class 150s, five Class 155s,
30 Class 156s, 10 Class 158s, eight

Class 170s and 32 Class 319s. The
refurbishment programme is
planned to be complete by the
end of 2020. This is in addition to
the introduction of 101 new DMUs
and EMUs built by CAF, which are
due to enter service this year.

Refreshed interior: inside one
of the Class 333s that has been
treated. Courtesy Northern

SCOTRAIL ‘385s’ ROLL OUT AS ‘365s’WITHDRAWN

SCOTRAIL INTRODUCED its
Hitachi-built Class 385 EMUs on
services out of Glasgow Central
from 18 February, as it prepared to
withdraw its Class 365s in mid-March.
From 18 February the ‘385s’ began
working on the Cathcart Circle and
Newton routes, releasing elderly
Class 314 EMUs which are being
withdrawn by ScotRail. The ‘385s’ were
already operating on the Edinburgh
to Glasgow route via Falkirk, on the
Stirling, Dunblane and Alloa route
and on services to North Berwick.
ScotRail drafted in the
10 Class 365s, owned by Eversholt
Rail and dubbed ‘Happy Trains’,
following delays to the ‘385s’, with
the first sets operating in passenger
service on 23 June last year. With
sufficient ‘385s’ now received, the
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Spreading their wings: Class 385. This is unit Nos 385106 and 385005 at Edinburgh
Park while en route from Waverley to Queen Street on 7 February 2019. Ian Lothian

operator planned to begin a phase
transfer of diagrams from 13 March,
with all ‘365s’ due to be out of use

by 18 March. Latterly the class
has been deployed on Edinburgh
to Dunblane services, having

initially worked on the Edinburgh
to Glasgow route via Falkirk.
ScotRail commented that
having one less traction type
would assist with driver rostering
and maintenance, and that whilst
they were very reliable running
as eight-car sets, there had been
some quite disruptive failures
with single ‘365s’. The company
confirmed to Modern Railways
that it had no plans to keep any
sets as standbys as it needed the
siding space for Class 385 units.
ScotRail has ordered 70 ‘385s’ from
Hitachi, with 24x4-car and 46x3-car
trains. The class is also set to be
introduced on the newly-electrified
Shotts route between Edinburgh
and Glasgow later this year.
Philip Sherratt/Tony Miles
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RAILTEX READY FOR

NEC
RETURN
F
rom 14 to 16 May 2019,
Birmingham’s NEC will play
host to Railtex, one of the
industry’s leading exhibitions of
railway technology and services.
Over the course of the three days,
more than 8,000 rail professionals and
400 suppliers will be in attendance,
with thousands of products
on display from organisations
demonstrating the latest industry
technology and innovations.
For more than 25 years, Railtex
has been the rail industry’s favoured
meeting place, and the 14th edition
is set to bring together a host of
visitors and exhibitors, new and
returning, to meet, network and do
business in the heart of the Midlands.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES
With organisations spanning the full
range of sectors, including rolling
stock, manufacturing, engineering,
signalling, telecommunications
and more, there promises to be
a wealth of new technology on
display throughout the three days.
Electrical safety specialist Bender
UK will be showcasing state-of-the-art
monitoring technology, including
RS4 signalling fault location systems.
One of the world’s leading
HMI providers for the rail market,
EAO Ltd (the UK subsidiary of Swiss

Showcasing current products: Alstom is among the exhibitors returning to Railtex this year.

Education: Railtex 2019 includes a comprehensive programme.

firm EAO AG) will be launching
the Passenger Interface innovative
phone charging system with iBeacon
location technology and will also
showcase EAO’s market-leading
HMI switching products, along with
the latest in LED lighting solutions.
Izhevskiy Radiozavod (IRZ),
a leading provider of innovative
rail technology solutions, will be
showcasing its latest technology,
RADIUS, a frequency shift repeater for
GSM, GSM-R, UMTS and LTE networks.
The product minimises the need for
expensive base station equipment
and infrastructure, providing the
same network coverage and network
capacity but with significantly
lower capital and operating costs.
Turbo Power Systems (TPS)
specialises in the design and
manufacture of Ruggedised Power
Conversion Solutions for the railway
industry. In the spotlight at Railtex,
TPS is bringing one of its brand-new
innovations – the ground-breaking
APS unit built for BT Central Line.
The new APS units are naturally
cooled and require minimum
maintenance. The next-generation
units use cutting-edge SiC technology
to improve efficiency, reduce size
and weight and cut down power
device losses whilst contributing
to a greener use of energy.

Back in Birmingham: Railtex 2019 will take place at the NEC.
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New technologies: companies from across the
industry will display their latest products at Railtex.

These are just a small sample
of the many innovations that will
be on show at the NEC in May.
A full list of exhibitors can be
found in the official show preview
and at www.railtex.co.uk.
WHAT’S ON – EDUCATION
Registration for Railtex 2019 includes
entry to a comprehensive educational
programme taking place every
day, including keynote addresses,
technical seminars, project updates
and interactive discussion forums.
Speakers will include leading industry
figures, senior managers responsible
for the implementation of current UK
rail projects and representatives of
organisations taking part in the show.
These will be held in the Seminar
Theatre and The Knowledge Hub,
and are accessible with the show
entrance ticket, which will be available
free of charge until 13 May 2019.
Railtex is once again working
closely with the Railway Industry
Association to offer all show
attendees an outstanding selection
of project updates and industry
briefings. Speakers already confirmed
include HS2’s Mark Lomas and Robin
Lapish, and Innovate UK’s Kelvin
Davies, who will all take to the stage
at the show’s Knowledge Hub.
Other speakers still to be confirmed
include representatives from Network
Rail, RSSB, Rail Supply Group,
Midlands Engine and many more.
The Railway Industry Association
will host a special one-day conference
on Wednesday 15 May, which is
also free of charge to pre-registered
visitors. This new Future Focus
Conference will facilitate dialogue
between those responsible for
major projects delivery and the
supply chain and will offer insights
and discussions around a number
of pressing issues for the future
of rail, including high-speed rail,
digital railways and sustainability.
Registration for Railtex 2019
also gives visitors access to a range
of industry keynote speeches,
project updates and technical
seminars that are accredited by
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the CPD Certification Service,
meaning they can be used by
attendees and their professional
bodies towards annual Continuing
Professional Development.
WHAT’S ON – DISPLAYS
With hundreds of exhibitors and
thousands of innovative products on
display, the show promises to give
audiences a hands-on experience
of the best technologies on the
market. The On Track displays will
be placed in the main hall on the
exhibition floor and will provide the
setting for products displayed in situ
as they would be seen in the field.
Products on show will include those
from British Steel, TSP Projects Ltd,
Peli Products (UK) Ltd, Hird Group
and Asset International Structures
(a division of Hill & Smith Ltd).
At the RIA Hub, members of
the Railway Industry Association
will be promoting their products,
services and innovations in a
dedicated area of the hall. Exhibitors
include EnerSys Ltd, Eurofins York,
Frazer-Nash Consultancy, Hird
Group, Jewers Doors Ltd, Kilfrost Ltd,
the Railway Industry Association
and Viper Innovations Ltd.
DIGITAL RAIL IN THE SPOTLIGHT
The Birmingham Centre for Railway
Research and Education (BCRRE)
has announced it will be presenting
leading digital innovation and
technology as part of the Digirail
project, an ERDF-funded scheme
which aims to establish a cluster
of digital rail demonstrations to
showcase long-term innovation
and support to SMEs developing
digital products and services
within the rail industry.
BCRRE will present the Digirail
project amongst other research
and development tools which will
support organisations working in
the industry’s supply chain. BCRRE
will be exhibiting alongside the Rail
Alliance, with the two organisations
ideally placed to provide leading
support to SMEs in the manufacturing
and rolling stock sectors.

Networking opportunities: Railtex will
be a meeting place for the industry.

A new Digital Rail Forum will
also be held for the first time,
merging project management
with supply chain to allow
a collaborative review of the
Digital Rail programme, through
thought leadership, insight, sense
testing, qualitative engagement
and cross-fertilisation to
ensure its goals are met. With
keynote speakers set to be
announced soon, this forum
will help establish what a
future digital railway can look
like and achieve, with the

support of the broad scope of
industry sectors represented.
FREE REGISTRATION
UNTIL 13 MAY
Entry to Railtex 2019 is free of
charge if you pre-register online
ahead of your visit. You can
do this up to 13 May, the day
before Railtex opens. To do so
go to www.railtex.co.uk and click
on the ‘Register Now for Free’
button. For non-registered visitors
there will be a £20 entry charge
payable on arrival at the NEC. a

MEET US AT
RAILTEX 2019!

Modern Railways is again proud to be a supporting
organisation at one of the UK’s premier railway industry
events. Members of the editorial, commercial and
publishing teams will be on our stand throughout the
event. Copies of the magazine will be on the stand,
along with recent supplements and our annual industry
directory The Modern Railway. And members of the team
will be happy to talk you through our exciting digital
resource for the industry, Modern Railways Insight.
We look forward to meeting readers and advertisers.
If you would like to discuss ideas relating to editorial
or advertising features, find out about MRI or any
of the other products we offer – do come onto
our stand. Or maybe you would just like to sample
our hospitality: we will be pleased to see you!
Modern Railways can be found at stand L87.

James Abbott, Editor
April 2019 Modern Railways
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Trackwatch
A DIGEST OF THE MAIN
CHANGES ON NETWORK RAIL,
LONDON UNDERGROUND AND
NORTHERN IRELAND RAILWAYS
INFRASTRUCTURE DURING
JANUARY 2019; COMPILED
BY MARTYN BRAILSFORD OF
THE BRANCH LINE SOCIETY
(WWW.BRANCHLINE.UK).
January has seen its usual share of
level crossing upgrades and other
minor works, however the two
major alterations this month are
the closure of the line between Old
Oak Common West Junction and
Park Royal to enable HS2 works to
commence, and around Bletchley
Flyover, where work on the East
West Rail project is commencing.
EAST MIDLANDS
Cricklewood (4:8B)
The long-term disused South Freight
Siding headshunt (5M 18ch to
5M 20ch) has been taken out of
use to be permanently recovered.
Between Leagrave and Luton (4:11B)
Limbury Road siding No 3 has been
extended and is now a through road.
KENT
Fawkham Junction (5:7)
It is reported that the connection
at Fawkham Junction (22M 50ch)
to the Channel Tunnel Rail Link has
been restored to operational use.
LONDON NORTH EASTERN
Huntingdon (2:15C)
The catch points at 59M 27ch on the
Down Slow have been recovered
and replaced with plain line.
Fletton Junction (2:15D)
A new power operated ground
frame for moves on and off the
Nene Valley Railway has been
installed and commissioned at
74M 79ch, and the relevant point
work has been upgraded. The
existing manually operated ground
frame has been abolished.
The facing points at 74M 71ch
in the Down Main that give access
to the Down Slow have been relaid
and repositioned to 74M 69ch.
Between Stainforth Junction and
Ferrybridge North Junction (2:40C)
Cridling Stubbs Automatic Half Barrier
Crossing at 60M 45ch has been
upgraded to a Manually Controlled
crossing with Barriers equipped with
Obstacle Detection (MCB-OD).
Between Newark North Gate
and Retford (2:17A)
Barrel Lane footpath crossing
at 127M 08ch has been closed
and all associated equipment
has been recovered.
The emergency facing and
trailing crossovers at Grove Road
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(136M 27ch) have been plain lined
and all associated equipment
(including the overhead line
equipment) has been recovered.
Thoresby Colliery Branch (2:29)
The relevant section (LN788) in the
Sectional Appendix for this branch
(ELR:TYC) has been withdrawn,
reflecting the fact that this branch
has now been closed for a few years.
LONDON NORTH WESTERN
Bletchley Flyover (4:3B)
As part of the East West Rail project,
sections of line in the Bletchley
Flyover area have been taken out of
use. In detail, these are the lines from
Swanbourne Buffer Stops (1M 27ch)
to Flyover Junction, from Flyover
Junction towards Bletchley Flyover
North Junction – temporary buffer
stops on the Up Bletchley at 1M 19ch,
and on the Down Bletchley at
1M 15ch, and from Flyover Junction
towards Fenny Stratford Junction –
temporary buffer stops on the Up &
Down Bletchley Chord at 1M 26ch.
Birmingham New Street (4:20)
As part of the Birmingham New
Street resignalling project, Engine
Sidings 2 & 3 have been taken
out of use, pending recovery.
Dorridge (4:19A)
The revised layout at Dorridge
(118M 75ch) has now been brought
into use. See diagram for detail,
but in summary the Dorridge
Neck and Down Dorridge Siding
have been abolished and the
Down Dorridge Spur shortened.
The Up & Down Dorridge Goods
Loop has been lengthened
using the space freed up.
Wigan Springs Branch (4:30A)
Further work has taken place
here in connection with the new
EMU stabling sidings, with the
plain lining of points in the Up
Goods that used to give access
to Springs Branch Sidings; these
alterations are already shown in
the latest edition of Book 4.
LONDON UNDERGROUND
Farringdon (5:44B)
The trailing crossover at Farringdon
(42.470km) has been plain lined.
NORTHERN IRELAND RAILWAYS
Between Lisburn & Portadown (6:17E)
Robinson’s crossing (XD263) at
100M 36ch has been abolished.
SCOTLAND
Between Dunblane and
Gleneagles (1:15B)
As part of the project to provide a
new rail freight facility at Blackford,
a new facing crossover between
the Up Main and Down Main has
been installed at 132M 65ch and
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Boundary fence: this structure has been erected on the trackbed east of Claydon LNE
Junction to delineate East West Rail project territory from that of Network Rail. Phil Marsh

also a trailing turnout in the Up Main
has been installed at 132M 71ch.
These points are clamped out of use
until the facility is commissioned.
Perth Muirton (New) Yard (1:15D)
The trailing crossover between the
running lines (152M 32ch) and also
the facing turnout on the Down
Main have been reinstated, thus in
theory giving access to the yard.
Between Methil and Thornton
North Junction (1:14B)
The sidings at Earlseat Opencast
(roughly at one mile from Thornton
North Junction) have been recovered.
Between Dyce and Inverurie (1:17B)
Fullerton User Worked Crossing
at 14M 46ch has closed and
all equipment associated with
it has been recovered.
WALES
Between Port Talbot Parkway
and Bridgend (3:22A)
In connection with the Port
Talbot West resignalling project,
a new Hot Axle Box Detector
has been installed on the Down
Main at Stormy (194M 72ch).
Tondu (3:27B)
Due to the condition of the track,
the Down and Up (Llanfi) Goods
Loop (2M 72ch) at Tondu is out
of use until further notice.
WESTERN
Between Old Oak Common
and Park Royal (3:2A/B,3A)
The Wycombe Single line has
been taken out of use between
3M 29ch (Old Oak Common West
Junction) and 4M 75ch. The point
work at Old Oak Common West
Junction has been secured for
running towards Friars Junction.

Between Bradford-on-Avon
and Bath Spa (3:5B)
Glass’ User Worked crossing at
0M 20ch has been upgraded and
is now equipped with miniature
red/green stop lights (MSL).
Cotswold Line (3:14B)
Thanks to a correspondent for
pointing out that Hanborough
(70M 39ch) has indeed only got
one operational platform and not
more as I had implied last month,
although the correspondent did
mention that the old down platform
has recently been uncovered
and is visible once more.
SUSSEX
Between Ford and Barnham (5:20C)
Yapton Automatic Half Barrier
crossing (20M 79ch) has been
upgraded to a Manually Controlled
Barrier with CCTV crossing, controlled
from Barnham Signal Box.
NEXT MONTH
February sees remodelling work at
Ambergate and Balcombe Tunnel
Junctions. The overheads on the
new third line on the Lea Valley, on
the Grangemouth branch and on
the Shotts line are all energised.
Elsewhere, Edinburgh Waverley sees
two new platforms open and more
work takes place at Lowestoft.
Information has been grouped
according to the main Network Rail
‘Routes’ in January 2019. All details can
be subject to subsequent amendment.
Books and Diagram Reference
Numbers (in brackets) relate to the
latest relevant Quail Track Diagram
books obtainable from Trackmaps at
www.trackmaps.co.uk. a

The revised layout at Dorridge.
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People

JOYNER TO LEAD CROSSCOUNTRY Howard Smith

ANDY COOPER is to step down as
Managing Director of CrossCountry,
with former Arriva Trains Wales
Managing Director Tom Joyner taking
over at the beginning of June.
Mr Cooper has led CrossCountry
since it came into the Arriva fold
in November 2007. A career
railwayman, he joined British Rail
in 1980 after graduating from
Cambridge University. In 1986 he
joined the InterCity sector team
on the Great Western and later
moved to a business planning
role at BR headquarters. After
helping guide InterCity through the
privatisation process in the 1990s
he held managing director roles at
Anglia Railways, Gatwick Express,
Great Western, Central Trains and
CrossCountry, along with a two-year
spell at Metronet under the London
Underground’s public-private

to lead IRO

Change at CrossCountry: Tom Joyner (left) is taking over the reins from Andy Cooper (right).

partnership arrangements. He is also
a fellow and non-executive director
of the Permanent Way Institution.
Mr Joyner joined BR in 1993 and
has worked across the industry with
a number of operators as well as
Network Rail. He was most recently
managing director at Arriva Trains

Wales prior to the transfer of the
franchise to KeolisAmey last October,
since when he has worked centrally
at Arriva developing the customer
strategy proposition for the coming
years. He joined Arriva from London
Midland, where he was Passenger
Services Director. Tony Miles

HOLMES CONFIRMED IN WEST MIDS ROLE

WEST MIDLANDS Rail Executive
(WMRE) has confirmed the
appointment of Malcolm Holmes as
executive director on a permanent basis.
Mr Holmes has held the role on an
interim basis since WMRE was formed.
The organisation is a partnership

of 14 local authorities within the
West Midlands area which has been
setup with the aim of influencing
and eventually managing local rail
services within the region. Under
his leadership the organisation has
published a 30-year Rail Investment

Strategy and played a key role in the
awards of the West Midlands franchise.
Mr Holmes has over 25 years’
experience of delivery in the rail
sector, with the last six years in
Transport for West Midlands
and its predecessor Centro.

WARD FOR EMT OPERATIONS

DARREN WARD is the new
Operations Director at East Midlands
Trains, replacing Ian Smith, who is to
take up a new role in Canada.
Mr Ward is a driver by trade and
began his career in 1986 as a traction
trainee with British Rail. He joined
Stagecoach in November 2007 at
the start of the EMT franchise. In the
role of Head of Operations Strategy
he led a number of high profile

projects and safety initiatives, before
taking up the position of Head of
Drivers just over three years ago.
In this position he successfully led
the introduction of Sundays in the
working week for EMT’s drivers.
Mr Smith had been Safety and
Operations Director for EMT since
2011 and is moving to Toronto to
take up the role of Vice President –
Operations at GO Transport.

Ops Director: Darren Ward.

WATSON JOINS VENDIGITAL Joy for Amey Rail

MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY Vendigital has
appointed Terence Watson as
a senior adviser in its team of
sector specialists.
Mr Watson has over
15 years’ experience in corporate
leadership positions in the
transport and energy industries.
He was Alstom’s UK managing
director until 2016, when he
stepped down in the face of
corruption allegations, but
was subsequently acquitted
of a charge of conspiracy to
corrupt in November 2018.

88

At Vendigital he will give
guidance and support to
continue the development of the
firm’s transport practice, with a
particular focus on railways and
optimising collaborations.
Vendigital specialises in
advising corporates and other
organisations in supply chain
structuring and optimisation,
as well as cost reduction and
procurement strategies.
The firm’s technology team also
helps businesses develop bespoke
systems to harness big data and
drive organisational value.
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THE ROLE of IRO Chair has
transitioned from Alex Hynes,
Managing Director of the ScotRail
Alliance, to Howard Smith, Chief
Operating Officer, Crossrail, Transport
for London.
Mr Hynes took over as Chair in
November 2016 and has presided
over a period when IRO membership
has grown from 5,500 to 8,000.
Howard Smith, a Fellow of
the IRO, has served on the Board
since September 2017.

AMEY HAS appointed Andy Joy as
sector director for its rail business.
Mr Joy joined Amey in 2018 as a
business director when the company
acquired the majority of Carillion’s
rail businesses following that firm’s
collapse in January 2018. Mr Joy had
been managing director for Carillion
Rail and National Operations Director
and played a key role in ensuring the
smooth transition of 600 employees
and several major contracts into Amey.
Contracts transferring from Carillion
included work on the Midland main
line, Crossrail and the North West
electrification programme.

Passing the operating baton:
Alex Hynes (left) welcomes
Howard Smith to the IRO Chair.

New chair for
Rail Forum

RAIL FORUM Midlands has
appointed Paul Robinson as its new
Chair, with effect from 1 March.
Mr Robinson is Managing
Director of Keolis Nottingham Trams,
which operates and maintains the
city’s light rail system. He is also a
Board Director for the KeolisAmey
Metrolink and Seilwaith Amey Keolis
Ltd (W&B) franchises. He has over
35 years’ experience in the rail sector,
having held director positions at
RFS, Babcock/Siemens, Bombardier
and Alstom Transport. He replaces
outgoing chair Paul Francis, who
had held the role since 2016.
Meanwhile, the Forum’s General
Manager Elaine Clark has taken up a
new post as Chief Executive Officer.
Ms Clark has been General Manager
for the last 2½ years and will continue
to be responsible for the delivery
of RFM’s key strategic objectives
together with implementation of the
Rail Sector Deal Midlands initiatives.

RFM role: Paul Robinson.
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Lightweight, powerful and underestimated
It’s hard to believe that it is 41 years
since the final Class 52 Westerns were
withdrawn from service, a class that was
responsible for an upturn in the fortunes
of diesel preservation that has since saved
hundreds of locos from the scrapman.
In this 100-page special magazine from the
team behind Railways Illustrated magazine
we chart the inspiration, development and
careers of some of British Railways’ most
enigmatic locomotives and investigate the
fascinating subject of industrial hydraulics.
Features include:
D800 Warships
The first of the diesel hydraulic Type 4s to be
produced were the Warships, built by BR at
Swindon and also North British in Glasgow.
Weighing just 78 tons, they were a powerful
lightweight loco with an impressive performance.
The Western
The ultimate incarnation of the diesel hydraulic
concept in the UK was the Class 52 D1000
Western. The charismatic design was immensely
popular, powerful and highly capable.
The Hymeks
The most numerous of the Western Region’s
diesel hydraulics were the Type 3 Hymeks. Able
to handle almost any train, they proved to be an
excellent mixed traffic design.
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In Business

MECHAN MARKS 50TH YEAR

DEPOT EQUIPMENT specialist
Mechan has donated £5,000 to
Sheffield’s Children’s Hospital to kick
off its 50th anniversary celebrations.
The money was presented to
Alison Riley from The Children’s
Hospital Charity at an open day
held to mark the anniversary, which
gave guests a behind-the-scenes
look at the company’s workshop.
The funds were raised at a number
of events arranged by the company,
supplemented by donations
from clients, suppliers and parent
companies. Mechan has pledged to
continue its support of the charity
throughout the anniversary year.
The company was founded
in 1969 to serve Sheffield’s steel
sector, but following the sector’s
collapse in the 1980s Mechan
diversified, and its first set of rail car
lifting jacks were launched in 1990.
The firm is now owned by French
rail infrastructure group CIM.
Meanwhile, Mechan has
welcomed representatives from
Cairo Metro to its Sheffield
headquarters. Delegates from

Bound for Egypt: bogie drop for the Cairo Metro in the Mechan factory.

Egypt’s National Tunnels Authority
and depot operator Colas Rail
visited to see their new bogie
drop undertake its final round of
testing. The equipment will be
used for removing and refitting
bogies on the metro trains
without decoupling. It is an exact
replica of a bogie drop installed
by Mechan during construction
of the Cairo Metro Line Three in
2010 and will be based in the
Sal Alam depot, where trains

running on the now operational
Al Thawra line are serviced.
Following successful factory
acceptance tests, Mechan
disassembled the bespoke bogie
drop ready to be shipped to Egypt
for installation in June. Mechan will
be providing ongoing maintenance
of the new bogie drop for Colas
Rail, making two scheduled
visits to Egypt per annum for the
next two years and providing a
five-year spare parts package.

Bombardier sells wiring harnesses unit
BOMBARDIER HAS sold its assets
connected with the production and
installation of electrical components
systems and businesses in the rail
industry to Motherson Rolling Stock
Systems (MRSS), a subsidiary of
Motherson Sumi Systems (MSSL).
The sale includes components
such as wiring harnesses,
panel and cabinet build and
electromechanical assemblies at

Bombardier’s Derby site. MRSS
will enter into a lease agreement
for the part of the site currently
occupied by the business and will
continue to operate it with the
current employees. The transaction
is valued at £10.87 million and
is expected to be completed
between April and June. The
revenue of the business being
sold was £36 million during 2018.

MSSL is engaged with the
manufacturing of wiring harnesses
for rolling stock, mainly in Europe
and North America, through
PKC Group, which it acquired in
March 2017. The latest agreement
extends the company’s partnership
with Bombardier to the UK.
Bombardier says the transaction
is another step in the company’s
transformation programme.

Passenger
Transport
Monitor deal
FLASH FORWARD Consulting
has announced a new
alliance with PTI Services,
owner of online market
intelligence service Passenger
Transport Monitor (PTM).
Flash Forward was founded
by Alex Warner, formerly Chief
Executive of the Railway Study
Association, in 2012, and
provides a range of services for
the transport industry including
recruitment, customer service
reviews, market research and
analysis. PTI Services has been
providing research and analysis
reports since 1994, including
Rail Industry Monitor, and
offers an online subscription
service giving access to
financial and market data.
Under the new deal,
Flash Forward will provide
support for PTM in the form
of development resources to
improve the online product,
and manpower to supplement
the work of PTM’s current
owner, analyst Chris Cheek.
To mark the new partnership,
the Passenger Transport
Monitor website has been
redesigned and updated.
A programme of work has
been established to update
and expand the analysis
done, and the new partners
are working on a project to
make the available data more
interactive and dynamic.

PLOUGHING ON WITH REFURBISHMENTS

LORAM UK is pressing on with a
contract to overhaul and re-engineer
Network Rail’s fleet of snowploughs.
NR has 12 pairs of independent
snowploughs, each of which can
plough up to a depth of eight feet.
The refurbishment work began
in January 2018 and is taking
place one pair at a time, with
four pairs completed so far. The
programme is due to complete
within the next 12 months.
NR says the work marks the first
time in 20 years the snowploughs
have received a full service
refurbishment, improving their
effectiveness for the next 15 to 20
years. Loram is carrying out the work
at its specialist facility in Derby. NR says
a programme to overhaul its Bielhack
ploughs will begin later this year.
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Derby-bound: DRS loco Nos 37606 and
37038 with snowploughs pass Stenson
on 6 February 2019 en route from Crewe
Coal Sidings to Derby RTC. Steve Donald
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In Business

Ride India challenge completed Unipart acquires Westcode

Made it: 23 rail industry staff have completed the Railway Children’s annual
Ride India challenge. Participants cycled 450km in six days across India’s Golden
Triangle and raised over £46,000 for the charity. Representatives from a range of
industry companies took part, including the challenge’s headline sponsor Thales.

Trade associations in partnership
THE RAILWAY Industry Association
has signed a memorandum of
understanding with its counterpart
the Australasian Railway Association
(ARA). The partnership was confirmed
at a reception hosted by the British
Consul-General in Australia as part
of a UK rail trade delegation visit. It
will see the two associations work

more closely together, benefiting
both organisations’ memberships,
and helping to boost each
country’s export potential in rail.
The agreement includes sharing
of information relating to research
and innovation, skills and training,
and closer working arrangements
in trade fairs and rail exhibitions.

Fingerprint drug testing promoted
ROWE HANKINS is to offer the
world’s first portable fingerprint-based
drug test to the rail sector.
The company says by analysing
sweat from fingerprints it can
determine if someone has recently
used cocaine, opiates, amphetamines
or cannabis. Rowe Hankins
has partnered with Intelligent
Fingerprinting to market the system
to operators and other organisations
across the industry. It features an initial

screening test, with sample collection
taken in a matters of seconds and
screening results available within
10 minutes. In the event of a positive
result, a fingerprint collection kit
for laboratory analysis enables the
collection of additional fingerprint
samples for laboratory confirmation,
which are then sent away for analysis.
The company says the method could
replace the current urine and saliva
tests used across the industry.

Wabtec completes GE merger
WABTEC HAS completed its merger
with GE Transportation, formerly a
business unit of GE. The combined
company is expected to have
revenues of more than US$8 billion
in 2019 and has a multi-year backlog
of more than US$23 billion. GE
announced its intention to sell
the Transportation business in
November 2017, with the Wabtec
merger announced in May 2018.
The aim of the combined
company is to create a leading
equipment, aftermarket services
and digital solutions provider for
the transportation sector, and to
improve utilisation and accelerate
the path to automation. An
expanded footprint of technicians
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and repair shops will provide ‘a more
streamlined services experience’,
for example by integrating Wabtec
products within locomotive control
systems and by leveraging GE
Transportation’s expansive remote
monitoring and diagnostics systems.
Following the deal, Wabtec
shareholders own approximately
50.8% of Wabtec and GE
shareholders 24.3% on a fully
diluted basis. GE holds a 24.9%
economic interest in Wabtec and
received around US$2.9 billion
in cash at the closing of the
deal. The combined company
has around 27,000 employees
in 50 countries and is based in
Wilmerding, Pennsylvania.

UNIPART RAIL has acquired 100%
of the share capital of Westcode UK
Ltd and Westcode Incorporated. The
acquisition took place on 1 March.
The businesses will continue
to trade as Westcode Inc and
Westcode UK Limited under the
Unipart Rail brand in their respective
territories. Westcode supports
an extensive range of air supply
equipment and has a comprehensive
range of door system products.
Unipart says the acquisition of both
the UK and USA Westcode businesses
supports its growth and acquisition
strategy in targeting both overseas
markets and customers through
companies which complement the
current products and service portfolio.
George Tillier, Managing Director,
Unipart Rail North America, will
manage the US operation with Paul
Widdowson, President, reporting
to him. Graham Jackson, Managing

Director, Unipart Rail, will lead the UK
branch of the business with Tony Park,
Managing Director, reporting to him.
Meanwhile, Unipart has
secured a two-year extension
to its joint venture contract with
Sydney Trains for the delivery
of maintenance and logistics
services for a section of Sydney’s
metropolitan passenger rail fleet.
As part of the UGL Unipart joint
venture, the two-year extension
will be effective from July 2019.
The contract covers provision of
heavy maintenance and supply
chain services to more than
1,050 passenger rail cars and is worth
A$395 million to the joint venture.
The joint venture began seven years
ago and has utilised a combination
of UGL’s heavy maintenance skills
and Unipart’s supply chain and lean
expertise. UGL is the 70% majority
shareholder in the joint venture.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Symposium on alternative approaches for new and
refurbished sleeper vehicles, 8 April, Swindon
Details at http://nearyou.imeche.org/eventdetail?id=15411
West Midlands Trains, lecture, 10 April, Derby
Details at http://nearyou.imeche.org/eventdetail?id=15589
How to deliver a better safer railway, lecture, 16 April, Shortlands
Details at https://events.theiet.org/
how-to-deliver-a-deliver-a-better-safer-railway/
Scottish Rail Freight Strategy, lecture, 18 April, Glasgow
Details at http://nearyou.imeche.org/eventdetail?id=15808
Modern Railways Fourth Friday Club
Official publication:
and Rail in the North conference,
Modern Railways
26 April, Manchester
Details at http://www.4thfriday.co.uk/rail-in-the-north/
EMC in Railways, conference, 1 May, Birmingham
Details at https://events.theiet.org/emc-in-railways/
ATO: Integration to achieve a truly interoperable
system, seminar, 9 May, London
Details at http://events.imeche.org/ViewEvent?e=6826
Metro Futures – the Next Generation, lecture, 9 May, Newcastle
Details at http://nearyou.imeche.org/eventdetail?id=15999
Haymarket’s HSTs, technical visit, 16 May, Edinburgh
Details at http://nearyou.imeche.org/eventdetail?id=15809
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High Speed 2

EUSTON PLANS EMERGE

W

ith main HS2 works
contracts announced
for Euston and Old
Oak Common (p92, last month),
plans for the wider development of
Euston are starting to crystallise.
HS2 works at Euston are gathering
pace with scaffolding climbing up
the two 1970s towers in front of the
station, tower cranes in place and
the demolition of the old IBIS and
UCL buildings on Hampstead Road
complete. The disused former National
Temperance Hospital has also gone.
But what of the plans to develop
a masterplan for the wider Euston
site? Network Rail HS2 integration
director Neil Kirkwood says options
for the conventional station are being
whittled down with the submission
of an outline business case for its
redevelopment 12 to 18 months away.
Even without the arrival of
HS2 Euston currently handles
more than double the number
of passengers the 1960s station
redevelopment was built for and
for the past decade governments
have recognised that a major
intervention is required. If Crossrail 2
gets the go-ahead, then even more
passengers will be using Euston.
To create space for the HS2 station
two Network Rail platforms are being
incorporated into the footprint of the
HS2 development to the west, leaving
15 platforms on the Network Rail side.
Options to rebuild and straighten
all 15 platforms, retain a southern
concourse or build a new concourse
above the tracks have now been
rejected, according to Mr Kirkwood.
Instead, an underground concourse
is the preferred approach to allow
fast pedestrian links (via escalators)
to Underground lines and Crossrail 2.
A small number of platforms on the
eastern side would have to be rebuilt
but, crucially, this approach avoids
the hugely disruptive and wholesale
rebuilding of the entire platform
layout with all the track and signalling
reworking that would entail.
The Euston masterplan, for which
Lendlease is development partner,
aims to build in opportunities
for oversite development as well
as provide new connections
between the communities on the
east and west of the station.
Mr Kirkwood says Eversholt Street,
on the east side of the station, has
emerged as a key part of this concept.
At the moment the north-south road
has some shops on one side, but
the other side is a 230-metre-long
black brick wall forming the station
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Brought to ground: container crane at Willesden,
adjacent to the West Coast main line.

perimeter. Consequently, the
attractions (and hence footfall) along
Eversholt Street are limited. Now
Network Rail wants to use its land
and buildings to bring shops and
restaurants to the other side of the
road, a move that could transform the
use of the area and bring in substantial
revenue to help pay for the station
redevelopment. A commitment to
provide a new east-west connection
across both the Network Rail and HS2
stations will be included in the plans,
which are expected to be lodged
with Camden Council in early 2020.
Redeveloping the existing Euston
station remains a long game. Control
Period 6 enhancements funding will
be used to develop the final business
case, but this will not be ready until at
least 2022 when detailed design can
get underway. Construction of the new
Euston would not start until 2027 so
on current timescales the HS2 Phase
One Euston station will be ready first.
Back at HS2, and February’s station
contract awards have prompted
a legal challenge from one of the
bidders competing for the Old Oak
Common job. A consortium of
Balfour Beatty, Systra and Vinci won
the contract with bids from Bechtel,
Dragados/Mace and BAM Nuttall/
Ferrovial Agroman losing out.
Having landed the Euston HS2
works package, Dragados/Mace will

not be too disappointed at seeing
the Old Oak Common package
go to another bidder. But Bechtel,
which had opted out of the Euston
contest to focus its resources on
Old Oak Common, appears to be
unhappy about the scoring process
and has lodged a claim in the
technology and construction court.
This is not the first time Bechtel
has questioned HS2 Ltd’s process
for awarding contracts. In 2017 the
American company secured the
Phase 2b development partner role
but only after HS2 Ltd reversed a
decision to give the job to CH2M.
CH2M withdrew its interest following
concerns about a potential conflict
of interest between it and senior
HS2 Ltd staff who had previously
worked for the consultant.
EURO TERMINAL CRANES
COME DOWN
It’s a sight that was familiar to
passengers travelling by train into
Euston over the past 30 years.
But now three of the four huge
disused yellow container cranes at
Willesden, in north west London,
have been removed to make way
for a new HS2 Rail Logistics Hub.
Once complete 16 freight trains a
day are expected to serve the planned
logistics hub, delivering equipment
and construction materials and

removing material excavated by the
tunnel boring machines digging
the tunnels east to Euston and west
to the outskirts of the capital. In
total the 150,000 square metre rail
hub is expected to process more
than six million tonnes of excavated
material – the equivalent of taking
300,000 lorries off the roads.
HS2 enabling works contractor
Costain/Skanska worked with JF Hunt
(Demolitions) and ALE Heavy Lift to
move the first two container cranes
last year. The third and heaviest of
the container cranes was moved by
the same team over the Christmas
break using a specialist moving
motorised jacking system. It was
brought down to ground level on
6 February in a controlled collapse.
After weakening the structure of the
crane, the team used an excavator to
pull the structure down onto specially
built crash mats. This crane has now
been dismantled at ground level, with
95% of the structure set to be recycled.
Originally known as Willesden Euro
Terminal, the site was built to handle
container traffic through the Channel
Tunnel. The first scheduled freight
train to cross the channel departed
from Willesden on 27 June 1994,
four months before the first Eurostar
train. A fourth container crane, at
the north west end of the site, has
been left in position. a Dan Harvey
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Crossrail Update

BROAD WINDOW FOR
ELIZABETH LINE OPENING

L

ess than five months before the
Elizabeth Line was due to open
in December 2018, we were
informed the opening was off. The
new opening date was ‘autumn 2019’,
implying a delay of about a year.
Six months on and that opening
projection too is history. Forget 2019,
Crossrail Ltd Chief Executive Mark Wild
told the House of Commons Public
Accounts Committee in March: ‘There
is no opportunity to open this railway
in 2019 because of the compression
of the critical path and the stations’.
Should we forget a 2020 opening
too? According to Mr Wild: ‘We
would very, very much want to get
this done in 2020’. While it’s good
to hear the Crossrail top team have
got their mission statement nailed
down, confidence in when the line
will open appears in short supply
even at the top of the organisation.
With two projected openings
missed there is an understandable
caution towards announcing new
dates. Mark Wild said in January that
he hoped there would be something
more concrete to announce in
February (p10, February issue); this
has slipped to April, when we can
expect a ‘broad window’ for when
the central section of the railway will
open. This ‘broad window’, Mr Wild
said, would be ‘quite wide’. Expect a
timeframe of several months which
could reach beyond Christmas 2020.
At least there is evidence that
development of a new plan is
underway. Mr Wild told the Public
Accounts Committee that a logical
sequence for opening has been
approved by the Crossrail Ltd board
and was put to the Department for
Transport and the Mayor of London in
the second week of March. Suppliers
will be asked to validate productivity
rates which will then result in a range
of opening dates being taken to the
TfL board at the end of the month.
Down below in the Elizabeth
Line tunnels dynamic testing is
said to have been going better
than expected, although in early
March there was still only one train
in each tunnel able to operate at
linespeed. With a series of software
drops planned, the aim was to get
multi-train testing in each tunnel
by the end of March. This will allow
engineers to start flushing out any
problems and software bugs.
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Far from finished: work in progress at Bond Street station on 20 November 2018.

PARALLEL UNIVERSE
Last year, following the news that
Crossrail would need more time
and more money, a new senior
team was appointed at Crossrail Ltd.
What appears to have happened
at around the same time is that
the Elizabeth Line scheme entered
a parallel universe – a world
where what we thought we knew
about it no longer applies.
Take the central stations. Crossrail’s
message has repeatedly been that,
while there remains work to be
done, the main area of difficulty
is the integration between tunnel
systems and those on board the
Class 345 trains. Fingers were pointed
at parent company TfL: given that it
is responsible for buying the trains
we heard it was unfair to heap
blame on Crossrail for problems
linked to the rolling stock software.
But as we have reported in recent
months, the state of the stations
has proved to be well behind what
we were led to believe and there
remains many months of work left
to do. And now this: speaking before
the Public Accounts Committee
Mark Wild said: ‘It is likely that we
will finish the railway systems before
the stations’. Stations, not systems,
appear to have taken centre stage.
The latest Crossrail update to
Transport for London’s Programmes
and Investment Committee notes

that the current rate of static testing
in stations remains behind plan
and is a significant focus of the
new programme and technical
leadership on the project. Around
65% of station systems installation
is said to have been completed.
With reports that Crossrail is
currently paying out £30 million a
week, achieving tier one contractor
substantial demobilisation (TOSD)
for each of the Crossrail stations,
shafts and portals is key to bringing
Elizabeth Line costs under control.
Fourteen of the 22 TOSD milestones
had been achieved by early March,
with Whitechapel and Plumstead
Portal TOSDs completed in January.
Given that the Government and
Londoners are having to pay extra
money to main contractors to get
the job done – we can assume the
quoted contract award prices too
are lost in the previous Crossrail
universe – TOSD is key to turning
off the cash tap. But it doesn’t mean
work at a site is completed – further
commissioning and integration
activity will still need to take place.
The more we learn about the
state of the Elizabeth Line, the
more it becomes clear that this is
no ordinary rail project overrun. It
has become clear that, rather than
being the sort of slippage which
would draw sympathy given the epic
scale and challenges of the Crossrail

undertaking, there have been some
monumental failings. What remains a
triumph of modern rail engineering
has been eclipsed by the success
of Crossrail’s corporate messaging
machine, which kept the good news
coming for so long after the delivery
programme was falling apart.
The Public Accounts
Committee’s grilling of Mark Wild
and new chairman Tony Meggs
highlighted failings including
lack of transparency, inadequate
upward reporting to the Crossrail
board and insufficient attempts
by senior figures inside and
outside the organisation to ask the
pertinent questions. But was there
a deliberate attempt to obfuscate?
Members of the panel expressed
incredulity that references in
the Jacobs P-Rep report of
April 2018 – before Crossrail
accepted the December 2018
opening would be missed – did not
attract more scrutiny. Mark Wild said
schedules for the stations – which
now look set to be completed
after the signalling – started to slip
around 2016. Did senior executives
visit sites like Bond Street? It seems
incredible that some of the most
experienced and highly paid rail
project professionals with access
all areas privileges could not spot
when station works were running
more than a year late. a Dan Harvey
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Between the Lines

Chris Stokes

W

hen the coalition
government took forward
High Speed 2 after the
2010 election, as well as the Euston
route the project included a direct
branch to Heathrow and a link
to High Speed 1, via a single line
connection to the North London
line. The business case for both these
links was actually dreadful, but it
was argued both were strategically
vital. Indeed, the project as a whole,
and in particular the Heathrow
branch, was part of a pitch by the
Conservatives that HS2 was an
alternative to expanding Heathrow –
a proposition that didn’t stand
up to analysis for a moment.
Nearly 10 years later, costs for what
was to have been a £30 billion project
have ballooned. Both the Heathrow
branch and the connection with
HS1 have been quietly dropped, but
the current quoted capital cost is
£56 billion, despite these reductions
in scope. Even this now appears
to be unrealistic, with HS2’s Chief
Executive admitting that further cost
savings are now being considered,
including reducing planned service
frequencies and lower maximum
speeds, which in turn would enable
a reduction in the cross-section
of the tunnels. There are also
Chinese whispers that the Old Oak
Common – Euston section may be
dropped, at least initially. The Euston
terminus is enormously complex and
expensive, and the work will be very
disruptive, both to existing services
and the local neighbourhood, with
a potential legal challenge to the
level of compensation offered for
demolition of the office blocks in
front of the station. Even Sir Terry

Morgan, briefly the Chair of HS2,
suggested to the House of Lords
Economic Affairs Committee that it
might be sensible to drop Euston.
There are also periodic press stories
that a number of members of the
cabinet are gunning for the project,
including Liz Truss, the Treasury Chief
Secretary, who is responsible for the
current Spending Review, although
Theresa May and the beleaguered
Chris Grayling are still reported to
be supporters. But Chris Grayling’s
mantra is that the budget is fixed,
which suggests its scope will be
reduced further. Termination at
Old Oak Common? Dropping the
Crewe – Manchester section? This
involves a long tunnel under south
Manchester for only five trains an
hour in each direction – three London
services and two Birmingham
trains, which HS2 Ltd itself only
forecasts to have 20% load factors.
California may provide an awful
precedent. The state government
was firmly behind a large-scale
high-speed network from San
Francisco to Los Angeles, with
branches to Sacramento and San
Diego. But costs escalated, and the
new state governor has cut the
project right back to the section
already under construction, from
Merced to Bakersfield, pretty
much nowhere to nowhere.
I realise many Modern Railways
readers are passionate supporters
of HS2, but I offer a modest
thought experiment. A project
that included HS1 and Heathrow
for a cost of £30 billion is clearly
more defensible than a £56 billion
scheme that is likely to be further
reduced in scope. Given the constant

pressures on public expenditure,
is there a potential point at which
even the project’s most fervent
advocates begin to have doubts?

T

he fundamental trade-off for
the North of England may
well be money to upgrade the
network linking the great Northern
cities against continuing with HS2.
Andy Burnham, Manchester’s Mayor,
told Channel 4 that the North
wanted and needed both – but
when pressed, accepted that, if he
had to make a choice, he would
have to prioritise investment in the
regional network. I’m sure that would
be the right priority; the rail routes
which are in most urgent need of
improvement and investment in the
North aren’t Manchester – Euston
or Leeds – King’s Cross, which
already have excellent inter-city
services, but routes like Manchester –
Liverpool via Warrington and
Manchester – Leeds via Bradford.
Investment in the North would
keep all the benefits in the region,
with ‘agglomeration benefits’
through linking the major cities
together in terms of employment,
job creation and economic growth.
In contrast, academic research from
around the world suggests that the
benefits of HS2 would be weighted
towards London, increasing, not
reducing, the North – South divide.
Scotland continues to offer a
vision of what can be done. There
are now around 13 trains an hour
between Glasgow and Edinburgh,
over five different routes, giving
comprehensive rail access across the
central belt. With the completion
of the electrification via Shotts,

all routes are now electrified.
The trains are mostly new and
high quality, rather better than the
refurbished ex-Thameslink Class 319s
now operating in the North.
In contrast, there are two routes
between Liverpool and Manchester;
one has recently been electrified
but there is at present no likelihood
of electrification of the Warrington
route. The ex-Lancashire and
Yorkshire route via Wigan, which
had an hourly express service
over a hundred years ago, is no
longer through: two single track
stubs meet at a single platform at
Kirkby, so there are no direct trains
between Liverpool and Bolton.
Ormskirk is another terminus
station for two dead-end branches,
with a risible service to Preston.
The Calder Valley route is
another example. Frequency is
reasonable, but speeds are low –
the existing infrastructure won’t
support a fast, limited stop service,
calling at, say, Rochdale, Halifax
and Bradford only. In Scotland,
this would be an electrified
route with four trains an hour.
The position in the North
East is equally grim, with only
an hourly slow service on the
coast route via Sunderland and
Hartlepool, with populations of
174,000 and 92,000 respectively,
yet the open access Grand Central
services are their only direct links
to the south. And as yet there are
no trains to Ashington and Blyth.
The rail network in the
North could be transformed
at a fraction of the cost of HS2,
years before it’s ever built.
chrisjstokes@btopenworld.com

Scottish progress: electric test train on the Shotts line. Class 86s Nos 86638 and 86627
sandwich a flatbed wagon approaching Breich from the west on 24 February 2019. John Peter
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XX

Alan Williams

B

ack last summer I told you
about the bridge at Castleton
on my local line to Whitby
that was struck so violently by a
skip lorry that the entire bridge
deck was moved sideways by some
100mm – about four inches in old
money – distorting the track and
rendering the bridge unsafe and
thus closing both the railway and
the road below while Network Rail’s
Orange Army carried out emergency
temporary repairs. After four days the
line reopened to both road and rail
traffic, the latter with a severe speed
restriction pending a more detailed
inspection by NR engineers. There
was major inconvenience both to
the village, because the road is the
only route out to the north without a
massive diversion, and there isn’t even
an alternative pedestrian route, and
because buses had to be provided
to replace all services, including the
school train, significantly lengthening
journey times. It seems the driver of
the offending vehicle subsequently
appeared in court and was fined.
Meanwhile, that more detailed
inspection confirmed what many had
feared – that the stone abutments
and foundations of the 150-year-old
bridge had been disturbed, too. As
a result, ground anchors to reinforce
both bridge abutments are required
and an entirely new bridge deck is
being assembled in a field alongside
the line, which has been built up by
several feet to raise it above the flood
level of the nearby river Esk. The new
structure was scheduled to be lifted
into position to replace the original
during a further two-day closure
of the line at the end of March. But
much more seriously for the village,
the road beneath has been closed
to all but pedestrians since January
while utilities are diverted, those
new ground anchors are installed,
the foundations strengthened and
the stone abutments repaired.
Network Rail tells me that none of
this work would otherwise have been
necessary and was not planned. It
estimates that the final cost, including
compensation and restoration, will
be in the region of £3 million. There
are almost 2,000 bridge bashes
a year – an average of five every
day – costing £23 million a year.
Castleton is clearly going to be an
extreme example, but even so that is
an average of £12,000 per incident.
But why are passengers/taxpayers
picking up the bill for damage caused
by incompetent lorry drivers? NR
says it pursues miscreants and their
insurers to recover costs, but that
it is not easy. That is partly because
neither the police nor the haulage
industry seems to take bridge bashing
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Major rebuild: the bridge at Castleton.

very seriously, the former prioritising
reopening the road (never mind the
delay to rail passengers!) while the
latter likes to blame inexperienced
drivers – for which read often poorly
trained, something that seems
bound to get worse given the alleged
shortage of qualified HGV drivers.
As a result, even if they are firmly
identified, bridge bashers rarely
suffer more than a fine for ‘driving
without due care and attention’
and very few are ever disqualified.
Curiously, although the law
defines the maximum permissible
width, length and weight of HGVs,
there appears to be no equivalent
height restriction, although the
law now requires the height of any
vehicle over three metres high,
including any trailer and any load
on it, to be displayed in their cabs.
Most British motorway bridges
allow a clearance of at least 16ft 6in
(just over five metres), but there
are over 1,600 bridges much lower
than this just on the designated
British ‘A’ and ‘B’ road network, with
probably as many more on lesser but
nonetheless vital roads, including that
at Castleton, which allows only 12ft
clearance (with no metric equivalent
shown as this is the Independent
State of North Yorkshire!).
Given that almost every bridge
bash is a potential risk to rail safety
and therefore usually results in
disruption to train services while the
structure is examined, where are the
Department for Transport, the Office
of Rail and (not so much) Road, the
Rail Accident Investigation Branch and
local authorities in all this? All could do
much more to help prevent incidents
in the first place. Some years back the
wicked European Union proposed a
rather lower maximum height for all
vehicles across Europe but the DfT,
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as ever in the thrall of the road lobby,
did not implement the proposal,
and there are now an increasing
number of double deck trailers in use
on British roads that are 16ft (nearly
five metres) high. Local authorities
have little direct responsibility for
road under rail bridges, so with all
their other financial constraints are
reluctant to get involved, with the
result that signage is often not as
good as it could be, with particularly
a lack of advance warnings and
clear indications of turning places
or alternative routes. There seems
to be a marked reluctance, too, to
provide portal structures of the same
height placed in advance of low
bridges, apparently because there
are fears that such inevitably large
structures would be both unsightly
and possibly dangerous if damaged
or dislodged. So why not a row of
bells stretched between two obliging
lamp standards, as often used on
the Continent to protect bridges or
overhead wires at level crossings, with
the simple message ‘If you hit these
bells you will hit the bridge’. Or surely
modern technology could produce
a system which detects overheight
vehicles and illuminates a ‘stop!’
sign for less than £12,000 a bash?
This is yet something else on which
the DfT has failed to take the lead. And
if bridge bashes are such a potential
risk to rail safety, why do we also never
hear from the ORR’s Rail Inspectorate or
the Rail Accident Investigation Branch
in support of more preventative action
to stop bridge bashing and tougher
penalties for those that do? You can
be certain we would do so, with all
the attendant recommendations
and requirements to Network Rail, if
an earth slip or other event caused
the degree of distortion to the track
that stopped services at Castleton.

N

ow, bearing in mind
recent tribulations, here’s
a fascinating bit of news.
From the beginning of the summer
timetable, there was to be a new
non-stop train from Scarborough to
Leeds (not even stopping at York?)
departing at 08.30 and arriving at
09.50. From Leeds, in the evening
peak, the journey was to be even
faster, just 75 minutes for the
67 miles. Not much improvement
from now, you may say. But that
news item is actually from a
summer 1900 edition of The Railway
Magazine and underlines just how
little the service has improved
in more than a century. Today,
Class 185 trains take 77 minutes
with three intermediate calls. Only
during the latter days of British
Rail when Class 158s were used
was this timing bettered, taking
advantage of less restrictive ‘Sprinter
Only’ speed limits. The magazine
of the day reveals that there were
16 ‘express’ trains each way a day
between York and Scarborough, plus
stopping services. Today there are
18 in all, calling at the two remaining
intermediate stations. The fastest
trains in 1900 took 50 minutes, with
up to nine coaches. Today they take,
ahem, 50 minutes, admittedly with
those two intermediate stops, but
invariably with just three coaches.
TransPennine now promises five
coaches from later this year on
its new Nova 3 Class 68 powered
trains, but there is no proposal
to improve timings. We should
all remember this next time our
politicians (including my local
MP) yet again bang on about the
shortcomings of our ‘Victorian
railway system’ and how much they
are improving it. Pure bunkum!
awcolumn@yorkshire.net
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